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Pope Acclaims President
For CivilRights Campaign
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
Pope Paul VI assured Presi-
dent Kennedy at their historic
meeting here that he would
pray for the President's ef-
forts to end racial discrimina-
tion in the U. S.
In a 40-minute private audi-
ence. the Supreme Pontiff aod
the first Catholic president of
the V. S. discussed the prob-
lems confronting world peace.
the possible contribution of
space exploration to mankind,
and a wide variety of social
Issues.
the efforts to insure to sQ of
your citizens the equal bene-
fits of citizenship, which have
as their foundation the equali-
ty of aO men because of their
dignity as persons and chil-
dren of God."
POPE PAUL GAVE Mr.
Kennedy a model of Micbei-
angetos "Pleta.” tb« master-
piece which wtil be sent to
New York for exhibition at
the Vatican Pavilloo in tha
World's Fair.
He also presented him with
a gold medal of his pon-
tificate. a gift for the Presi
dent's father, onetime U. S.
Ambassador to England; a
pearl rosary for his mother;
e gold chain bearing a medal
of Mary and Jesus for Mrs.
Kennedy, who is expecting her
third child; gold chains and
medals for the Kennedy chil-
dren. Caroline and John Jr.
Mr. Kennedy presented a
•Tiling case to the Pontiff It
was lined with red velvet and
embossed with the papal and
■MMM - seetii - lie ■>■■ .
gave Pope Paul 4 silver-
framed photograph of himself.
FOLLOWING THE 40 mtn
ute talk between Pope and
President, members of Mr.
Kennedy's party were brought
In to meet the new Pontiff. He
chatted with them for 10 min-
utes.
After the President had left
the papal apartments. Pope
Paul put in a surprise appear-
ance to greet newsmen ac-
companying the President who
had gathered in the Clemen-
tine Hall.
The Pope said: "I welcome
you here I have
* received
your President The discussion
of our meeting was world
peace under the blessing of
Christ 1 now give you too and
to all your families and dear
one* ray blessing."
The newsmen applauded the
Pope, who shook hands with
one or two of them near him
before leaving.
THE PRESIDENT received
the normal honors of a visit-
ing chief of slat* when he
called on the Pope Upon
meeting, the two shook hands
and repeated the gesture as
they said goodbye
The President did not kneel
to kiss the Pope s ring as is
customary when Catholic* call
upon the Pontiff because he
was making the visit not as a
Catholic but as Chief of State.
According to Vatican observ-
er*. this practice u followed
by most Catholic heads of na-
tions which are religiously
pluralistic
THE PRESIDENT later was
warmly greeted by Richard
at
He presented Mr. Kennedy
with gifts which Pope John
had wanted to give to the
President; one of only three
personally autographed copies
of his encyclical. Pacem in
Terns; a series of gold, silver
and bronze medals struck in
IMI on the occasion of the Is-
suing of the encyclical. Mater
et Magistra; and another set
of medals made when he re-
ceived the Balzan Peace
Prize.
Archbishop Martin J. O'Coo-
nor, rector of the college, also
greeted Mr Kennedy
The Prendrnt walked out
into the college's inner quad-
rangle, where the student
body, lined on either side of
the corridors, broke into ap-
plause
The President. smiling
and nodding, passed through
the double ranks of students,
shaking hands with some of
them, and then returned to his
car.
Text, Other Stories
Popes 2 and 3
POPES GIFT TO PRESIDENT-Pope Paul VI is shown as he presented a gift-a model
of Michelangelo's "Pieta" - to President Kennedy at the Vatican. Pape Jahn XXIII last
year agreed to send Michelangelo's masterpicee of sculpture New York for exhibit in
the Vatican Pavilion at the 1963 World Fair.
Papal Audience
Each Saturday
VATICAN CITY (RNS)
Vatican officials an
nounced that Pope Paul VI
will hold general audiences
each Saturday at noon.
Such audiences were held
by the late Pope John
XXIII on Wednesdays.
The audiences are open
to anyone, although passes
must be obtained through
Roman churches or Vati-
can channels.
Priests, Sisters Picket;
Protests Aimed at Bias
CHICAGO Seven Sisters
and a priest Joined student
picket* here last week in pro-
test against a Catholic wom-
en's club which refuse* to
admit Negro member*.
"We are not doing this for
a lost cause," one of the pick-
eting Sisters said. "Our ac-
tions speak louder than
word*.”
FOCAL POINT of the con-
troversy is the Illinois Club
for Catholic . Women, estab-
lished 40 years ago to promote
Catholic action. Mrs. Frank J.
Lewis, club president and wid-
ow of the late wealthy Chi-
cago philanthropist, inaists
that as a private organisation
the club has the right to de-
cide "who shall be our mem-
ber*."
Caught In the middle la
Loyola University, a Jesuit In-
stitution. The club occupies
the top eight floora of the 17-
story Lewis Towers, which is
the downtown headquarter* of
Loyola. The building was do-
nated by and named (or Mrs.
Lewis' husband.
The dispute began last
Spring when a Negro coed at
Loyola was denied use of the
club'* swimming pod. The in-
cident was taken up editorial-
ly by the Loyola News, a stu-
dent publication, and a abort
time later all coeds were de-
nied use of the pod. The club
w*» subsequently picketed by
the Student Action Committee
for Loyola University.
THE CONTROVERSY was
heightened July 1 by the sight
of Sisters marching in a picket
tin* at the Lewis Towers
building. The Sisters, summer
students at Loyda. had per-
mission and their superior*
The pickets were recruited
from the newly furmed Stu-
dent Action Committee and
Greater Chicago, a group
composed mainly and Loyola.
Mundelein College and D*
Paul University students, and
from the Chicago Catholic In
terradal Council.
John A. McDermott. **•
ecutive director of the Chi-
cago Catholic Interracial
Council, characterized the re-
fusal of the club to admit
' 'outstanding Negro women"
to membership ss "immoral
and un Christian " McDermott
sflyTrT?
out on this problem "
THE ILLINOIS Club for
Cathdic Women is affiliated
with the Chicago Archdiocesan
Council of Catholic Women
The chib publishes a maga-
zine called Triune and ta its
June issue. Mrs. Lewis said:
"Probably I have dealt with
more Negroes than the local
rabble rouaers and I know
that the really sensible and
sincere one* are not Interest-
ed in associating with other
than their own race."
She cited the dub's record
and welfare which has benefit
ed whites. Negroes. Puerto
Ricans. Mexicans and others
She said the club now was
"giving assistance to (Z Ne-
gro children and 20 adults."
HARRY L. McCLOSKEY.
dean of Loyda atudent*. said
in a statement: "The univer-
sity recognize* the right of
private citizens to protest
against practices to which
they are opposed, whether or
not such practices are against
civil taw,
"It would be regrettable,
however. If prdeata against
the membership policy of the
Illinois Club for Cathdic
Women were to obscure the
charitable work which this
club and Its president. Mrs.
Frank J. Lewis, have been
doing for many year* . . ."
BALTIMORE—Seven priests
led some 175 parishioners in
the picket line as Catholics
joined Protestants and Jewa in
a second massive protest
against segregated facilities at
Gwynn Oak Amusement Park
in suburban Woodiawn. One of
the priests said the action had
the approval of Archbishop
Lawrence J. Shehan.
In the picket line also were
50 members of the Catholic In-
terracial Council of Baltimore.
Police dogs were brought in
by Baltimore County police to
control the crowd of several
Related Editorial, Page 6
thousand white persons who
heckled the 400 demonstrators
whenever an arrest was made.
Another demonstration is
planned for July 14.
NO PRIESTS were among
some 20 clergymen arrested in
the July 7 demonstration, but
two were arrested in the July
4 protest: Rev. Joseph Connol-
ly and Msgr. Austin Healey,
pastor of St. Martin’s Church
and director of the Baltimore
Archdiocese's Inner City pro-
gram.
Arrested with them were
Bishop Daniel Corrigan of the
National Council of the Protes-
tant Episcopal Churches. New
Vork; Dr. Eugene Carson
Blake, chief executive officer
of the United Presbyterian
Church. New York; and two
other co chairmen of Balti-
more's Interfaith Committee
for Human Rights: Rev. John
Middaugh. pastor of Brown
Memorial Presbyterian church;
and Rabbi Morris Lieberman
of the Baltimore Hebrew Con-
gregation. •
After their arrest. Father
Connolly, Rev Middaugh and
Rabbi Lieberman issued a
statement saying "human
rights given of God are inalien-
able, take precedence over
property and must be guaran-
teed by civil society."
MOST OF THOSE arreated
were released on bail, includ-
ing the tiro priests. Gwynn
Oak Park has long been a
center of controversy because
of iu racial policy.
For many year* students at
Catholic school* held an outing
“£? p * rk SErtoSS*
tice was ended quietly over a
year ago by the Baltimore
Arrhdiocesan Department of
Education.
The Catholic Review, news-
paper of the Baltimore Arch-
diocese. criticized the Knights
of Columbus last year when
the organization announced it
woald bold its snntid picnic
at Gwycn Oak Park.
RF.V. JOSEPH Gallagher,
consulting editor of The Catho-
de Review, was among those
taking part in the demonstra-
tion.
The pnest-editor said per-
tons from Baltimore. Phiadel-
phi*. New York and Washing-
ton took part in the segre-
gation protest He said he
tried to distribute copies of
the pastoral letter oo racial
justice issued by Archbishop
Shell an on March 1, 1963.
Father Gallagher gave this
further account of the demon-
stration:
"THE POLICE were ex-
tremely courteous to the dem-
onstrators The crowd wa*
mostly hostile. Whenever the
demonstrators were arrested,
the crowd jeered and cheered.
"While waiting at the park
for the second group of dem-
onstrators to arrive. I distri-
buted some copies of the Arch-
bishop’s pastoral. Some people
refused to take them; others
tore them up in my face and
trampled on them.
“I heard one lady say: ‘l'm
ashamed to be a Catholic.'
Someone told me that another
lady said she wasn't going to
go to church next Sunday."
ON THE PICKET UNE-Priests and Sisters jained in demonstrations on behalf of racial
justke this week In top photo, Rev. Joseph M. Connally, left, co-chairman of the Balti-
mare Interfaith Committee on Human Rights, walks with other clergymen to a police
potrel wegen after his arrest for [?]
amusement park. Bottom photo shows Sisters in picket line protesting the racial policy
of the Illinois Club for Caholic Women.
Bishop Fills
School Post
PATERSON-Blahop James
J. Navagh this week an-
nounced four clergy reassign-
ment*. including the appoint-
ment of'Rev. Leo F. Carey as
director of Bayiey-EUard
High Schod.
Father Carey had been sta-
tioned at Assumption, Morris-
town. He baa taught religion
for several years at Bayley-
Ellard and now replaces
Msgr. Denis A. Hayes, super-
intendent of schools, as direc-
tor. The appointment la effec-
tive Aug. 1.
Rev. Charles Cassidy, who
has been with the dioceian
mission In Caranavi, Bolivia,
will become an assistant at
St. Monica's, Sussex.
Rev. Richard E. Grasso, a
newly-ordained priest, on tem-
porary assignment at St. Jo-
seph’s, Paterson, has been as-
signed to St. Boniface, Pater-
son, to work with the Spanish-
speaking there.
Rev. Raymond Jaaaitia was
transferred from St. Joseph'!,
Passaic, to Sacred Heart,
Dover.
FOR NEW HOSPITAL-Bishop James J. Navagh breaks ground for the new $6.7 million
addition to St. Joseph's Hospital, Paterson, July 5. Also taking part In the ceremony are,
left to right. Dr. A. Gerard Peters, president of the medical board; Msgr. Walter H. HIM,
chairman of the governing board; Sister Anne Jean, administrator, and Mother Joanna
Marie, mother general of the Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth. The addition will In-
dude two new buildings which will provide 100 additional beds, as well as extra sur-
gical, laboratory, emergency and clinical facilities and renovation of an existing build-
ing Into a convent.
Hare and Religion
Bias Ban in Washington;
Real Estate Boards Hit
Am AJtonir Srui Smmimmry
Religious leaders In W»th-
in ft oc. D.C., agreed to must
on noa-diKriminaUoa clause*
In cooatnicuoa contracts this
week m one of a senes andma-
jor development* in the reli-
gion-racial field
In Bridgeport. Conn. a
Catholic interracial group crit-
icized Uie National Aaaocia
tion of Real Estate Boards
for its position of neutrality on
"open occupancy" legislation,
and in Chicago a large Catho-
lic delegation participated in
a news making civil nght*
parade
In other developments
• More than to Protestant.
Cathdic and Jewish clergy-
men called on people in the
Seattle area to "become di-
rectly involved" in ending dia-
crimination.
• Representatives of all
faiths Joined with civil nghlj.
labor and civic groups in
New York under the aus-
pice* of the leadership Con-
ference on Civil Right* to
back President Kennedy's civ-
il rights legislative program.
• A Pittsburgh Area Reli-
gion and Race Council was
formed by leading clergymen.
Including Bishop John J.
Wright
• More than 4,500 Minne-
sota clergymen received an
Independence Day* letter sign-
ed by 20 religious leaders urg-
ing them to take action
against discrimination.
• Archbishop Gerald T.
Bergan of Omaha asked all
resident* of his archdiocese to
observe "open occupancy for
residential, living."
THE WASHINGTON anti-
bias directive was accompan-
ied by an announcement cf
a 42-member Interreligioua
Committee on Race Relations,
which will serve under the
leadership of Archbishop Pat-
rick A. O'Boyle.
Co-chairmen will be Metho-
diat Bishop John Weaiey Lord,
Episcopal Bishop William F.
Creighton, Bishop Smallwood
E. Williams of the Bible-Way
Church Worldwide; and Rab-
bi Lewis A. Weintraub, pres-
ident of the Washington Board
of Rabbi*.
The group developed as a
result of the National Confer
race on Religion and Race
held earlier this year in Chi-
cago Committees were ap-
pointed to work on person to-
person communication through
encouragement of visits be-
tween white and Negro faint-
tiee; on legal and legula-
live problems, and on bous-
ing. employment, welfare, ed-
ucation, and public relations.
THE BRIDGEPORT Area
Catholic Interracial Council
charged that the National As-
■oriation of Real Estate
Board*, by adopting a position
of neutrality towards "open
occupancy" legislation. is
"closing its eyes to the moral
aspects of the problem and it
disavowing any moral respon-
sibility in this matter."
I’eter J. George, council
president, said it is "incon-
ceivable that in this time of ra-
cial tension and strife, any or-
ganisation would not heed
President Kennedy's message
on civil right*; however this is
what NAREB advises its local
boards and members to do "
George charged the associa-
te has "appointed Itself as
the conscience of the realtors"
and has "usurped the nght
and duty of each realtor to
make his choice in thia mat-
ter."
He appealed to Individual
realtors to consider seriously
the moral implications of the
open occupancy issue and act
tn accordance with their con-
science. "Try as you may."
he said, "you cannot run
away from the problem. The
reality is no farther away
than jour Negro or Puerto
Rican neighbor "
ABOUT 54 PRIESTS and
seminanans led nearly 2.500
Catholics who took part in the
hour-long civil nghts parade
in downtown Chicago.
The Catholics represented
25 parishes Most of the lay-
men were Negro. The priests
and seminanans were white.
The National Association for
the Advancomcnt of Colored
People sponsored the demon-
stration.
Council’s Central Commission
Discusses Missions, Marriage
VATICAN CITY (NC>-The
Central Coordinating Commis-
aion of the ecumenical council
has held its third session and
completed its review of the
project* to be submitted to
the council when it recon-
vene* Sept. 29.
DURING TIIE flrat meeting
the commission reviewed
two projects, one on the mi*,
sions and the other on Matri-
mony.
Abo discussed was a pro-
posal for improving press
service*.
Hie project on the missions
was introduced by Carlo Car-
dinal Confalonieri, secretary
of tha Sacred Conaiatorial
Congregation. Benedetto Car-,
(final Alois! Masella, Cham-
berlain of the Holy Roman
Church, introduced the project
on Matrimony.
At its second meeting the
commission studied a synthes-
is of the final chapters of the
project on the nature of the
Church (de Eccleaia). The re-
vised version of the project
wa* presented by Leo Car-
dinal Sucnens of M alines-
Brussels, assisted by Michael
Cardinal Browne, 0.P., vice
president of the Theological
Commission, and Rev. Sebas-
tian Tromp, S.J., secretary of
the same commission.
CARDINAL SUENENS then
reported on the work done by
the mixed commission com-
posed of members of the
Theological Commission and
the unity secretariat on revia-
lng the parts of the project
on the nature of the Church
in which the two bodies have
a mutual Interest. Fernando
Cardinal Cento, president of
the Commission on Communi-
cations Media and the Lay
A postdate, and Msgr. Achill*
Glorieux, secretary of the
same commission, Joined in
tiie presentation.
After this, Archbishop Perl-
cle Felici, secretary general
of the council, explained a
proposal for improving infor-
mation services during the
council's second session.
Msgr. Fausto Vallainc, direc-
tor of the council pres* office,
answered question* about the
proposal.
Amlcto Cardinal Cicognanl,
Secretary of State and com-
mission president, led both
meetings, which were held
July 3 and 4.
The commission will meet
once more before the opening
of the second session of the
council at a time still to be
announced.
Text of Pope Paul’s Coronation Address
NCW'C News Serl'ics
Following is tbe text of an English translation of tbt mulls,
lingual coronation address given by Pope Paul VI on June 30,
1963.
Latin
The spectacle which Is giv-
•n us to behold in this memor*
able hour is so solemn, so
magnificent and expressive
that it cannot but move our
spirit deeply, and it calls
rather for
silence than
for words,
and for a qui-
et meditation
rather than
a discourse.
But our
duty com-
pels us to
speak. For
Just as the
moat clement Lord wishes to
demonstrate publicly His
mercy and goodness toward
us, so it is Just that we ex-
press publicly our gratitude to
Him. And Just as the con-
gratulations, the respect and
the fidelity of Individuals, as
well as of peoples, are set be-
fore us in a great public ex-
pression, so it is fitting that
we not hide the expression of
our grateful soul.
Before all else, though
trembling, we adore the my»-
terious dispositions of God
who willed to weigh down our
humble powers with an Im-
mense though incomparably
precious burden, namely the
Catholic Church, than which
there is nothing greater or
more holy on earth.
It was truly founded by
Christ and redeemed by His
blood. It is His immaculate
and beloved, spouse. It is the
nurturing mother of all na-
tions to whom the name of
Christ is given and who ad-
here to Him with fidelity. Fin-
ally. it is the light and hope
of all peoples.
GOD HAS entrusted this
Church to us not only that we
may keep it holy and flour-
ishing. but also according
to the mandate Jesus gave to
all his vicars on earth that
we may dedicate our
thoughts, our preoccupations
and our very life if necessary
to make its efficacy, its light
and ita riches which are
divine and Infinite treasures
constantly more diffused
among men.
The burdens Imposed upon
us are moat grave, therefore,
and we would succumb before
if we were not convinced, cm
the ooe hand, that God
cbooees Mi manly weak instru-
ments to perform His great
works and thereby show more
clearly His power and His
glory.
We are persuaded, on
the other hand, that in HU
provident wisdom He grants
with greater abundance the
gifts of HU mercy when the
necessities are more grave.
It was thu that the Virgin
Mary felt when she sang:
"My soul magnifies the Lord
. . . because he has regarded
the lowliness of his handmaid
. . . because he who U mighty
has dona great thinga for ms"
(Luke 1, 48-49).
THEREFORE, while we to-
tally lack confidence In our
powers, we implore the moet
benign aid of God, begging
above all the Intercession of
Our Lady. Who more than aha
has the Church more at heart,
she who was always present,
not only when it was born
from the wounded side of her
Son or when it set out upon
its way at Jerusalem with the
descent of the Holy Spirit, but
who has aUo been near the
Church through the centuries
in its strife, iu sufferings and
its development?
Next we implore the aid of
the Apostle St. Peter, to
whose office we succeed,
though unworthily. It was he
although once he wavered
who obtained the steadfast-
ness of the rock after the
prayer of Jesus, and to
whom the keys erf supreme
power were given by Jesus.
May he never fail to cover us
with the shadow of hU protec-
tion.
Finally, we address ourself
to Paul, whose name we've
taken, so that we may place
ourself under his auspices and
protection. May he. who so
labored and desired to spread
Christ's Gospel, who gave his
life for Christ, be our heaven-
ly example and a patron
throughout all the days of our
life.
Italian
This rite, extraordinarily
solemn and expressive, adds
to iu religious significance an-
other meaning which is prop-
erly apoetolic
We ascend the Chair of St.
Peter and assume a most high
and formidable office. We
conquer the paralysing trepi-
dation. precisely because of
our smallness, to enter with
the help of God into the frtnk
knowledge erf our position in
the Church and tn the world.
Then let there resound In our
spirit the words of the Apos-
tie in the choice of whose
name we Uke comfort: “We
have been made a spectacle
to the world and to angels «»*1
to men" (| Cor,. 4, •).
WE LOOK to you. eminent
fflnftwren at the 3 acred Col
lege; to you venerable broth-
ers of the episcopate; to you
beloved sons. prietU and re-
ligious: to you men and worn
en. to all the faithful. God's
people, members of the Mys-
tical Body of Christ: "A chos-
en race, a royal priesthood
a holy nation, a purchased
people" (I Peter. 2, »),
We look to the Church, to
this Roman Church which pre-
sides in charity (St. Ignatius
of Antioch to the Romans), to
the entire Church of God on
the earth, One, Holy, Catho-
lic and Apostolic.
It is in the sight of the
whole Church that we, fearful
and trusting, accept the keyi
of the kingdom of heaven,
heavy and powerful, bene-
ficial and mysterious, which
Christ confided to the Fisher-
man of Galilee, made Prince
of the Apostles, and which
now are.pssjed on to us.
This rite speaks with a loud
clear voice of the authority
conferred upon Peter and then
upon him who succeeds him.
We know that this authority,
so greatly feared and vener-
ated by us. Invests us and
makes us teacher and pastor
with the supreme fullness of
the Roman Church end of the
Universal Church. Our divine
mandate now redietee to the
city and to the world.
BUT PRECISELY because
we are raised to the summit
of the hierarchical scale of
power which works in the
Church Militant, wa ere
aware that at the tame time
we are placed in the lowest
office of the servant of the
servants of God.
Authority and responsibility
are thus marvelously Joined,
dignity with humility, right
with duty, power with love.
We cannot forget the ad-
monition of CbrUt. Who<t
vicar we have been made.
“Let him who it greatest
among you become ss the
youngest and him who is the
chief ss the servant" (Luke
». 281.
We know, therefore, that st
this moment we assume s sa-
cred. solemn and most grave
office: to continue in time
and spread upon the earth the
mission of Christ.
WE AMINE IT ss we
stand before the history of the
Chureh of the past, derived
with vital coherence from Our
Lord Jesus Christ Who gave
it origin and form and Who.
living and mysterious, give it
support with lov* through the
centuries
We assume tt as we stand
before the Church of the fu-
ture. which expects nothing
more from us than perfect
fidelity to the initial e> angel-
icel mission and to the an-
thcntic tradition which sprang
from it.
We assume it as we stand
before the Church of the
present, which we already
know and will study to know
better in its structure, its
vicissitudes, ita riches and its
needs, and which will tell us.
almost as with voices that cali
to us, of its bursting vitality,
IU most grave sufferings, IU
common anxiety and IU flour-
ishing spirituality.
WE WIIX Uke up again
with great reverence the work
of our predecessors. We will
defend the Holy Church
against errors of doctrine and
custom, which both Inside and
ouUide the Church threaten
iu Integrity and spoil iu
beauty.
We will seek to preserve
and increase the pastoral vir-
tue of the Church which pre-
senU it free and poor in its
proper attitude as a mother
and teacher, full of love for
her faithful children, respect-
ful. understanding, patient,
but warmly beckoning those
who are not yet among them
We will resume, as we have
already announced, the ecu-
menical council. And we ask
God that this great event may
confirm the Church in It*
faith, relnforre its moral en-
ergies. give it anew youth,
adapt iU forms to the needs
of the times, and present the
Church to the Christian broth
era. separated from iu per-
fect unity, in a way to make
easy and Joyful the atn-
cere recomposition, in truth
and in chanty, of the Mystical
Body of the on* Catholic
Church.
In a word, with the help of
God. wa will hava a heart lor
all It Is enough for us. at this
moment to remember all our
*OO.l. suffering because of the
oppression <rf their due free-
dom and because of the in-
firmity of their body or spirit.
French
Venerable brothers, dear
sons presents her*, and all
who hear our rta.ee wherever
you are.
Allow the new Pop* to re-
turn now to an idiom more
widely spread sod understood
to declare humbly but firmly
before tha world at this dawn
of hi* pontiffste what aeoti
menu motivate him and what
attitude he intends to adopt
toward Catholic communities,
toward separated churches
and toward tha modern world.
THE CHURCH - Is It nec-
essary to say it again after so
many explicit declarations by
our predecessors? consid-
ers as an incomparable
wealth the variety of tongues
snd rites in which it express-
es Its dialogue with Heaven.
The Eastern communitiea,
bearers of old and noble tra-
ditions. are in our eyes worthy
of honor, esteem snd confi-
dence. Is not the unfolding of
the splendid liturgy of the
papal Mass, with the singing
in Latin and Greek of the
Epistle and the Gospel, al-
ready In Itself testimony to
the sollcitide with which the
Church has gathered the heri-
tage of the distant past and
defends it against the erosion
of ths centuries?
We lovingly exhort the ven-
erable Oriental churches to
have confidence in the Apos-
tolic See and to be resolved
above all to persevere In their
double title of glory: total fi-
delity to thetr origin* and un
failing loyalty to the succes-
sor of Peter, vital center of
the apostolate of the Mystical
Body of Christ
TO THOSE WHO, without
belonging to the Csthotie
Church, sre united to us by
the powerful lie of th* faith
and th* lov* of the Lord
Je«u* and are marked with
the sea! of the unique baptism
on* Lord, one faith, on*
baptism (Eph 4.3) we ad
drew* ourself with a respect
enhanced by an immense de-
sir* the same ‘desire’
that ha* long moved many of
them to hasten the blessed
day that will see. after cen-
turies of sad separations, the
perfect realisation of the
prayer Christ raised urgent-
ly on the eve of Hit death
That all may be one: (John
1?. II)
W« inherit with feeling the
patrimony of our unforgetta-
ble predecessor. John XXIII.
on this point He under
the breath «rf the Holy Spirit,
brought into being tn this do-
main immense hopes, which
*e cotmder it a duty and an
honor not u> disappoint
No more than he, do »*
nojruh a***!* about the ex
tent trf the problem to be
solved sod the gravity of the
obstacle* to be surmounted.
But— faithful to the great
Apostle whose name we havo
taken: Rather are wa to prac-
tice the truth in love (Eph. 4,
13) we intend leaning only
on our weaponj of truth and
charity, to pursue the dial-
ogue that has been begun and,
ss far as we are able, to help
the work already undertaken.
BIT BEYOND the frontiers
of Christianity, the Church is
engaged in another dialogue
today, the dialogue with the
modern world. On superficisl
examination, the man of to-
day can appear to be more
a stranger to all that is
religious and spiritual. Con-
scious of the progress of sci-
ence and technology, inebriit-
ed by spectacular success in
domsins hitherto unexplored,
he seems to see his own pow-
er as divine and to want to
do without God
But behind this grandiose
facade it is easy to discover
the profound voices of this
modem world, which is also
worked upon by the Holy Spir-
it snd by grace It aspire* to
Justice, to a progress that is
not only technical but also hu-
man, to a peace that is not
merely the precarious suspen-
sion of hostilities among na-
tions or among social classes,
but that would permit at last
*n openness and a collabora-
tion among men snd people*
in an atmosphere of recipro-
cal confidence
In the service of these
causes tt shows itself cap-
able of practicing to an aston-
ishing degree the virtues of
strength and courage, the
spirit of enterpme. devotion
and sacrifice We say it
without hes.tation all tbit is
ours And for proof of it we
wish nothing beyond the im-
mense ovation which greeted
the sound of a Pope a voice
just s short while ago when he
invited men to organise so-
ciety in fraternity snd peace
W* hear them, these pro-
found voices of the world.
With God s help and the ex
ample of our predecessors, we
will continue to offer untir-
ingly today 'a world the reme-
dy for ita tils, the answer tq
ita appeals Christ and Hu
unfathomable riches < Eph. 1,
* > Will our voice be heard?
English
We wtih now to address to
our venera hie brothers and
beloved children who use the
English language a word of
greeUr.g and blessing m the,r
mother tongue Spreading
from it* birth place a the
British Isles to every con
Uneot and every comer of the
Miih, your language makes ■
notable contribution toward
increased understanding and
unity among nations and
races.
LIKE OUR venerable -pre-
decessors on th# throne of Pe-
ter, we too intend to dedicate
ourself to the encourage-
ment of greater mutual com-
prehension, charity and peace
among peoples, that peace
which Our Blessed Lord left
to us and which the world
without Him cannot give. We
exhort you, our children and
ail English-speaking men of
good will, to strive and pray
that this priceless blessing
may be given and preserved
upon earth, as announced by
the Angels when Christ, Our
Savior, was bom.
Giving glory to God in the
highest, we invoke His richest
graces upon you all. your
families at home, especially
the children, the sick and suf-
fering and to all we impart
from our paternal heart a spe-
cial apostolic blessing.
German
Not last, a special greeting
goes in this solemn hour to
those of the German tongue
who believe in Christ, who are
very dear to u* We speak et-
pecully to the Catholics of
Germany, Austria and Switi-
erland For years the treas-
ures of your language have
been quite familiar to us. As
a living presence in our mind
are the pilgrim* from your
countr.es with their under-
standing of order, with their
deep faithful piety, with their
joyful willingness to give
themselves with their variety
of beautiful snd heartfelt
hymns at we hive heard ever
*o often here in Rome.
We assure you Your peti-
tions are alto our* We pray
insistently with you to God for
the great intentions for truly
Christian hie among your peo-
ples, for unity in the faith,
for maintenance of peace in
the world With these fatherly
wishes we give you as well as
■your loved ones in your home-
lands the apostolic blessing
with our whole heart. /
Polish
In a special way we salute
and bless our beloved Poland
which has always been faith-
ful, where we stayed for a
time, and which rerhains al-
ways very desr to our heart.
Spanish
Our thought also goes with
special affection to the great
Hispanic world, to all of those
peoples who share the same
Catholic tradition and pos-
sess a rich spiritual heritage
upon which are based the
glories of the lands of St. Isi-
dore and St. Teresa, a* well
as St. Rosa of Lima and of
the Aiuccna Lily! of Quito;
ail nations that pray in the
same language and draw upon
themselves the complacent
glance of God.
Their realities and promises
snd in particular their firm
adherence to the Chair of Pe-
ter snd their devotion to
Mary which distinguishes
them, makes our hesrt of fa-
ther and pastor vibrate and
explains why the Church
places in them both predilec-
tion and hope.
Portuguese
We send our greetings to
all of our dear children of tha
Portugese language. We greet
our children of Portugal
the land of Blessed Mary, the
mother of God. on the altar
of Fatima We greet our chil-
dren of Braiil the land of
the Holy Cross, of which we
retain happy memories from
the Trip that wc made last
year To everyone, our pater-
nal affection.
Russian
Our thought is also directed
to tie whole of the Russian
nation upon whom we call the
b'.rasm; of the Almighty
Text of Pope’s Talk at Kennedy Audience
NCITC .Vests Jen >•(
folio* mg is lb* iett of lb, address deUeared tm T.nglhb
If PnP* Paul V’l at tba audience granted to Prrsidrm Ktnnedr
on July 2, 1963.
Your Excellency:
With great Joy do we wel-
come Your Excellency to the
Vatican, recalling with true
happiness our first meeting
almost 23 years ago. when, as
a young
man. you
accompanied
your parenta
to the cor-
onation of
Pope Pius
XI!, who was
our venerat-
ed predeces-
sor of happy
memory. We
remember too, with particular
satisfaction, the many pleas-
ant occasions on which w« re-
ceived your father.
Your Excellency now comes
once again, this time as the
President of that noble nation,
the United Stales of America
W# hava visited your beauti-
ful land, and as we travelled
from one great city to an-
other, wa were able to experi-
ence personally the many ad-
mirable qualities which have
made yours a leading mem-
ber of the family of nations.
THE WARM and sincere
hospitality which was extend-
ed to us wherever we went
has left upon us a lasting im-
pression. The many churches
that dot the American roun-
trys.de and' the spires reach-
ing high over the cities are
indicative of tha spiritual
awareness and convictions of
your people
We wilnested the industry,
the imagination and the ded
ication which have traaa
formed the vast riches of your
natural resources tnto s very
high standard of living toe
your cituens
Nevertheless, in the midst
of this hard won abundance,
your country hay not forgot
ten the high ideals of ita first
beginnings, nor neglected the
poorer nations, and especially
thos* emerging states which
are striving to give thetr peo-
ple the benefits of freedom
under law. At no little coat,
the United Strtei has extend-
ed to all of them a very geo.-
erous helping hand
This sympathetic under-
standing and generosity
cannot but generate a lasting
friendship built on mutual re
sped snd bring additional
blessing upon the cituens of
your land.
THESE PAST few years
have seen impressive develop-
ments in the exploration of
space to which the United
States has made notable con-
tributions. May these under-
takings take on a meaning of
homage rendered to God.
Creator and Supreme Law-
maker Because they augur so
much for the benefit of mso-
kind. may they be indicative
of true and peaceful progress
which would bring men to-
gether in s closer relationship
of universal be other boevi
This is what we heir often
in the discourses of Your Ex-
cellency. how with candor
your words recall the higher
moral principles of truth, of
Justice and of liberty W# find
a spontaneous harmony with
that of our venerable pred-
ecessor Pope John XXIII, in
his last encyclical letter.
P*cem in Terns, when he
presented anew to the world
the Church's constant teach-
ing on the dignity of the in-
dividual human person, a dig-
nity which the Almighty Crea-
tor bestowed in creating man
to His. own image snd like-
ness
We sre ever mindful In our
prayers of the efforts to en-
sure to all your cituens the
equal benefits of cilUenship.
which have as their founda
tion the equality of all men
because of thetr dignity a*
persons and children of God
THE tVTIRIN'G striving to
obtain world peace is tn be
commended highly, and we
are confident that these labors
will find a ready response in
all men of good will. Univer-
sal peace in charity and Jus-
tice can be achieved, and we
feel that the efforts of the
United States will bear fruit
and help- u> secure for all peo-
ples of this troubled world
that peace which will enabl*
them to prosper and to enjoy
the blessings which God in-
tends for them To this end.
following the evample erf osir
predecessors we too are ded
icating our prayers, our ener-
gies. and our life
Me evtetvl to you a heartfelt
welcome, ani through Your
Excellency we wish to irod
our greetings to Mr*. Ken
nedy to sour family and
to all the cituens of your
country, invoking upon them
the abundant blessings of
God
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People in the News
Rev. James M. Darby, S.M.,
•upcrior of the Cincinnati prov-
ince of the Society of Mary,
has been reelected president of
the Conference of Major Re-
ligious Superiors of Mens’ In-
stitutes in the U.S.
Rev. Edward J. Sponga, S.J.,
former graduate school dean,
has been appointed president
of the University of Scranton,
Scranton, Pa.
V Thant, U.N. Secretary
General, is expected to visit
Pope Paul VI July u.
Rev. Cyprian Berent, 0.F.M.,
director of the Brothers 1
training program at Duns Sco-
tus College, Detroit, has been
appointed general administra-
tor of finance for the Francis-
can order.
Rev. Robert J. Fox, former
assistant director of the family
services division of New York
Catholic Charities, has been
named director of the Office of
Spanish Catholic Action of the
New York Archdiocese.
Archbishop Celesllne J.
Damlano of Camden has been
received in private audience
by Pope Paul.
Causes. . .
The Sacred Congregation of
Rites, has inaugurated the fol-
lowing beatification causes:
Rev. John Steeb, born in
Tubingen, Cicrmany, 1773; died
in Verona. Italy, 1856. A con-
vert, he founded the Institute
of the Sisters of Mercy of
Verona.
Sister Anna Eugenia Picco,
born Cresccnzago, Italy, in
1867; died in Parma, Italy,
1921. At the age of 20 she
founded the Institute of the
Little Sisters of the Sacred
Hearts of Jesus and Mary.
Sister Emilia dl San Giuseppe
born in Caracas, Venezuela.
1858; died Maiquetia, Venez-
uela, 1893. Foundress of the In-
stitute of the Little Sisters of
the Poor of Maiquetia.
Sister Teresa Grilio Michel,
bern in Spinetta Marengo,
Italy, 1858; died Allesandria.
Italy. 1944 A widow, she found-
ed the Institute of the Little
Sisters of the Poor of Divine
Providence.
Sister Alfonsa Marla Ep-
pinger, bom VlVderbroo,
France, 1814. died Stnsbourg,
France. 1867 She fouijdcd the
Institute of the Sisters of the
Divine Saviour in 1849.
Casimiro Moretto, born Cav-
agnoli. Italy, 1857, died Aloj.
Spain. 1884. Asa pilgrim in
Spain. France and Italy he de-
voted his life to charity.
Pontiff Recalls Visits
Irish, Brazilian Leaders
Hold Talks With PopePaul
VATICAN CITY - Pope
Paul yi received presidents of
two predominantly Catholic
natioos last week as he com-
pleted the first full week since
his coronation. The Holy
Father was visited by Presi-
dent Eamon de Valera of Ire-
land ami President Joao Gou-
lart of Brazil.
in other achvttiea during the
week. Pope Paul:
• Met in private with Fran-
ziskus Cardinal Koenig of
Vienna, a key figure in Vati-
can contacts behind the Iron
Curtain.
• Told representatives of
the Union of Italian Women
for Catholic Action that only
a mother's love for her child
can compare with a priest’s
hive for his people
• Visited the editorial of-
fices ami print shop of 'L’Os-
servatore Romano, the Vatican
City daily
• Received representatives
of non-Catholic Christian
groups who attended his coro-
nation, speaking to them in
six languages.
POPE PAUL told President
de Valera he holds the Irish
in great esteem and recalled
with pleasure a trip he once
made to the Emerald Isle.
"The vision at your island of
saints and scholar* glows
brightly in our heart," Pope
Paul told his visitor. Mr. de
Valera had come to Rome as
Ireland's official represen-
tative at the Pontiff’s corona-
tion.
Through the President, Pope
Paul sent a special Apostolic
Blessing to the Irish people.
Pope Paul commented that
the Irish have a "moat fervent
and burning zeal for the con-
version of souls and the
spreading of the Kingdom of
Our Lord Jesus Christ to every
comer of the earth."
"So ardent is the faith of
the Irish." he continued, "that
they not only provide their ow n
dear Island with sufficient vo-
cations but also give their
choicest and best to leave
home and country and to work
as priests, brothers and sis-
ters in the most difficult fields
of Apostolic rndeavor."
The Pontiff said there had
been innumerable Catholic
missionaries who left Ireland
"to bring the light and warmth
of the Gospel to those sitting
in darkness and in the shadow
of death."
THE POPE toki President
Goulart he trusts that the
Catholic traditions of Bratil
will bring it stability and so-
cial progress
After saying how dear Brazil
had become to him, the new
Pope continued:
"We believe there is nothing
hotter we can wish Brazil than
to cootinue her progress along
the lines of the admirable
Impetus that already is animat-
ing her with vigor, and that at
the same time to remain faith-
ful to her origins and to her
traditions.
"These without doubt are de-
rived from European civiliza-
tion and therefore from a
basically Christian source:
They are religious and Cath-
olic."
DURING TIIE WEEK, the
Holy Father also visited an
ailing friend; welcomed a
group of Greek Orthodox pro-
fessors and students, and met
with the mayor and council
members of Rome.
Pope Paul left the Vatican
July 7 to visit his Vicar Gen
eral for Rome, Clemente Car-
dinal Micara. 83. in the palace
of the Apostolic Chancellery,
where the Cardinal has an
apartment
The Pontiff told the visiting
Greek* in Rome a* guests
of Urntas, Catholic ecumenical
organization that the center
of the Catholic world is in
"great and wonderful harmony
with your own hearts. . with
your faith in Christ the lord "
OF HUMAN CONCERNS-Pope Paul VI chats with Gaultiero Belli, a crippled boy, at
Rome's Church of SS. Ambrose and Charles, where the Pontiff celebrated Moss.
Defends Pius XII
VATICAN CITY (NC) - A
letter Pope Paul VI wrote be-
fore the ronclave in defense of
Pope Pius XII has been pub-
hvhed m the Vatican-Ctty daily
L'tMservatore Romano
The letter refers to "Die
Stellvcrtreler" (The Vicar), a
play by German playwright
Rolf Hochbuth, wtnch portray s
Pope Pms XU as a' selfish,
cowardly politician who shares
the blame for nazt Germany 's
estermmation of over sis mi)
bon Jews because he did not
intercede directly in their be
half
POINTING OIT that he
knew Pope Pius well after
working with him dady from
1937 to 1354. the then Cardinal
MooUni wrote that Pius was
noble awl vinle rather than
cowardly and that he could by
no means be described as op-
portunistic
"An attitude of condemna-
tion and of protest, which he
blames the Pope for avoiding.
would have been not only use-
less but harmful," Pope Paul
wrote.
"The .thesis of 'Die Stettver-
tretec' shows an insufficient
psychological. political and
historical insight into reality,
in trying to clothe that reality
with theatrical charm
"If Pius XU had done what
Hochhuth reproaches him for
not doing, there would have
been such reprisals and such
devastation that, after the war.
Hochbuth himself, with better
historical, political and moral
evaluation, could have written
another drama, much more
realistic and more interesting
than the one he hat so boldly,
though so unfortunately,
staged that through political
exhibitionism or psychological
carelessness, the Pope would
have been guilty of letting
k»isr more rum an the world,
already so tormented, to the
hurt, not so much of himself
as of countless innocent vic-
tims,"
Sixth Ballot
Elected Pope
■LOS ANGELES (NC)
James Francis Cardinal
Mclntyre of Los Angeie*
•aid here Pope Paul VI
was elected on the sixth
ballot in the conclave of
the College of Cardinals.
The Cardinal described
in an interview- the "great
happiness of the conclave
that a decision was ar-
rived at so readily in six
ballots "
"That a body of men as
widely divergent as those
should come to a decision
80 men independently
registering their vote ac-
cording to their conscience
that is a remarkable
thing." he said
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Religious Freedom Basic,
Cardinal Wyszynski Says
WARSAW (RNS) - Stefan
Cardinal Wyatynaki, Primate
c< Poland, in a strong-worded
detenae of the Polish hier-
archy, Inflated here that re-
ligious freedom is basic to
peaceful coexistence between
Church and State.
He spoke in answer to recent
criticism by Poland's com-
munist leader, Wladyilaw Go-
mulka.
IN A SPEECH at a meeting
of the Polish Communist Par-
ty’s Central Committee,
Gormilka had charged that the
Polish Bishops are "deviating
from tha spirit’’ of Pacem In
Tetris.
Addressing a Jammed con-
gregation in Warsaw’s St.
John’s Cathedral, Cardinal
WyaiynsU replied:
"Our Polish Bishops have to
deal with the Lord’s business
that is the task assigned
to them.”
"Peace is not somewhere in
tha clouds or on tha moon."
the Cardinal added. "Peace is
in human minds. Peace is in
the minds of people who have
guaranteed rights to liberty,
Justice, freedom of consci-
ence and the right to hold
their own conviction!."
If peace is to prevail, the
Primate asserted, "religious
conscience must be guaran-
teed. This is the basis of
peaceful. . . co-existence."
Earlier, Cardinal Wyaxyn-
ski said in Vienna while en
route to Warsaw that Pope
Paul intended to carry on the
efforts of his prececessor,
Pope John, to improve rela-
tions between the Vatican and
Iron Curtain countries.
IN TIIE SPEECH to tha
Polish communists, Gomulka
had charged that the Polish
Bishops were disregarding
and disobeying the principles
contained in Pope John’s en-
cyclical He asserted that they
had deliberately misinterpret-
ed the papal document in
their opposition to a coexist-
ence policy.
Goraulka’a speech waa one
of the strongest attacks on the
Church since he and Cardinal
Wyszynski achieved a work-
Ing relationship between the
Church and State in IM6.
"Reactionary forces sttll
try to Influence the mind of
the community," he said.
"Those reactionary forces
base their activities hostile to
socialism on the old classes,
the activities of the old bour-
geois parties. Those forces
find the support of the church
hierarchy."
Tertiaries Received
FAIR LAWN - Reception
ceremonies for 18 tertiaries of
the Third Order of St. Fran-
cis were held recently at St.
Anne’s Church here with Rev.
Justice Eelea, OF M , spir-
itual director, presiding.
KNIGHTS' WELCOME-The New Jersey Knights of Columbus officially welcomed Bishop
Navagh of Paterson at a dinner July 2 of the Alexander Hamilton Hotel. State Deputy
Charles W. Gardner greets the Bishop in the pretence of Msgr. Charles G. McCorristin,
state chaplain, and John Wegner, past state, deputy.
Catholic-Jewish Statement
Not Shelved, Observer Says
ROME (NC) Sources
close to the ecumenical coun-
cil and the Secretariat for
Promoting Christian Unity
said here they have seen no
evidence to substantiate
claims that the council will
not consider the relation of
the Cathotic Church with the
Jewish religion
Last week. Rev. Gustave
Weigel. SJ, was reported to
have said that a statement
concerning anti-Semitism pre-
pared for the council was
shelved because of possible
repercussions in Arab state*
That report was disclaimed by
Msgr. John M. Oesterrricher
of Seton Hall University, who
assisted in preparing the state-
ment
ONE KEIUBI.E source
said it woud be a mistake to
expect a condemnation of anti-
Semitism from the council. He
said that as the iate Pope
John XXIII himself put It. the
work of the Second Vatican
Council should not be con-
cerned with condemnation!
and .negative approaches
Thus the council’s considers-
Urn of the Church’s relation
with the Jews would be in a
stnctly religious context free
of immediate political consid-
erations.
Augustin Cardinal Bea. S J.,
president of the unity secre-
tariat. has expressed h-pe
publicly on several occasions
that the council will utue a
statement on the relation be-
tween the Church and the
Jews
It is also known that a draft
of such a proposal was among
the work submitted during the
preparatory phase of the eoun
cil. Presumably this draft or
some version of it sUQ awaits
consult ratior. by the council’s
Central Coordinating Commis-
sion. which resumed its work
In Rome July 3.
IN NEW YORK, both .Arab
and Jewish orgtfitnHPSl
agreed that they would ««’.
ome a statement (mat the
Second Vatican Council con-
demning anti-Semitism. The
Arab Information Center and
the American Council for
Judaism issued separate com
meats on the matter
A spokesmen for the Arab
League said U would welcome
a clear statement against dis-
crimination. but "distinguish-
ing between Judaism sod Jews
on the one hand sod the po-
litical national Zionist Israeli
axis on the other hand." Thu.
said the statement, "could not
be viewed as offensive to the
Arab state* ."
Clarence L. Coleman. Jr.,
president of the American
Council of Judaism, said It
was his earnest hope" the'
council would condemn anti
SemtUtm
St. Ann's Novena
Begins July 18
NEWARK - The annual
solemn novena in honor of St
Ana will be hold June 1»»
at St Ann's Church here with
daily devotions at 3.13 pm.
and I p m.
Rev Edward A Murray.
C.VI. will conduct the devo-
tions. There will be a solemn
cloving of the noveea on July
a*, at which all present will
receive oil blessed with a reltc
Of the satat.
July 20 Dance
NEW YORK - The Lew-
rencian Catholic Club svill
hold its regular third Satur-
day dance July 20 at *JO
pm. m St. John a Hall on
West 30th St
DIOCESE OP PATERSON
24 DE GRASSE STRSET
PATERSON 1, NEW JERSEY
Clergy
Appointments
ASSISTANTS TRANSFERRED
Rev. Raymond JaiaitU, assistant at St. Joseph’*, Passaic to
Sacred Heart, Dover
Rev. Richard E. Grasso, newly ordained and temporarily at
St. Joseph’*. Pateraon, to St. Boniface, Patcrion, to wort with
Spanish-speaking people of the area.
r.jftait r June 29
Rev. Charles Cassidy from mission in Caranavi, Bolivia to
Assistant, St. Monica’s, Sussex
Rev. Leo F. Carey, assistant, Assumption, Morristown, to direc-
tor, Baylcy-Ellard High School, Morristown
El/telin Aug. I
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Resigns Membership
ACLU Suit Assailed
By Catholic Leader
LAWNDALE, Cal. (RNS) -
Thomas Francis Ritt, national
director of the Catholic Coun-
cil on Civil Liberties (CCCL),
has resigned from the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Uninn
(ACLU) because of what he
called the organization's
“secularistlc spirit."
The Catholic unit recently
announced that it would op-
pose a suit being supported
by the ACLU to challenge the
constitutionality of the words
"under God" as recited in the
Pledge of Allegiance to the
Flag in California public
schools.
IN A LETTER to the ACLU.
Ritt said he was resigning
because of a conflict in con-
science.
"Asa Roman Catholic." he
said, "I can no longer accept
the secularistlc spirit which is
being promulgated In caaea of
this sort, so my conscience
dictated my resignation from
the ACLU."
Ritt said he believes the
suit is only the start of simi-
lar cases.
"Next," he said, "an at-
tempt will be made to re-
move prayers from the open-
ing sessions of Congress or to
remove 'ln God We Trust*
from our coins. Actions like
this are almost inevitable as
long as ACLU is motivated by
an absolutist interpretation of
the religious clauses of the
First Amendment."
The Catholic attorney
praised the ACLU in defend-
ing civil liberty over a period
of 40 years.
However, he pointed out.
"of late, the increasing
secularistlc posture of the
ACLU in religious matters"
had been of deep concern to
him.
"Accordingly," be said, "I
resigned and will devote my
efforts In the future to the
work of the Catholic Council
on Civil Liberties, an organ-
isation of Catholics commit-
ted to the defense of civil and
religious liberty in the US.
with a commitment to the
tradition of natural law."
Brother Brian
To Make Vows
LAFAYETTE - Brother
Brian Gallo. 0.F.M., of Tea-
neck. will make his solemn
vows as a Franciscan Brother
July 16 at St. Raphael's No-
vitiate here, with Very Rev.
Donald Hoag, 0.F.M., minis-
ter provincial, officiating.
Brother Brian is a graduate
of St. Anastasia’s School, Tea-
neck. and St. Cecilia'* High
School. Englewood. He attend-
ed Bergen Junior College and
later served in the Air Force
before entering the Francis-
cans in 1954 at Callicooo.
NY.
After specialized training at
Croghan. N.Y., Brother Brian
took his novitiate here and
made his simple profession of
vows in 1960 He has been sta-
tioned at Holy Name College.
Washington. D C., for the psst
three years.
BROTHER BRIAN
Notre Dame Gratia
Elect Durkin
NEWARK Harry P Dur-
kin, Newark attorney and for-
mer professional baseball
player, has been elected pres-
ident of the Notre Dame
Alumni of New Jersey. A
1953 graduate of Notre Dame,
he received his law degree
from Setoo Hall and is a
member of the law school's
board of governors
Elected with him were Ed-
ward Broderick Jr., Morris-
town: James Sebold. New
Providence, and Henry Bor-
da. East Orange. A seven-
member board of directors
was also chosen.
Paterson Parish
Plans Pilgrimage
PATERSON St. Anthony's
Church will sponsor its annual
five-day pilgrimage to the
Canadian shrines Aug. 12-16.
it has been announced by Rev.
John J. Divizia, S D B , pas-
tor.
Among the places to be
visited will be Montreal. Cap
de la Madeleine. Three Rivers.
St. Anne de Beaupre ami
Quebec. The pilgrimage will
be made by chartered air-
conditioned coach. A spiritual
director will accompany the
group.
Fr. Schulze Elected
Franciscan Head
RENSSELAER. N. Y.
Rev. David Schulze, OF M
Coov.. who taught at Trenton
Catholic High School and aerv-
ed at parishes in both the Dio-
cese of Trenton aod Archdio
cese of Newark, has been
elected minister provincial of
the Immaculate Cooceptaon
Province of the Conventual
Franciscans at the triennial
chapter meeting at St An-
thony-on-Hudson here.
Father Schulze succeeds
Very Rev. William D'Arcy.
OF M Coov He is a native
of Lansdale. Pa.
Good Will Unit
Picks Officers
JERSEY CITY - Georg*
Davis was chosen chairman of
the executive board of the
A postdate of Good Will of
Christ the King Church at a
meeting -July 1, It hat been
announced by Msgr. Eugene
J. Reilly, pastor.
The apostolate. formed to
provide a bridge of good will
among racial groups here,
also established committees on
fair employment, headed by
Clarence Cooper; educa-
tion, headed by Mrs. Catherine
Crosson, and fair housing,
headed by Bert Thurston.
CORONATION MASS -Archbishop Boland distributes Communion at the Solemn Pontif-
ical Mass at Sacred Heart Cathedral July 1, marking the coronation of Pope Poul
VI in Rome the previous day. Assisting the the Archbishop are Msgr. John M. Mahon,
actuary of the archdiocese, left, and Rev. Gerard M. Santoro, pastor of Holy Rosary,
Jersey City.
Brothers Meet
On Long Island
OAKDALE. L.I. - The 24th
annual conference of the
Christian Brothers Education
Association will be held July
22-25 at LaSalle Military
Academy here.
Brother Azarias Raphael,
F25.C., president of the CBEA
and headmaster of the mili-
tary academy, will give the
keynote address at the first
plenary session July 22 at 7:30
pm.
The conference will devote
most at Its time to a study
of the lay apostolate. the Con-
fraternity of Christian Doc-
trine and the Legion of Mary.
Prient Nominated
By Hospital Group
ORANGE - Rev Harmld
A Murray, administrative co-
ordinator of St Mary’s Hos-
pital and assistant director of
hospitals for the Archdiocese
of Newark, has been nom-
inated for membership in the
American College of Hospital
Administrators
His election will take place
at a convocation m New York
Aug. 25.
Blue Army Pilgrims
To View Dedication
WASHINGTON - Msgr.
Harold V. Colgan. director of
the Blue Army, has announced
t pilgrimage to Fatima for the
dedicaton of ""e Byzantine
Chapel dTUie Blue Army there
The pJgr'majc *lll leave
New V rk Aug. 2*. a.vj re'.zra
Sept 10.
Camden Priests Go to Trenton
CAMDEN The temporary-
assignment of two priests of
the Diocese of Camden to the
Diocese at Trenton has been
announced by Archbishop Ce-
lestine J Damuno
Rev Joseph Bradley, assist-
ant at Queeo of Heaven. Erl-
ton. and Rev Robert V. Smith,
assistant at St Mary's, Sa
tern, were released tor duty
in Trenton.
It was also announced that
two Camden pr.ests. Rev Ed-
ward S McGinty of St. Agnes.
Blackwood Terrace, and Rev
John P Sellerk of Star of the
Sea. Atlantic City, have been
released for service as Air
Force chaplains
Would Liberalize
Immigration Law
WASHINGTON (NC) -An
eight-point legislative program
designed to liberalize the U.S.
immigration laws has been in-
troduced by Sen. Jacob K. Jav-
its of New York.
Co-sponsors of the measure
are Sens. Kenneth B. Keating,
New York; Wayne 1,. Morse,
Oregon; I-cverclt Saltonatall,
Massachusetts; Clifford P.
Case. New Jersey, and Hugh
Scott, Pennsylvania.
THE PROPOSED legislation
would:
Determine immigration quo-
tas on the basis of the i960 cen-
sus instead of the currently
used 1920 census.
Allow unused quotas to be
pooled and reassigned to wait-
ing lists, as directed by the
President subject to the ap-
proval of both the House aod
Senate.
Ease quota restriction*
against Asiatic and "colonial*'
peoples.
Establish a board of visa
appeals in the State Depart-
ment to review denials of
visas.
Enact a 10-year statute of
limitations on deportation of
aliens for reasons of past coo-
duct.
Eliminate the provision
through which naturalized citi-
zens can lose their citizenship
by residence abroad.
Allow immigration above
quotas to "fourth preference”
applicants brothers, sisters,
sons or daughters of citizens—-
if their petitions were approv-
ed by the Attorney General
beLire Jan. 1, 1963.
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Racism and Morals
Very often the plight of the Negro
has been compared with that of the early
immigrants to America. The offspring of
those early Poles, Italians, Irish and
others have long since achieved status;
they have built bridges and churches;
they are doctors, lawyers and Ph.Ds; they
have "arrived” after only 60 or 70 years
effort But-the Negro, 100 years after the
Emancipation Proclamation, is still held
captive in the prison of his skin.
WHY HASN’T the Negro made equal
progress? Because all of his energies, his
courage, his resourcefulness have had to
be directed to combating a multitude of
inequities; qualities which could have
been used for the building qp of Church
and country had to be employed just to
eke out an existence, just to survive in a
white jungle.The Negro himself does feel
that he has made a vital contribution to
the nation's growth by his years of “free,”
that is. enslaved labor in the fields. He
thinks now it’s time he was paid for his
services.
But the problem involves more than
economics. As Bishop Gerow, a native
southerner observed, it "is unmistakably
a moral one. We need frankly to admit
that the guilt for the murder of Medgar
Evers and the other instances of violence
in our community must be shared by all
of us.”
The white Christian and Catholic
must bestir himself lest the present
A
rumblings develop into something more
ominous. All of us accept the ideas of
social justice, the teachings of the single
origin of man and the universal redemp-
tion by Christ—at least, we do in studying
the catechism or listening to the Sunday
sermon. But come Monday in the office
or factory, in the real estate office, in the
school, rubbing elbows with real live Ne-
groes, not just textbook doctrines the
picture changes.
Whites lack an inward realization of
many of these basic social teachings of
their Faith. No wonder the Negro backs
away from Christianity in confusion; he’s
told his soul is valuable, but because his
skin is black, he’s going to experience
more than usual difficulty in saving it.
God wants him, but God's people shun
him.
THE TIME for high-sounding rhetor-
ic on the race problem has long since
passed because we have lost our audi-
ence. The Negro no longer listens to radi-
ant promises but to rabble-rousers. A par-
ish society, searching for a program with
meat in it. might well devote serious study
and action to the cause of our dark-
skinned brothers.
In the recent Papal election, the one
Negro Cardinal most probably voted for
our new Holy Father; it is not recorded
that Pope Paul rejected his support be-
cause of his color. It's time that all of us
started to think with the Church.
Impetuous Teenagers
The family is the basic component
unit of our civilization. When the family
disintegrates or collapses it means the
end of our way of life. .
The current scandalous rise In our
divorce rate, where in some areas there
are as many divorces as marriages, is one
of the most destructive forces in Ameri-
ca. Where respect for the sanctity and
dignity of marriage are discarded, the
honest respectable family becomes some
kind of an anachronism.
THIS DIVORCE trend is having a
most deplorable effect on our young peo-
ple. Many of them look upon marriage as
some kind of an exhilarating experience
lots of fun absolute freedom in sex
—and the right to break up the whole
thing if it does not work
The whole country is overrun with
Irresponsible, reckless young people who
have plunged into the dangerous sea of
matrimony without mature judgment,
without knowledge of the hazardous bur-
dens imposed by the marriage vows, and
without funds. Many of these marriages
break up almost as soon as the "honey-
moon mirage" is over.
Frequently a baby is bom early
before nine months have elapsed The in-
nocent infant becomes some kind of a
basketball that is tossed around from one
relative to another.
Every respectable father and mother
can tell the exact story of the trials, the
difficulties and the many sacrifices that
are an essential part of married life.
Unfortunately, when young people
disregard all advice and recklessly enter
marriage, they are unable to distinguish
between sex Infatuation which Is essential-
ly selfish and real love which is essential-
ly a sacrifice.
Financial obligations appear at a fast
and furious rate The furniture is bought
on time, the rent becomes an unpleasant
burden, doctors' bills haunt them like an
evil phantom, and when the baby is born
money has to be borrowed From there on
it becomes a series of quarrels which lead
to separation and divorce.
OCR YOUTH TODAY need guid-
ance, discipline and understanding High-
priced psychiatrists can be of assistance
when trouble arises, but can they really
do more than a kind priest w ho has sym-
pathy for youth problems and is inter-
ested In their Immortal souls'*
Many of our teenagers are being led
astray by bad example and bad advice.
They need help. Perhaps you can give it
to some misguided young man or woman.
The TV Dung Heap
The effect of horror films on chil-
dren has been assessed by a noted psy-
chiatrist who is an authority on violence.
The psychiatrist. Dr. Frederic Wertham
author of "The Show of Violence." is
convinced that television and motion pic-
ture violence has made the average child
indifferent to human suffering and has
contributed to the number of crimes com-
mitted by younger children. He believes
horror films create in children an atmos-
phere of violence that is contagious.
IN THE AVERAGE horror film vic-
tims are poisoned, shot, dunked into add
baths, slugged, raped, tossed into alligator
pfts. decapitated. As one editor stated,
"We are drowning our youngsters in
lence, cynicism and sadism piped Into the
living room and the nursery."
Producers of horror films claim that
such films have the healthy effect of re-
leasing tensions and help children to
purge themselves of their violent impuls-
es. The therapeutic effects of shock treat-
ments are supposed to be duplicated psy-
chologically through TV horrors.
It seems incredible that there should
be such reasoning. You don’t give shock
treatments to healthy children and it is a
fatal fault to try it. Obviously such argu-
menta are only a false and insincere pre-
tense of worthiness. The real reason for
horror films is that crime and gore and
sex pay handsomely in the mass media of
TV and the theater.
THE SATURATION OF children’s
minds with various kinds of startling vio-
lence is causing serious mental aberra-
tions in many. Last week in Illinois an
11-year-old boy admitted strangling a 4-
year-old girl in an Idea borrowed from tel-
evision after he had practiced strangula-
tion on six cats. Recent FBI reports on
crime show that persons under 18 years
of age account for of all arrests for
murder, rape, robbery, assault, and bur-
glary.
Violent crimes are being commit-
ted by younger and younger children in
the United States and in no other coun-
try in the world is this condition found.
We have laws against pornography,
obscenity, and the seduction of the inno-
cent. Why not laws against maniacal sadis-
tic horrors that dement the young? There
is more forceful truth than graceful beau-
ty In the line of poet George Herbert who
wrote. “The fly that feeds on dung is col-
ored thereby." We surelyhave a heap of
It on TV.
The Precious Blood
The liturgical year is so skillfully
constructed that in the course of every
12 months we are reminded of all the
mysteries of our holy faith, and the ex-
ample of the principal saints is placed be-
fore us for our imitation.
AN EXTENSION of the liturgical
year is the modern dedication of the
months of the year to important aspects
of our religion. November, naturally,
calls to mind the souls of the faithful de-
parted; May is the month of our Blessed
Mother, October is dedicated to her
rosary.
The month of June is centered
round the mystery of the Sacred Heart
of Jesus, while the current month of July
is devoted to the Precious Blood of Our
Divine Savior.
The July dedication is entirely ap-
propriate since the month is ushered in
liturgically, by the Feast of the Precious
Blood on July 1. The Introit of the Mass
of the feast sets the basic spiritual motif
for the month; "Thou hast redeemed us,
O Lord, in Thy blood, out of every tribe
and tongueand people and nation.” This
motif bears profound implications for us,
Implications both eternal and contempor-
ary.
The thoughtof the Precious Blood of
Our Savior shed for our redemption is one
that should never be lost sight of by any
Christian. Christ's incredible Incarnation
and the sublime work of the Redemption
wrought once for all on Mount Calvary,
should arouse in our hearts, as well as in
the hearts of men of every generation and
century, the deepest sentiments of grati-
tude and love toward Almighty God.
IF ANY INTELLIGENT person still
believes in any form of racial or national
superiority, in any form of segregation or
servitude for members of the human race,
the universal redemptive function of
Christ’s Precious Blood should
refute such fallacies. Surely, If we are ail
equal In the sight of Almighty God and all
equally the beneficiaries of His infinite
mercy, we can ill afford to raise unjust
barriers among ourselves.
Christians should be the first to rea-
lize that permanent peace among men
can only be securely achieved in the
shadow of Christ’s cross and in the light
of Christ’s revelation.
Ultimate Solution
Diabolic Possession
Or Nervous Disease?
By FRANK J. SHEED
Of the U Individual miracle*
at Our Lord'* public ministry
up to the time of Hi* death cm
tha Cross. eight manifest Ilk
power over inanimate nature
There leemt to be a general
tmpresatan that in the re-
maining 15. in which He dealt
with human affltcUaas. He did
no more than use the power
ot Hia personality to heal nerv-
ous ailments of one sort or
another further that, in a su-
perstitious ate. He added to
Hit reputation by claiming that
these ailments were caused by
devils and that He cast them
out
hut ip oedy tit of them did
Our Lord cast out devils; and
while many of the other cures
were of what we ihoutd now
recognise as nervous disease!,
many were not.
Three times He raised the
deed te life; a crippM tef la
more than a nervous affliction;
to are a withered hand
and leprosy and a severed eer.
There It a similarity be-
tween nervous diseases and
rases ot diabolic possession,
for the simple reason that the
devll'i point ot entry la in the
nervous system.
THE DISTINCTION between
hraltnc disease and eastins
in* out demons Is clearly slit
ed in the Gospels When He
it sending out the Twelve on
their first mission. Our l ord
tells them to ' best the sick,
raise the dead, cleanse the
lepers, cast out devils." And in
similar vein. St. Matthew tells
us thst there were brought to
Him "All sick people taken
with different diseases and tor-
ments. .and such as were pos-
sessed by devils, and lunatics,
and those that had the palsy."
There can be similarity be-
tween diabolic possession and
nervous disease: the Church
makes strenuous efforts to be
ture that demons are actually
present before she resorts to
exorcism. It Is possible even
for the very ikilled to be de-
ceived. but Our Lord could not
hr mistaken. At times we find
Him treating deafness, dumb-
ness. by ordering the demon
out. At other times He treats
deafness, dumbness and blind-
ness with no mention of de-
mons, Hit commands being
addressed only to the afflicted
body or the bodily affliction.
It it fascinating to compare
the speed and almost casual-
nest of His exorcisms with the
form prescribed In the Church
which occupies 30 pages of the
"Rituale Romanum." Even
more fascinating is the com-
pinion between His method
and the method* of tha Jewish
eiorctsu. In the Old Testament
there Is no instance at the cast-
ing out of a demon But the
nun Scriptural writers. in
the year* just preceding and
follow in* the time at Our Lord.
h»v* much to say oo the sub
)«L
THE JEWISH historian Jo-
sephus, in hi* "Antiquities of
tha Jews" ttLjok MU. Chapter
I) describee how be himself
ssw a fellow countryman ot hi*
own, named Eleatar, In the
presence ot the Emperor Ves-
pasian and hu soldier i draw
demons out by putting to the
nose of the possessed men a
nag containing a root suppos
ed to have been prescribed by
Solomon for the purpose, ut-
tering Incantations composed
by that seme wise man!
A con temporary ft Josephus.
Rsbhi Johanan . ben Zakkal.
say* that the evil spirit will
flee tf the roofs of various
herbs are burnt under the
man's nose, and water poured
round him.
Our Lord used no incanta-
tions He used no physical ac-
tions ot any sort In the Ca-
naanit# case, indeed, the po*
sesaed girl and her demons
were not even present, only
her unpossessed mother. Our
Lord did not ask God to expel
the evil spirits, any more than
to heal the sick. He simply or-
dered the demons out, exactly
at He had ordered their lead-
er away aft«- the Third Temp-
tation And they had to go
They might plead, they
might abuse, but they went
Their inability to resist His
word mutt have convinced
them, as no miracle could, thst
He was some thing new in the
world
For Vorations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
jthe ordinary conditionsy onc* a week, for reciting
daily, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial Indulgence of
300 days may be gained
for each act of charity or
piety performed for the in-
tention of fostering voca-
tions to the prieethood.
The Press Box
Relations With
Vatican City
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
President Kennedy's visit to
Pope Patti VI on July 2 has
revived discussion sbout the
possibility of the U.S. ex-
changing diplomatic missions
with Vatican City.
t)n the eve of the Kennedy
viait, L'Osservatore Romano,
tha Vatican City daily, in-
dicated that a move toward
the establishment of diplo-
matic relations would be wel-
come. In so doing. L'Osserva-
tore was only taking an op
portune time to comment on
what long has been known.
APPOINTMENT of an am-
bassador to the Vatican would
be in the beat interests of the
U.S. But in the immediate
past it has not been feasible
because of political reasons,
as witness the hulabaloo which
was raised when President
Truman, in his second term,
nominated Gen. Mark W.
Clark for the post.
The Church-State ruckus
stirred up by Protestant ele-
ments forced Truman to with-
draw the nomination, much ai
Catholic pressure blocked a
proposed visit to the U.S. by
Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia
during President Elsenhower's
administration.
While Vatican City la a tem-
poral entity it ha* its own
mint and post office, among
other governmental agencies
Protestant* found it diffi-
cult to make the distinction
between the Vatican as a city-
state and the Vatican aa the
seat of Catholicism. Ig-
norance, jealousy and bigotry
played their part In fbrclng
Truman to back down al-
though he aaw In tha Vatican
City diplomatic corpa an out-
post for information not avail-
able elsewhere.
AT THE TIME, the U.S.
needed all tha bits and plecea
of information it could get be-
cause of the Cold War. Tb#
Cokt war is still tn progress
The US. still needs all the
information it can get. Vatican
City U still an excellent source
for information. But the
chancet of President Kennedy
naming an ambassador to the
Vatican are about the same as
the chances that next year he
will advocate federal aid to
parochial schools
This is unfortunate because
the climate for such a move
has never been better Fac-
tors bringing about this
change have been Kennedy's
own stiff Church State stand,
the brotherly approach taken'
toward Protestants by Pope
John and the Second Vatican
Council at which Protestant
observers saw the workings of
the Vatican —and Vatican
City at ilnt hand
HOWEVER. despite the
more benevolent Protestant
attitude towards Catholicism
and the papacy there ha* been
no noticeable change of at-
titude on Church-State ques-
tions. That there is no actual
Church-State problem con-
nected with the establishment
of diplomatic tic* with Vati-
can City is beside the point
as long as non-Catbolics see
such a problem.
The fact that Kennedy Is
Catholic makes it that much
more unlikely that he would
make such a move, particular-
ly in view of the way he has
buttressed the "wall of aep-
aration" on other Church-State
Issues.
Given current friendly at-
titudes, a non-Catholic Presi-
dent might be able to name
an ambassador to the Vatican
and make It stick. But Ken-
nedy would be putting his po-
litical neck in a noose and he
is too astute a politician to In-
vite garrotlng over what la
actually only a minor issue.
The QuestionBox
May a Catholic
Be Cremated?
Rev. Leo Parity, S.T.D., and Rav. Robtri Hunt, S.TJ)., of
Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington, Ramiey, N./,
are editort of The Queilion Box. Quttiiont may be addretted
to them there for emwert in tbit column, or to Question Box
Editor, The Advocate, }1 Clinton St., Neu ark 2, N.J.
Q. Evidently cremation of
the dead It becoming more
and more a widespread prac-
tice in this country. I am won-
dering whether a Catholic can
be cremated, and If not, why
not.
A. Canon 1203, paragraphs
1 and 2, of the Code ot Canon
Law direct* that the bodies of
the faithful bn buried and for-
bids their cremation. Canon
1240 depiet ecclesiastical
burial to those who request
that their bodies be cremated.
Canon 2339 declare* excom-
municated those who would
presume to provide church
burial for anyone who has or-
dered his own cremation.
Thus, the law of the Church
is clear and emphatic.
The opposition to cremation
on the part of the Church as
expressed in her laws and
practice tn modern times is *n
answer to the movement tn
favor of cremation which was
revived tn the latter half of
the last century by a number
of anti-Christian groups who
proposed to destroy faith in
the Immortality of the soul
and the resurrection of the
body.
During the reign of Pope
I/eo XUI, some 30 yesrs be-
fore the promulgation of the
present Code of Canon Law.
the Sacred Congregation of
the Holy Office in 18M forbade
Catholics to Join cremation so-
cieties and declared it illicit
that a person should request
hi* own cremation or the cre-
mation of others For. In those
days cremation was dearly a
profession of disbelief tn
Christian after life
Such are the immediate
historical reasons for the pres
ent Church legislation But the
Church'* opposition to crema-
tion It founded also in the fact
that cremation is contrary to
sound human instincts as well
i* to the immemorial customs
of Judaeo-Chnstun tradition
The practice of bunal is based
on motives of faith, hope and
chanty The bodies of the
just, according to ChnsUan
teaching, are the templet of
the Holy Spirit and will one
day share the happiness of
the soul; the bodies of the
damned will share the soul's
misery. Reverent burial
seems better to attest this be-
lie# than does cremation
But since the Church finds
nothing really intrinsically
evil tn cremation, serious nec-
essity could permit and hat in
the past permitted such dis
pots! of ■ corpse During
time* of w*r or epidemic, the
lack of time, space or oppor-
tunity for proper banal
could allow and hat allowed
for cremation of the dead
Finally, although cremation
will never become generally
desirable, stall the disappear-
ance of the historical hostile
and non-Chnstisn aspects of
cremation might at some later
date allow for a more in-
dulgent view of the practice
by Holy Mother Church. The
Church could also retdlly
adapt to cremation practices
made compulsory by neces-
sary and just civil legislation.
Q. What language did oar
Lord speak daring his time on
this earth? I had alwayi
thought he spoke Hebrew, bat
recently a friend told me It
was Armenian.
A. If your friend meant to
aay Aramaic, he was correct.
Scholars agree that Aramaic
Was the language in common
use among the Jews at the
time of Christ, and that Jesus
spoke and discoursed in his
native tongue Some have sug-
gested that Jesua also used
Hebrew and Greek on a
few occasions For example,
Hebrew when resding the
prophet Isaias in the synago-
gue (Luke 4) and Greek when
conversing with Pontius Pilate
(John 18).
But even tf He was capable
of Hebrew and Greek, still in
ordinary' dealing* with tha
people of hia day and locale,
Jesus would have had to use
Aramaic to he understood.
Q. Would you state briefly
the differences between Catho-
lic and P rotes taut Bibles?
A. Without going Into the
relative menta and defects of
the countless texts and trans-
lations of the Scriptures, we
list the following main points
of difference.
.1
(11 The Catholic Old Testae
ment has seven more hooka
than the Protestant versions:
Judith. Tobias. Eccleaiasticua,
Wisdom. Baruch, and I and II
Machabee* It also contains a
few extra chapters in the
books of Esther snd Daniel.
The number of books in the
New Testament is the same
in the Protestant as in the
Catholic texts.
(2) The titles of some of tb*
books differ, in general, there
are variations in the names of
persons and places
(3) The explanatory notes
and commentaries (found in
all Catholic versions and In
some Protestant texts) differ
according to the divers* doc-
trinal tenets
(4) Ass practical guide all
Catholic Bibles display an
"Imprimatur" by which a
Bishop certifies the Church'*
approval of a particular text
or version.
Intentionsfor July
The Holy Father’s gen-
eral Intention for July is;
That wnters and preach-
ers may be mindful of tra-
dition and modern needs.
The mission intention rec-
ommended to the Apostle-
ship of Prayer by the Pope
Is:
The teaching of Catholic
doctrine in rural area* of
Latin America.
Our Parish
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Graham, Yes;
Breig, No
Edward Dunphy,
Rutherford.
Editor:
Thing* art really getting
rough I
Not only ha* the Su-
preme Court changed the Con-
stitution of the United State*
by legislative fiat, but a Cath-
olic newspaper columnist ar-
gues on the side of the athe-
ist
Joseph A. Breig in Hie Ad-
vocate of July 4 begins by
saying he is strongly opposed
to “tampering with the First
Amendment" by anew
amendment.
The First Amendment (as
Intended by the Founding
Fathers) was and still is fine.
It is its misinterpretation now
by the currently constituted
high court that needs correc-
k».
The original understand-
ing of it suited the people and
the predecessor courts in its
years. The present court in Its
rulings this year and last has
been doing the “tampering."
THE FIRST Amendment
simply says: “Congress shall
make no law respecting an es-
tablishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise
thereof;
. .
From this directive of the
Founding Fathers, the Su-
preme Court now decides to
prohibit the Bible reading and
recitation of the Lord's Prayer
that have been an inherent
and inseparable part of pub-
lic education from the very
beginning of America s
schools.
“Asa matter of history."
wrote Justice Potter in his dis-
senting the opinion, "the First
Amendment was adopted sole-
ly as a limitation upon the
newly created national gov-
ernment.
"The events leading to
Its adoption strongly sug-
gest that the establishment
clause was primarily an at-
tempt to insure that Congress
not only would be powerless
to establish a national church,
but would also be unsbie to
interfere with existing stats
establishments (See McOwn
v. Maryland. 366 U.S. 430. 440-
41.)
“Each state was left free
to go Us own way and pursue
its own policy with respect to
religion Thus Virginia from
the beginning pursued a po-
licy of disestablishmentarian-
ism.
"Massachusetts, by con-
trast, had an established
church until well into the
nineteenth century."
The gravamen of the major-
ity contention was that the
First and Fourteenth Amend-
ments demand that schools be
"neutral" The effect, how-
ever. it not neutrality at all.
but a clear decision in favor
of the small minority who
espouse atheism as against
the vast majority of parents
and children who desire and
need the minimum religious
influence afforded by the
readings from Holy Scripture
and praying of the Our
Father.
REV. BILLY Graham made
a far better comment than
Catholic columnist Breig: "I
am shocked," said Mr. Gra-
ham, “at the Supreme Court's
decision. Prayers and Bible
reeding have been a part of
American public school life
since the Pilgrims landed at
Plymouth Rock. Now a Su-
preme Court in 1963 says our
fathers were wrong all these
year*. In my opinion. It is the
Supreme Court that is wrong.
“At a time when moral de-
cadence la evident on every
hand, when race tension ii
mounting, when the threat of
communism is growing, when
terrifying new weapons of de-
struction are being created,
we need more religion, not
lea*. Eighty per cent of the
American penile want Bible
reading and prayer in ths
schools Why should the ma-
jority be so severely penalixed
by the protests of a handful?"
An Appeal
For Rosaries
Mrs. Claire DeFranciaco,
327 White Ave.,
Northvale, N.J.
Editor:
Your reader* havt been
kind enough to send me many
holy cards, medals, and small
statues, which the missionary
to whom 1 forwarded them
has made quick use of. How-
ever, it is rosanes which I
need most now.
Rev. James Michaels. in the
leper colony m Kohung-Kun.
Korea, writes that he needs
rosanes large ones, If pos-
sible, as the beads are dif-
ficult for the patients to hold.
Vet, as much as they are suf-
fering. they try to say the ro-
sary.
Many people who have use
of their limbs barely find time
to say the rosary. Perhaps
they would like to comfort
these poor souls . . .
Pontiffs Lesson
And Integration
Edward J. Dantis Jr.,
Maplewood
Editor:
Hie recent articles about
the poor whites living in the
alums and the present plight
of the Negroes Irk and dis
gum me, and I am ashamed
ashamed that these mans
and incredible remarks should
come from Catholics. . .
1 wonder when grownups
wU! stop bahavuvg tike etui
drao? Or. aboutd 1 apologise
lor that last remark? AO chil-
dren play quite weU together
because they don't have bar-
riers or prejudices (until their
parrots tell them about it as
they resch adulthood). May-
be we grownups should take
a lesson from the children
God must have had a rea-
son for putting us her*, black,
yellow or white. Who are we
to question His integrity If
we sin against these people by
our intolerance* then tn my
opmion we sin against God.
Let us not forget what our
d early departed Pope John
said. "Let us be one."
God Love You
Church Goes
Into the World
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
We are living in anew age
of the Church in which the
canonical gives way to the
pastoral, the desk of adminis-
tration to the feet of those
who spread the Gospel, and
where we all becoma mis-
sionaries.
What better reveals this
than the places where succes-
sive Pontiffs have been
crowned in modern history?
Benedict XV was crowned at
the altar of Our Lady in the
rear of St. Peter's. Plus XI
moved forward 100 feet and
was crowned at the main al-
tar over the tomb of St. Pe-
ter.
Pius XII stepped onto the
balcony to be crowned, liter-
ally stepping into the world.
When the beloved John XXIII
was crowned, he also stepped
onto the balcony, but h* did
something more: he spoke to
the world; he called it to him-
self; he addressed ail men as
brothers.
POPE PAUL VI waa
crowned not in the area of
the church itself, nor on the
balcony, but in the world
in the piaxza, in full four-di-
rectional view of mankind.
The Church is not juet calling
observer* into the Church but
going into the world, into the
highways and the byways to
meet prodigal children before
they even get near the Fa-
ther’s House.
These are the time* in
which we live glorious
times, missionary times I As
Paul VI said: "Hi* most be-
loved missionaries are the ap-
ple of our eye, whom we bless
from the depth of our heart ”
What does this mean to the
Catholics of the U. S? It
means that we must be the
Church of the Poor or we will
be the "poor" Church. It
means that we must not sup-
ply all our needs before sup-
plying the want* c 4 the poor
throughout mission lands.
It means that we too must
atep out of our churches and
take t look at the hungry, im-
poverished world for it U
in the midst of the world we
will find our earthly Father,
the Vicar of Christ Those
who share this view will share
something for him and the
world whpm he serve*. Send
your offering to the new head
of the Society for the Propa-
gation of th* Faith, Pope Paul
VI.
GOD LOVE YOU to Mm.
B.X. for S3: “To thank God
for my becoming a citizen of
thia wooderful country, I want
to help my poor brother* in
mission lands." To Mr*. -
J.C.K. for $10: “I was given
thia money to buy socks and
ties for my children, but I
was able to buy what.l need-
ed with my husband’s money.
Pleaae use it as the new Holy
Father sees fit"
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and
•ddreas it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen, National Director, So-
clety for the Propagation of
the Faith. 366 Fifth Ave., New
York, or Biobop Martin W.
Stanton. 31 MulboiTy St, Naw-
or Msgr. William F.
Louis, 24 DeGrasoe St., Patar-
aon.
Catholics Role
In Race Trouble
Paul Thuring.
Jersey City.
Editor:
The Catholic Church will al-
ways champion the righu of
minority groups. Its dominst-
ing theme snd foremost exhor-
tation is iova of God and
neighbor. We as Catholics must
see in others of all races th*
face of Christ.
The problem of hate in all
its horrifying aspects is the re-
sult of wsnt of Justice end
Christian compassion. Good
will is not something to be
prscticed during Brotherhood
Week snd disesrded during the
rest of the yeer. . ,
Fire hoses, electric cattle
prodders, mad dogs, clubs
snd whips are not the answers
to a growing revolution among
Negroes. Reexamining our at-
titudes and conduct toward
Christ's friends is an area
which needs our utmost atten-
tion.
The speed with which we
ere able to put down this un-
rest will be determined by
what extent each individual is
willing to cooperate in bring-
ing to bear the admonition
that we love one another, as
Our Lord commanded.
Bringing Christ
To Ahmedabad
Rev M.A. Urrutia. S.J.,
St. Xavier's College.
Ahmadabad, India
Editor:
Ahmedabad. a city in north-
west India, has more than s
million people, the immense
majority non-Christians We
wsnt to bring Christ to them,
snd next December will pre-
sent an "International Christ-
mas Art Exhibition" in a pub-
lic museum of the city,
The civil authorities, though
non-Christians, have approved
snd are f'Mi reidy to bear
looal expenses Our problem
is how to get as much
material from as many coun
tr«w as passable tn order to
make this exhibition a suc-
cess.
We need Christinas cards;
Christmas stamp* and post-
er*. pamphlets telling the
•fury of Chnetma*. for dia-
tnbution to visitor*, reproduc-
tion of famous pictures ro-
uted to ths birth of Christ
We hope that many a par-
rel will coma to India from
the generous American peo-
ple
Raphael Club
Information
Neil landlorlo,
Totowa Borough
Editor:
For those who have not
heard of the Raphael Catholic
Club. 1 would like to report
on our activities.
Meetings are held once a
month Dances are held on th*
first and third Friday of each
month; bowling avery Tusji-
day; religious instructions and
discussion on current events
on alternate Wednesdays
There is an annual Common
ton breakfast and day of recol-
lection. snd a weekend vaca-
tion
The club Is for tingle young
men snd women 26 and over
snd Is connected with St.
Francis Church. Ridgefield ■
Park. Readers can obtain tn
formation by writing to the
Raphael Catholic Club, PO.
Box 397, Ridgefield Park, Si.
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Replying to Hans Kung-I
By MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA, S.T.D.
From hla quarters atop the
highest house in the universi-
ty town of “Wetaanlchtwo."
Thomas Carlyle's "Professor
Teufejsdroeckh" could see
"the whole of
that considerable city," all th*
humming activity of it*
streets and lanes. Not only
that, the professor's gaze
seem* to have had a superhu-
man power of penetrating tile
roofs, brick walla, and room
partitions, for he could des-
cribe wrhst went on in the
privacy of every home
Pure fiction, of course, and
meant as such, and so we will
not quarrel with any of this.
But protest on* must when a
flesh-and-blood professor in a
real-life university - town.
Tubingen's Rev. Hans Kung,
lays implicit claim to powers
o< panoramic vision snd pene-
trating gate tar beyond those
foi which Weissnichtwo's
"Professor of Things in Gen-
eral" has so long been noted.
PROF. KUNG would hav*
us believe that he is familiar
with every nook and corner
of the worldwide Catholic
Church, and— more incredi-
ble atiil that he can see
into soul* end Judge consci-
ence* and motive*
These smarm* claim* are
implicit tn the following pas-
Rrttor, Immaculate Conception Seminary
tag* from the lecture on "Th*
Church and Freedom" which
the Tubingen scholar deliv-
ered up and down and across
the U.S.A. not long ago (com-
plete text now published in
where else? The Common-
weal, June 21, 1963):
“It is true, too, that even
someone looking at the
Church from within keeps no-
ticing afresh the lack of free-
dom in every nook and corner
of her: servility pretending to
be obedience and cowardice
pretending to be prudence;
power politics masking Itself
as spiritual service, and dis-
honesty as defense of the
truth; above all, he notices at
every level, low and high, a
constantly recrurring, ap-
palling, cowardly, worldly
fear: a fear by which all
Christian responsibility, cour-
age. boldness, Initiative, all
Christian freedom is in so
many people struck dead snd
buried."
SURELY THIS Is a most Ir
responsible and utterly Inde-
fensible assertion! It is hu-
manly Impossible for Prof,
Kung to have the knowledge
which would warrant such a
sweeping Indictment What
Tubingen pinnacle afforded
him a panoramic view of the
world wide Catholic Church, of
her every nook and comer?
Or has he perhaps travelleld
the face of the earth and
paused long enough for a
careful, on-the-spot study of
the Church’* every nook and
corner (h* is only 35!)?
Further, granting for the
sake of argument that, by
some miracle, the Church's
every nook and corner has
fallen under the professor's
scrutiny, can we reasonably
be expected to suppose yet
another miracle superna-
tural insight granted to Dr.
Kung, enabling him to see Into
souls, read hearts, infallibly
analyze motives, recognize
pretended prudence as cow-
ardice. seeming obedience
as servility, etc ?
THE ABOVE assertion of
our young Tubingen sage
no offhand remark but a
statement repeated up and
across the nation and re-
tained in the definitive pub-
lished text of his lecture by
itself alone qualifies him as a
"Professor of Wild General-
izations," and disqualifies
him as a reliable commenta-
tor on things Catholic. This
Judgment will be confirmed by
the further critique of his now
famous lecture, which 1 will
submit through The Advocate
in the near future
Three to Make Ready
Before New Baby's Due
By REV. WALTER W. IMBIORSKI
I M expecting mv second child in four months. It there anvthlng I ran do to
*« ‘he new babi? In some familiea I have seen theolder child Ukr a real dblikr to the new baby.
First of all, stop wvrrymg
about It. People hue been
bringing home second babies
for tens of thousand* of year*.
Remember Julie hat been
the renter of-all your love aad
attention for three year* Now
she it going to be asked to
•bare the spotiigtu You and
your husband should prepare
her properly
*Om, FOR some practical
pomta to ronaader
U Julie Is to be moved from
her crib or bar room, make
the change new "because Me
is (toting bigger" and not be
r*'4se “Th* new baby need.
It."
Tell her that It will be quite
a while before the baby can
walk or talk or do the things
she does By your own en
ttouiasm let her know that it
will be fun to watch snd help
the beby learn things
Try surh a simple thing as
having someone else carry she
baby into the bouse when you
return from the hospital so
that you are free for *
welcoming hug lotting Julie
hoW the baby for a few n»
menu, titling tn a tog safe
chair with a watrtrful adult
nearby, ran break the lee.
IF THE OLDER child nags
for attention, begin* to act
tike ■ baby himself or foes
back to bed wetting, signs are
that he it unsure of his par-
ents' love or care Extra at-
tention or more “grown up"
privilege* can be very reas-
suring
Resentment may be crei-
eealed under behavior that
looks just tike its opposite It
is typtcsl for losing children
to resent, u well at lose, the
new baby until ther figure out
Juat bow be fits into their
live* until they realise he is
n« a rival bat a fnend Feel-
ings of resentment are better
e*pressed Uua buned Talking
about them can help dear the
air.
Catholic Mind
And Medicare
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, Social Action Dept., NCWC
Dr. Edward R. Anni*. presi-
dent of the American Medical
Association, has accused an
important segment of the Cath-
olic press of ignorance and
distortion in its handling of the
continuing controversy over
Medicare.
Dr. Annis is particularly un-
happy about my own infre-
quent writings on the subject
of Medicare. He feels they re-
flect the thinking of labor lead-
ers and what he described as
the efforts of these leaders to
dominate American medicine.
Dr. Annis knows better than
that.
MV PURPOSE in writing
about this problem has been
to defend the principle of fi-
nancing medical care for the
aged (or for the general popu-
lation) through Social Security
and to do so from the point
of view of traditional Catholie
social (caching.
Catholic social teaching does
not say that the Social Secur-
tty approach to medical care
l* the only approach or neces-
sarily the best approach. It
doe* say. however, that the So-
cial Security approach to this
and related problems is legiti-
mate from the point of view of
aound social ethics and may
be the best approach under a
given set of circumstances.
Pope Pius XI, building on
basic principles defined by Leo
XIII. refer* explicitly to pub-
lic health insurance and gives
it hi* approval is a legitimate
land, under certain circum-
stance*. a necessary) type of
governmental action His
words are to be found in the
eocyctical On Atheistic Com-
minium "But social Justice
canned be said to have been
satisfied as tong ts working-
men .. . cannot make suitable
provision thpjugh public or
private insurance for old age.
for periods of illness and un-
employment "
EQUALLY PERTINENT ref-
erences can be found tn Pius
Xl* encyclical On Christian
Marriage, in the 1919 Pas-
toral Letter of the American
Hierarchy, and again in Cardi-
nal Mooney's preface to the
20th anniversary edition of the
latter document Finally it
should be noted that Pope John
XXIII made several favorable
reference* to social security
and aortal insurance in hi* en-
cyclical Mater et Magistr*
■Shortly after the publication
of Mater et Magistra, Amleto
Cardinal Cicognani, Vatican
Secretary of State, wrote in the
name of the Pope to the Cana-
dian Social Week. The letter
made it clear that public
health insurance falls within
the scope of the terms “social l
security snd social insurance"
as these terms are used in
Mater et Magistra.
Quotations from authorita-
tive documents offer no solace
or support tor those who argue
that the social security ap-
proach to the problem is to be
condemned as "socialized med-
icine."
Individuals are free to
argue, of course, that the so-
cial security approach is un-
necessary at the present time
and or that a particular bill
incorporating this approach is
poorly drafted or is inade-
quate. But the legitimacy ot
the social security approach is
not invalidated by the weak-
ness or imperfections of any
particular proposal.
The subject should be dis-
cussed on its merits, snd those
who oppose it ought to make
it very clear that they are not
denying the state the right to
enact a program of medical
care based on the principle of
aocial security.
Captive Nations
Week Is Due
WASHINGTON (NC)-Pres-
ident Kennedy, in proclaiming
the week beginning July 14
as Captiv* Nations Week, has
urged American* "to giv# re-
newed devotion to the just
aspiration* of all people tor
national independence and hu-
man liberty.”
The proclamation asked that
the American people observe
the week with appropriate cer-
emonies aad activities. Presi-
dent Kennedy slso said in the
proclamation: "The cause of
human rights and dignity re-
mains a universal aspiration
. . This nation haa an abiding
commitment to the principle!
of national *etf <feterminaUoQ
and human freedom/'
Acolytes’ ‘Salary'
MADRID (NC) Madrid's
1 2» attar boy* are paid 2%
of the stipend for the service*
they help at and earn an
average of SIS a month.
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MILLIONS OF
MORTGAGE DOLLARS
Immediately Available At
THE HOWARD SAVINGS
INSTITUTION
2*
A':-V
■i"
■■■
Th* Howard hot over $371 MILLION Inverted In mortgoge loom.. .
■II in the State of Now Jertey ... with million! more available.
In oddition to tingle family dwelling!, The Howard alto molcet mort-
gogo loant on virtually all type! of properties Including Induttriol
plantt, apartments rtoret, warehouses and office buildings Con-
•♦ruction loant or* alto available.
Approved title company attorney! may dote. Complete cooperation
with attorney!and broken.
» For application or information write, visit or 'phone
HOWARD SAVINGS Institution
The target! Savings Bank In New Jersey-Kstabllshed 1837
MAIN OFFICE: 768 BROAD ST., NEWARK 1, N.J.—Mitchell 3-1000
Youth, 23,Quits Peace Corps
To JoinMaryknoll Fathers
BRAINTREE, Mass.
After serving 17 months in the
Peace Corps in Bolivia, James
McTighe, 23, came home to
study for the priesthood.
One of four children of Mr.
and Mr*. Hugh McTighe, Mc-
Tighe will join the Maryknoll
Fathera.
A graduate of Catholic
schools in Weymouth and Bos-
ton, he said he reached the de-
cision after witnessing the piti-
ful spiritual and physical
plight of the poor in Bolivia.
While there he organised the
first medical unit with the aid
of five public health nurses.
He was offered other jobs
with the Peace Corps, a posl-
tion with the U.S. foreign serv-
ice, and scholarships from two
universities for graduate work,
bur will forsake aU offers to
become a priest.
French Priest
Killed in Haiti
SANTO DOMINGO, Domini-
can Republic (NC)—A French
priest has been murdered in
Caracol, a village on the north-
ern coast of Haiti, according
to reports reaching here.
The priest, a Father LeScao,
about 50, was killed with a
machete during the night of
June 24-25 in his second floor
bedroom, the reports said.
Information on the incident
Is Incomplete because the re-
gime of President Francois
Duvaller tightly restricts com-
munications. but it was report-
ed that the mayor and police
chief of Caracol and two oth-
er men have been arrested
far complicity in the murder.
One Parent Groups
Plan Activities
WEST ORANGE - The One
Parent Family Group of
Essex County will hold a din-
ner at the Crystal Lake
Casino here July 20. The nest
regular meeting will be at Sa-
cred Heart, Bloomfield. July
20.
The Bergen County chapter
of the group win hare a meet-
ing at Bamberger’s Commun-
ity Room at the Garden Stats
Plasa, Paramua. July 17 at
7:30 pm. The Union County
chapter will have a picnic
July 21 to Cranford.
Surgery Post
To Dr. Bailey
NEWARK - Dr. Nicholas
A. Antonius, director of the
cardiac department at St. Mi-
chael's Hospital, has an-
nounced the appointment of
Dr. Charles P. Bailey as at-
tending surgeon in cardio-
vascular surgery. . \
Dr. Bailey is a graduate of
Rutgers University end
Hahnemann Medical College
and Hospital, Philadelphia. He
received greduate degrees
at the University of Pennsyl-
vania.
He is presently the director
of thoracic and cardiovascu-
lar surgery at St. Barnabas
Hospital. New York, a posi-
tion he will retain. He is a for-
mer chairman and professor
of the department of surgery
at Flower and Fifth Ave. Hos-
pitals of New York Medical
College.
Illinois Compromise Reached
SPRINGFIELD, lU. (NC) -
An agreement haa been reach-
ed to confine the state's pro-
gram of tax-supported birth
control to married women on
public relief who are living
with their husbands.
In addition, a 15-membor
commission will be named to
study the legal, aocial, moral,
financial and health aspects
of the controversial program.
TIIE AGREEMENT, an-
nounced by Gov. Otto Kerncr,
avoided what threatened to oe
a legislative impasse.
The controversy began when
the Illinois Public Aid Com-
mission voted to 1062 to spend
tax fundi to supply contracep-
tive* upon request to mothers
on public welfare, including
family women, unmarried
women with children and mar-
ried women living apart from
their huabanda.
The plan, baaed on a belief
that it would cut down births
and save tax funds, was chal-
lenged as encouraging Im-
morality, especially among un-
wed mothers and separated
wive*.
Sen. Morgan Finley of
Chicago introduced a bill to
confine the program to mar-
ried women living with their
huabanda. It passed the Sen-
•to. but Speaker John W.
Lewis of Marshall refused to
call It up for a vote in the
House.
Supporters of the measure la
the House threaten to extend
the session by filibuster.
St. Paul's Installs
Air Conditioning
JERSEY CITY—St. Paul of
the Cross has become the third
Jersey City church to install
air conditioning as part of a
general renovation of the par-
iah plant.
THERE ARE more than
7,000 U S. mission er* work-
ing in foreign eountnee.
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Newark Priests Reunited
In aRailroad Town inEcuador
...
By ED GRANT
NEW PROVIDENCE - Two former
classmates from Immaculate Con cep-
tion Seminary will begin working to-
gether this fall in the torrid Ecuador-
ian seaport of Guayaquil, just two de-
grees from the Equator and two feet be-
low sea level at high tide.
Rev. John F. Mee, now home on a
two-month leave, will join Rev. Eugene
W. Costello, who-is already at work in
the "suburb’’ of Duran, an asphalt jun-
gle of some 20,000 people, most of them
living in the kind of shacks which used
to dot the Jersey meadows.
Father Mee is now at about the
halfway point of his five-year hitch with
the Society of St. James the Apostle,
founded by Richard Cardinal Cushing
of Boston and composed exclusively of
secular priests on leave from their dio-
ceses. He spent the first two years
in the remote mountain village of Curu-
huasi, Peru, several hundred miles
southeast of his new home.
BEFORE RETURNING to the United
States for a working vacation which
is devoted largely to preaching assign-
ments for the society. Father Mee had
a chance to visit Duran, where he saw
the work already accomplished by
Father Costello and the other priests
who came there several months ago.
"They have already completed a
new school which will double the en-
rollment to 800 children. They took a
house-to-house census to get some idea
of the problems that faced them."
Duran is a railroad town "Some-
thing like Jersey City," Father Mee
said where the trains come in with
the produce which is then loaded on
ships and barges to be brought across
the Guayaquil River wider than the
Hudson to the main city, where it is
placed on ocean liners.
”1 never saw so many bananas m
my life,’’ he said. "You can buy them
for 25 cents a stalk there. And the
mosquitoes. Wow I They look as big as
jetliners . . .’’
WHILE THE SOCIETY la not aban-
doning its present mountain stations in
Peru and Bolivia, it la now beginning
to concentrate Its personnel in the cities
where they can have more effect on
more people. Duran had only one
priest for some two decades and he
could work only part time in the settle-
ment. "The wonder is that he was able
to accomplish so much alone," said
Father Mee.
Before leaving Curuhuasl Father
Mee served as archpriest for a newly
ordained native priest. "This boy, who
started his studies before we got there,
but who continued them under our aus-
pices at a MaryknoU seminary in Mex-
ico. was the first priest ordained in the
cathedral at Cuzco for nine years. The
day of the first Mass was a regular
festival, with the streets decorated with
flowers and a procession to the church
with the band playing."
There is another Indian boy from
Curuhuasi now studying for the priest-
hood and seven all told from the so-
ciety’s various mountain parishes.
These boys are mostly of high schoat
age or younger, fdr it is considered ab-
solutely necessary to send them to a
minor seminary away from home if the
possible vocation is to be preserved.
"They do not have the home conditions
that can nurture a vocation, as here
m the United States," Father Idee ex-
plained.
THE FUTURE of the Church in the
mountains, in his opinion, rests largely
with the training of sufficient lay cate-
chists who can work in the remote pue
bios preparing their people for the sac-
raments "It is impossible for a priest
to visit these places often enough to do
the job alone. The catechists training
the children for first Communion, seek
out the couples who need to have their
marriage blessed, lead prayer servicta
in the long intervals between the
priest’s vialt.”
The society is taking over full
direction of the catechiats’ school in
Cuxco, started by a Maryknoller. The
men come there for a period of six
or aeven weeks for instruction and
ipiritual formation. They then return
to their pueblos where they aerve with-
out pay, continuing their regular work,
usually farming, and teaching in the
evening.
"The hardest thing about working
in the mountains,” s«id Father Mce,
"is not the climate or the atmosphere,
but the difficulty in getting response
from the people. It Is not something
which Is inborn their children are
as bright as any, brighter perhaps. 1
once taught three altar boys all they
had to know to aerve Mass in three
half-hour sessions.
"But, at they grow up. the lack of
any incentive in their lives, the malnu-
trition, the constant chewing of cocoa
(a sleep-inducing drug) leads to a life
of indolence with a life expectancy of
35 or 40 year*."
THE: SOCIETY it not just standing
by in this matter either While the
priests can do little directly to change
the economic structure of a society
where a few hundred families control
90% of the wealth, they have managed,
'ith the aid of Caritas, to provide hot
.unches for the children who attend the
school in Curuhuasl children who
otherwise would have to subsist on the
handful of corn they bring to school
each day.
Variety of diet is, of course, not a
common thing in the mountains So it
w»s some wonder and a bit of envy
that Father Mee. on a visit to a res
taurant here recently, saw someone at
the next table pick up the huge menu
with its large selection of entrees and
desserts, glance It over and say.
"There’s nothing here I like.”
Another evening, arriving early for
dinner with tome priest*, be wandered
out into the parking lot and fat in the
attendant'i shed. When the boy, a Puer-
to Rican, returned, Father Mee struck
up a conversation with him in Spanish.
"You should have seen the change this
made. When he had parked the car, be
had spoken quite brusquely. Now, hear-
ing hia native tongue, he melted com-
pletely. I think there’s a lesson there
for us in our dealing* with these people
who must feel to much like alrangert
here.”
ON HIS RETURN to Guayaquil,
Father Mee will plunge into a roael-
atrom of activity. “The response of the
people there to our priests has shown
how hungry the people were for the
Mass and sacraments. On one Sunday,
without any announcement at all before-
hand. one of the priests took hit Mass
kit to the far corner of the settlement.
Over 200 people drilled in to hear the
Mass. In the regular church, there were
200 Communion* on the one Sunday
l was there.”
In sddition to his priestly duties,
Father Mce may also take up an old
career coaching baseball. "Football
(soccer), basketball and baseball are
major sporls m Guayaquil. 1 suggested
to our young assistant from Baltimore
that he might start a tram and discos-*
ered be knew nothing about the game.
So I guess it’s up to me
”
A* * former professional baseball
prospect. Father Mee is well qualified
for this task too In fact, the first time
we saw him on this trip home was at
Newark Schools Stadium, rooting in
vaui for Paul Thornton of St. Bene
diet s to beat Montclair in the Greater
Newark Tournament final Lfte Father
Mee, Paul is a Rahway boy sod it was
the Padre down the block who gave
him his first lessons in throwing a
curve.
First Communion day In Cu-
ruhuasi, Peru, found this
group of youngsters attired
In outfits provided by the
women of Our lady of
Peace, New Providence, NJ.,
where Father Mee (pictured
left) served before volun-
teering for Latin America.
The children were among
410 who received First Com-
munion there last year. Be-
low is section of Duran, Ecu-
ador, where Father Mee will
soon join another Jerseyan,
Rev. Eugene W. Costello, in
ministering to the Impov-
erished slum-dwellers.
IN THE MID-BO'S -Archbishop Edward F. Hoban of
Cleveland, above, celebrated his 85th birthday re-
cently by whacking a dozen shots with his four-
iron to test his fairways form, taking a swim, and
then refereeing a game of water-polo between
Chancery Office priests.
AID Seeks Jobs
Foreign Students
Often Go Hungry
1 PATERSON There are
more problems facing foreign
students in the U.S. than
loneliness and language.
There are also, quite often,
hunger and wretched housing.
The problem was high-
lighted by Gerald F. Mische.
founder of the Association for
International Development
(AID). AID is planning a pro-
gram to alleviate what Mische
termed "a frightful situation,’’
and the first step is the asso-
ciation's current hunt for jobs
for foreign visitors attending
its Institute for International
Service at Seton Hall Univer-
sity this summer.
NOTING THAT there are
some 7,000 foreign students in
the New York-New Jersey
area, Mische called the need
for jobs for them "critical."
“They come -here, many of
them, with tuition scholar-
•hips," he explained, "and a
roeey picture of life in the
U. S. When they get here it’s
a different story. Some of
them have been discovered to
be suffering from malnutri-
tion. When one atudent fainted
in a college classroom, it was
learned he and others were
sleeping on cots in a rooming
bouse hallway and literally
eating out of the garbage."
Aid has selected foreign
students attending its service
institute from where they will
return to their campuses as
AID workers, and eventually
brings AID'S ideals back to
their homelands.
AID HAS managed to locate
jobs for some of the youths,
who are free of the institute
program all day Saturday and
every weekday morning. But
several remain to be placed,
among them a Tanganyikan
student of economics at Ford-
ham University who lives in
Bloomfield, and two Nigerian
youths, one of them a pre-
med student at Marquette and
the other a graduate student
in public administration at
New York University.
AID and the Cana Family
Action section of Newark’s
Family Life Apostolate have
been in cooperation for two
years, and eight CFA couples
this year opened their homes
to AID institute students. In
the fall the two organizations
hope to collaborate on a big-
Kale program to assist for-
eign students in tho matter of
jobs and in other ways.
Meanwhile, says Mische,
anyone who is able to offer
part-time employment to the
institute members this sum-
mer is Invited to call him
at LA 5-1787.
‘Half-Literacy'In Am ri a
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
A great question facing
Americans today is whether
they are prepared to deal with
certain profound realities
about education. The Supreme
Court has outlawed, as uacon-
stitutional. the customary mm
ute of public school- sponsored
prayer and Bibie-rcadtng each
morning
These pious practices have
been salving many roe
arieores We have been behav
ing as if the recitation of the
Lord a Prayer and the reading
of a verse or two from the
Bible were a sufficient subeti
tute for religious and moral
education. —'
EDUCATION emphatically
is not adequate when « leaves
students religiously Illiterate
or half-literate. And this is
what the public schools do
because no means has been
devised to allow or help them
to do more. The resulting half-
literacy about religion is a
weakness in the nation, and
it is growing worse.
What is even more alarming
is the fact that this weakness
is in a nation upon which has
fallen a major share of respon-
sibility for the survival of what
we call Western civilization
the civilization which has for
iU soul the Judeo-Christian in-
heritance of religious truths
and moral commitments
EDUCATION in America
was originally entirely reli-
gion sponsored. The whole
idea of universal education
grew out of the Judeo-Chris-
tian view of life, which saw
each aoul, each person as
measurelessly valuable, and
equally entitled to the knowl-
edge needed for full develop-
ment aa a human being and a
child of God. Before all eiso.
this knowledge was religious
There was no more thought
of the government operating
schools than of government
writing the nations liters
lure Government vis drawn
in. wiUynill). because of the
immensity of the financial
problem of providing free
schools
OUR PRESENT difficulties
might have been avoided by
having government appropet
*!• X dollars per year per
child, to be paid to whatever
school Ute pareoU selected
thus leaving education a t a
private initiative, competitive
function, even though financed
m targe part by Uses. But
mat was not dost*; govern-
ment went Into the school bus-
ktss.
The inevitable consequence
was what we now have —a
si,nation in which the consci-
ences of children sen! to public
school under a compulsory
education la* are safeguarded
from coercion, but in which aU
the children are left with vir-
tually nothing in the way of
formal religious and moral en-
lightenment In school.
IT LS NOW up to the people
to solve the problem m one
way or another. Surely we
cannot face the fearful thought
of generation after generation
emerging from the schools re
iigtousiy uneducated. And the
talk about religion being the
business of the home and the
church won t do. Religion and
morality are also the business
of any education fully worthy
of the name
The home and the church
can t do it all any more than
they can teach all the young
sters arithmetic or civic*. We
must address ourselves in ear-
nest to the problem of making
education ail that it ought to
be— which means that it
mutt hand along the theologi-
cal and moral heritage of our
fathers.
Advocate Readers Helped
Put Pilgrimage on Road
JERSEY CITY A hundred people, more than half of
them invalids, will make their First Saturday Club pilgrimage
to the shrines of Canada July 27 despite financial difficul-
uea. Mrs. William Varick, their physically handicapped leader,
says readers of The Advocate turned the tide from doubt that
it would be possible to hope, indeed determination, that it
can be done.
In the June 6 iiaue of The Advocate, which described
the financial plight of the pilgrimage, the First Saturday
2SLr * i *Vand,lkin * tor hel P "We received 8900 from
rMdm ’ Mrs. Varick said this week. She admit-
oh.n-JL . * Um
.
w *‘ not enoush ra< *‘ expenses of the
chartered plane, but observed doughtily, "Knowing that peo-ple really care, we’ll make It."
h* d
«
,i,ed *l ’ loo ,l lwo c »rd parties, bue even
kil ” n ‘fibu i‘on » from Advocate readers, the fund fails
fi"1 » ,00 ° for chartering a 54 passenger plane.
V !,rick h * d hopwl to* l additional invalids
An?ih tw ?! 5 ,r ? 1?U group * 0n reftdarly scheduled planes,
w . . u
toe expense for lodging at the shrines.
Still, lays Mary Varick, it will be done. The club she
notes, has established credit at the shrines during the. past*® ,r * of •POMorin* pilgrimages for the handicapped,and Mary has hit upon a aultabie way of making payment.Laat year » bill, for example, will gradually be absorbed byto® **•« of M *ry Varick’a book, "Not Without Tear?Mo be
published next week, with all proceeds in the name of the
JfES OurUdyol the Cape. Her first book, "My YokeIs Eaay, performed a similar function.
smile*
1* y ** r * 1)1117 1 gUMI 1U Writ * * n °to® r book," she
Unity Talks: Protestant Version
Tt» smlba, u 4, ttinttJ into lbt CMbalii Cbm.b im 1955
w.'/rr iming for 16 yeari ,m lb, Amglbum mumiUri im EngUmJ.
I *WMT>W. b, U4i orJmtmnl 4 Cmlbalu prU\t jfi,, four y,mi
el HmJy ,i ibe /We Collet* *• Komr \mt, 1959. be b4i
* (4lboJu tmqmiry f armm ,„ .Moe/reW.
A < Sru i Smut
By Re». Walton Itsanah
The international ecumeni-
cal meeting in Montreal July
12 2* hat special significance
for Catholics because it will
take up issues Cathol.es hold
as basic to unity discuasaoeu
It la the fourth conference
of the Faith and Order Com
misasoo of the World Council
of Churches.
Aa separated Christians who
are active in ecumenical work
ate grounds for rejoicing in
the Seeood Vat* so Council so
too have Cathobct grounds for
cautious optimum in Uve
movement toward unity
among Protestants and Orth
ados
In this 29th century, they
•re tackling realistically such
problems as episcopacy and
the place of Tradition
is it too much to hope that
perhaps in the 21st century
tand such matters cannot be
hurried) they may with equal
realism and historical courage
cosuder the position of the
head of the corporate eptaco
pate, the papacy'
THE FAITH and Order
Commission traces Its origins
to the Edinburgh Missionary
Conference of I*lo
Two movements emerged
"Ufe and Work." which was
mainly concerned with work
in l : together in a aptnt of
Christina chanty in the social
f.eld. and "Faith and Order."
which attempted the far more
difficult task of seeking re
conciliation in the realm of
theol.gy and ecclesmlogy
In 1948. three two move-
ments merged in the World
Council of Churches at the
Amsterdam Conference.
A SPIRIT of optimism per-
vaded the earlier international
conference* of Faith and
Order at Lausanne (1*87) and
at Edinburgh (1917).
The method employed at the
outset might be described as
"comparative ecriesiolofy."
Each body slated and defend
ei Its own position on the na-
ture of the Church, the minis-
try, and ths sacraments, tried
to remove misunderstandings,
and leanest over backwards to
see how much was held In
common. *
The main discovery was the
"given unity" (a phraae which
became a slogan) which they
already possessed vertically,
*o to apeak, in Christ the
Head of each and every body'
of Christian believer*. Their
task. then, was that this exist-
ing unity should be manifested.
THE THIRD World Confer-
ence of Faith and Order at
Lund was disappointing to tht
ovcroplimistic enthusiasts.
There was a certain feeling
of deadlock between the
’’Catholic’.’ concept of the
Church, represented principal-
ly by the Anglicans and the
Orthodox, and the "Protes-
tant” view of most of the
other delegates. The differ-
ences centered mainly around
episcopacy and the apostolic
succession.
Theologians admitted rue-
fully that many divisions
were not due to theological
difference! at all, but to more
mundane cause* which had
little to do with loyalty to
Christ.
In England, for example,
the "non conformist" bodies,
particularly tSe Congregation,
slists and Presbyterians, stall
remember their brief political
triumph over Angliciatusm in
m the days of Oliver Crom-
well. and their derisive defeat
with the reV-oratioo o{ u>*
monarchy m IMo
FOLLOWING the Lund Coo
fereoce study commissions
were set up to deal with four
topics atnrt sod the
Church." 'Tradition and tra
dttiona." "Worshsp.” sod "la-
■tilatioealiam "
Use Montreal Conference
will consider the reports of
these commissions, sad lank
them up with other ecclesias-
tical questions Ever since
laand U has been recognized
that the most valid sad fruit-
ful approach to the fundamen-
tal issue of the nature of the
Church is further studies tn
the relationship of the Church
to Christ its Head, tn the Holy
Spirit
ALL Tills IS of significance
to Catholics
Pope Puis XI had reason to
fear that the movement might
lead to a pan Protestant fed-
eration of religious indiffer-
ence
Pros XI. cautiously allowed
Catholic observers at World
Council conferences John
XXIII opened the doors still
wider by setting up the Secre-
tariat for Promoting Christian
Unity.
THE MONTREAL Confer
ence marks s new stage is
Catholic participation E’or the
first time. Faith and Order
will meet tn a city that la pre
dommstely Catholic Further
more, it meets u> an arch
diocese whose archbishop.
Paul Emile Cardinal larger,
has already established his
own ecumenical commttssoo
In conoertaoo with the con
fee ence. an "Ecumenical
Rally" will be held at fh«
(Catholic) University of Moo
treat no July 21 Cardinal
Leger sill speak on the sub
>eci, "What it means to be ’in
Christ' ” And he has appeal-
ed to Catholics of Montreal to
pray for dmne guidance for
the conference.
The Secretariat for Promot-
ing Christian Unity has nom-
inated five official observers
From the North American
continent are Rev Godfrey
Diekmann, 0.58.. of St.
Johns Abbey. Collegeville.
Minn . editor of the liturgical
monthly Worship; Rev. Greg-
ory Baum, 0.5.A., of Toron-
to. editor of the Paulist-spoo-
sored Ecumenical Studies;
and Rev George Tavard,
AA . of Mt Mercy College.
Pittsburgh, author of "The
Catholic Approach to Protes-
tantism "
From Europe will come
Frsnce's Bernard Lambert,
and Rev Jan C Groot of War-
mood. Holland, the represen-
tative of the Dutch hierarchy
for ecumenical affairs
A CATHOLIC theologian.
Rev, Raymond E. Brown. S.
S. of Baltimore will rpeak on
"The Church and the New
Testament
"
"The new de-
velopment in relations with
Roman Catholics" will be
another subject for discussion
The report on “Christ and
the Church" is probably the
one which will attract the
greatest interest from Catho-
lic theologians.
ONE THORNY sad funda-
mental issue, however, has
been deliberately avoided in
this report the question of
spiritual authority
This approach must seem a
weakness to the Catholic, as
the whole question of spiritual
authority is bassc to our dif-
ferences However, the matter
will doubtless come to the for#
In due course
9 July 11, 19«!
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National State has earned
a solid reputation as the
bank lor business in New
Jersey. Its depositors include
representatives of every type
of manufacturingand retail
business—a true cross-section
of New Jersey's vast and
varied economy.
Serving business...
Jtational State JBanlt
OF NEWARK iffik
and the business of living!
The bank’s depositors includo
thousands of individual
homemakers, householders,
and working people—all have
found at National State the
wide range of services they
need... and the friendly,
competent people to help them
with their banking needs.
Member Federal Deposit Insurant* Corporation
Latin American News
Chilean Schools Endangered
SANTIAGO, Chile (NC)
All free Catholic schools in
Chile will be closed soon un-
less the government subsidy is
paid.
Private free schools the
great majority of which are
Catholic receive a subsidy
which should be paid before
August of each yoar. In spite
of the law, many schools have
not yet received their subsidy
of 1962.
IN A LETTER to Minister
of Education Patricio Barros
Alemparte, Rev. Leon Bour-
geois. S.S.C.C., president of
the 'Federation of Secondary
Schools, warned of the tm-
minent closing of most free
free secondary and technical
schools and many primary
schools. Over 34% of the stu-
dents in Chile attend private
schools.
Of 143 free high schools In
the country, only 21 have re-
ceived a subsidy for 1962. Out
of 609 primary schools, 437
have been paid. Of 96 tech-
nical schools, only 13 have re-
ceived subsidies. In 1962 the
budget designated about <l2
million for private education.
In 1963 the sum designated
was only about $6 million, al-
though there are more pupils
in private schools this year
than there were last year.
The Parents Association
wrote to Chilean President
Jorge Alessandri Rodrigues of
Chile in protest. The president
replied that he could not desig-
nate more money because
Congress had not passed the
tax reform bill to give him
the needed funds. The parents
replied that this reform does
not affect the money owed for
1962.
•
Rotary Rally
BELO HORIZONTE. Brasil
(NC) The Family Rosary
Crusade climaxed a four-
month mission In (his indus-
trial city with a public rally
that attracted record crowds.
About 600,000 people at-
tended the rally, matching a
crowd which turned out two
weeks ago for a rally In the
city of Salvador.
Coadjutor Archbishop Joao
Costa of Bela Horisonte and
Rev. Patrick Peyton, C.S.C.
founder of the Crusade,
preached at the rally.
•
Warning on Politics
BUENOS AIRES (NC) -
Antonio Cardinal Caggiano of
Buenos Aires has warned Rev.
Julio Meinvtelle that he will be
suspended if he makes any
more political statements.
The Cardinal spoke as the
political campaign in Argen-
tina was reaching a peak prior
to the July 7 elections.
Father Meinvielle has been
In difficulties with Church au-
thorities before. A priest of
the Buenos Aires Archdiocese,
Father Meinvtelle is modera-
tor of a Catholic youth group
called the National Restora-
tion Guard. Mainly an anti-
communist group, it U re-
garded by some as havfog
and -Semitic tendencies
THE NEW TEAM -Bishop Navogh met with the seven priests of the Paterson Diocese
involved in the Spanish Apostolate July 2 at the Chancery Office. Seated, left to right,
are Rav. Stanislaus B. Chong, administrator of Our Lady of Providence Mission, Pater-
son; Bishop Navogh and Rev. Vincent E. Puma, administrator of Our tody of the Most
Hoty Rosary, Dover, and secretory for the opostolate; standing. Rev. John B. Ly of Our
Lady of Providence) Rev. Thaddeus lee, administrator of Our Lady of Fatima Mission,
Passaic; Rev. Richard E. Grosso of St. Boniface. Paterson; Rev. James J. Smith of St. Jo-
seph's. Paterson and Rev. Joseph W. Lugo of St. Michael's. Paterson. Bishop Navogh
worked with the Spanish speaking as o priest of the Buffalo Diocese.
Site of Massacre
Priests Returning
To Kongolo Area
KONGOLO. The Congo (NC)
The Kongolo Diocese,
nearly deserted after the 1962
massacre of 21 Holy Ghost
missionert, will soon see the
arrival of four priests who will
bring the total here to eight.
Both mission era and the lo-
cal population left this north
Katanga region after the New
Year's Day killing of 20
priests and one Brother by
Congolese soldiers.
ONE MLSSIONER returned
June 12, 1962, but he had to
leave because of fresh out-
breaks of violence. The people
of Kongolo have started to
come back. Three missioners
returned at the end of Feb-
ruary, 1963, and a young Con-
golese priest Joined them
shortly after.
Congolese National Army
troops stationed in Kongolo
have been helping to rebuild
the mission Damage done to
mission buildings has been re-
paired and primary schools
have been reopened.
In September, the mission-
aries hope to reopen teacher*’
college* and secondary schools
and start anew college.
The Congolese Army has
succeeded in bringing order to
the area.
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Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
h foray Thing Mmotm m l*»
W«r H Me Barrai - Unm. teoad
Inntaqaa I/t* comad/ abosit senate
u» Moat nobU RAmina of than all.
A Mhl a Man— BncM's aaartaaly
Uttar canady damaattiattaa haw aa
Mttattaa Ilka Wa arm/ turn, dmMa moaalioua klDara. Mach laul talk
and a wholly cynical yataa at view.
A mark an Draam and Tha laa Mary—
TWa aarttar Albaa Maya, ortstnal and
oAaa attaeUra. but alaa cynical and
at tuaaa caaraa.
Bayaad Ma hrtnta - Ularata. whim-
•lMl adult aattra at conast fada and
WMaa by a brunt quartet at yaaac
Brltithtr*.
Tha Bleaks - Utty. hata-miad coma-
dy protetetae racial iniuaUc* Mach
raw, tadacant lantsaae aad laaaral
andartytat cynklaa
•tee Bay la Mach Over, ac-
cantrtr and ran bitur camady com
mantln* upon tha chaadthd atatua at
Naarora In America. lama oily far-
varalon jokes.
.
Oaar Ma. tha Miy la laMat
Lift*. amlaali adalt camady In which
Oartnda Bart at tha Mather at tha
Bride wtnda up reetat a paychlatrtat
Daatta Under the Ihm rtanaty
amnttea.l rartral at O’Natll’a New Ena
land drama at k»«. kata aad (read.
Adults.
■alar Utah laa - Aatealai. tanar.lly
accrete Sir Jewta-Amertcaa camady ta
which a youjit man okwardly hut
pantataatly tata hlmaatl lunched aa aa
actor.
Realty TnS3r*— Oa*a?*^tMtM
,,
Md
catchy tunaa make thia alick. cynical
teatecal aaam lufbly tolartaluat
Adult*.
- Man, Mary Jeaa Karr", frothy
ccanad* about a too witty yauat wtlt
win ftada that too aaaay culpa can
chill a apouaa- Adult..
Mr. Brrateoat Oete, nafwarUl
Irrtat Berlin muatcal with a pieuani
melodic acora aad aldttabloaad da-
cat aeatfmta Oaa qaaaUoaabia aldr
thaw dance, but la general family tare.
My Mather, My lather aad Ma
Bitter remedy aatimtag tha Amarlcaa
middle time erase. Two euMeeUve ap.
lesdae la wont at laata.
Merer Tea Lata femattaiaa racy
adult comedy about u middle ated
pair, wttb a married daughter, aha
auddmly Mara IbmH aapactaat par-
aata seals. A taw jskea rather ribald.
Md spirit generally abal.iama.
Me Shrtnaa Smart. Utah, aanhidt-
rated muatcal about Americans living
It •» taParte. Suggmtiv. m caatum-
lag aad dances. aad dactdaMy worldly
la aeratUae, extramarital lava.
Otrarl Catchy acoaa. .tunning
«"Mt rad mguglag troupe at young
performer, make thi. vary tree ad.p-Uttaa from Dickens aa alert Malag
dm. (Oaa.ral patroaugai
•ha Lease Ma BrguUia* aaw spar,
attc with mallow srort .boot two my
ealaa dark, aha (alt la lara by mad.
Map tha Warld. I Want ta ttat Off
tnraatew mmhtaattm at drama, mima
»«d mush- la prater* tha Ufa at ■
braaS rarkaaj fa-gvttar Migcaaalva
avtr.mental lava altaauana prompt
facile Jakaa la doubtful tuts.
Tavartca capttvaOM tanuty ms
steal wttb mallow arara about aa
anted pair ag aobte tamtam working
u aerveau la Jaw-era Peru
Was*! Afraid M Wry tala WaaMt
Saaaur drama a twa callage faculty
caupteu airing nauroaaa through gutter
talk aad ahameful behavior wring aa
all-night dunking kaaL
N.J. Summer Stock
Aathaay aa Overt mm OasUma
Merkfnan kit about a vary psora lady
wha tnaa drtvmg amaaaagty hard her
gaaaa uiU the groat karat a Padua
IP unity 1
•jMedeen < harming arara aad a
mallaw romantic pM a Pam a Scottish
vtuaga mhar* lima Manda Mia In
riadas twa ribald aamharu
Carnival _ Itualcal vtraana a “ÜB.~
■tea a waif »ha ftada rnaad.au aad
Meats a rundown trevolfae circus
•ariadaa a note euggaaUva number or
tow lAdaltai
Crmca Chore Mirk romadv about
a drama raiwnar oka may hand ta
raver hra ode's pea lira any Caaoel
at times ahow seme moral standards,
ted daaa not stress this
•tea ameer larn.se Mroog bro
lah drama ahoni a tier mu youth valmlv
aaohrag peace u later ta a roauaui il
Cagbsh her soSaid Grimy et umes.
but powerful
•era and OaOa Man aa escotleol
more, ted Bnai laaiaaa ted Memo
dated and oaterotetd rharaaaara ten
eratimenully erne
Liada tears lanttena ftetigMhdtylunaful parody N all tbnaa mao. still
aid roortelaa iramdvi
I Sudani Prince - Una at thaaa am.
stiff aid o-w.-ettu
Panama O vnsa knapwy. ctevsr mne.
Jral aSaur lava (a a at, «c threatened
lactary vhua sugfeeli.e la spats
Threaoener Oaara - Harsh, matin
modara 'roes at Gay's opera ahow
*** nUnau ' Grant
.
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1)0 a m WMCA - Ave Marte Hear
st rater Clever.
• 30 a-m. WWML - Asa Maria Hear.
•3a am WVNJ - Uvtag Baaary.
10 a mi WABC Canauaa ta Antes
II » a m WOA - Haag af Cronfwd.
irk ta. thl'HV iPM) - Par Batter
lt tt a.m WPHA (PM) - New,. Views
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Must Artists
Write in Mud?
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Occaßioaally out (till comes
■cross critical assertions to
tht effect that the greater
threat to morals is generated
in Hollywood that more in-
telligent threatment of touchy
■ubject matter by European
producers makes tha more
"realistic" type of import less
problematical. This I think, la
a brash generalisation. It cer-
tainly is unsupported by large
segments of public opinion,
from parenU of average ed-
ucation up to the level of film-
wise theologians.
It ta evident, however, that
the critical indulgence granted
to some foreign films that are
morally degrading end anti-
religious, has lured many
Hollywood producers into ill-
advised competition with for-
eign film "creator*" who ere
more thoroughly Indoctrinated
in the art of camouflaging
pornography and Insidious
forms of propaganda.
NO CREATIVE film maker,
or cult of film making, should
be regarded aa sacrosanct to
the cause of art. No creative
film maker is, or ever can
be, solely an artist, any mora
than a motion picture la or
ever can be, a pur* work of
art.
Erast Lubltsch. one of the
earlier, internationally ac-
claimed artists of the screen,
once told me: "The basis of
all films la photography, which
means writing with light. Thus
the artist, being subject to
studio mechanics which bring
his Ideas to physical realisa-
tion on the screen, must ba
part technician and craftsman
also."
Lubltsch budded in the Ber-
lin echool of Max Reinhardt.
He blossomed in Hollywood.
The mores of International so-
ciety may have changed since
then, but la it really necessary
for creative film artists to
writ* in gall or mud. Instead
of "writing with light?'*
Reviews . . .
Doaovea'a Reef (Good:
adult*, adolescents) Rough snd
tumble comedy-drama set on
a Pacific atoll supplied with
three ex-Navy men. a beauti-
ful Boston socialite, end her
doctor father who has acquired
three Polynesian children.
I Shaped Room (Good:
adults —with reservations)
Thu highly realistic hut poig
nsnt story of an unmarried
French mother to-be. who
hides out in a squalid London
rooming house, has warm un-
derlying qualities of compas-
sion end tenderness over-
strewn with cruelty, vice and
the crudest vulgarity
Far Lore or Meoey (Week,
objectionable in pert for ell)
Spurious comedy in which a
rich but gauche mother pays
an attorney 1100.000 to find
men for her three daughters
Films on TV
PaOralag la a Bat af lllaaa aa TV
July Dig Thais may ha iharaaa ta
•rase daa ta reds far TV aaa. test
geaereUy the satiate Uglea af 13a-
ceery lattaga may he ecrayted u
tarreat-
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Book Reviews
Cooperation: A History
RELIGION, THE COURTS
AND PUBLIC POLICY, by
Rev. Robert F. Drinaa, B.J.
McGraw-Hill. Ml pages. tSIS.
"Tha solution of the problem
(religion In the public school)
ilea in loyal support of our
public schools and increasing
their awareness of God ...
The reverent reading of selec-
tions from the Bible in public
school assemblies or classes
would make an important con-
tribution toward deepening this
awareness."
This official statement of the
National Council of Churches,
made just 10 years ago, has a
strange ring now in light of
the words issuing from that
same body In support of the
recent Supreme Court prayer
decision It Is not the only peg
on which Father Drtnan's book
hangs an Iroolc footnote to
Church-State history.
THE CHIEF virtues of this
brilliant offering by the dean
of Boston College's law school
are its clear, concise state-
ment of the history of Church-
State cooperation in the U.S.
and iti-theaU that these areas
of cooperation can be extended
to solve many of the bitter
problems which now vex us,
particularly In education.
Father Drinan arguea the
Church State question from the
positive aide. He shows that
there has never been serious
objection to such practices aa
paid chaplains for the armed
services, prisons and legisla-
tures, police and fire protec-
tion for church schools, tax ex-
emption on church properties,
etc. He points out that many
of the practices now barred by
the absolutism of POAU and
the Pfefferites provide much
less of a constitutional ques-
tion than these long-estab-
lished habits of the American
people.
On the other hand, he shows
how the religious practices In
public schools grew out of the
Pan-Protestant Established
Church which existed in the
America of the mid-lPth cen-
tury. He argues that these
practices must inevitably be
rooted out of the pluralistic
schools of our day, though the
absence of pluralism in many
slates, particularly the South,
will allow them to continue
in those places.
FATHER DRINAN inclaivaly
traces the history of the Su-
preme Court's decisions, not-
ing the late entry (1947) of the
court into the problem and
paying particular attention to
the logical twists involved In
the Everson, McCollum and
Zorach case*.
Being a lawyer, he seems to
argue that justice for the par-
enU of children In religious
schools will be won in the
courts, not through political
pressure. He would seem to
argue against auch demonstra-
tions as recently occurred In
Missouri.
There is Just one serious
omission in the book. In a
treatment of school bus laws,
he fails to mention the New
York Law pasted 18 months
ago which provides the most
comprehensive program yet
for parochial school children to
share in the expenditure of
their parenU' Ux money Thia
should be corrected in the re-
vised edition which is sure to
follow the latest prayer deci-
sion. Ed Grant
Angel on an Island
BROTHER ANGEL, by Tere
Kies. Academy Gelid. IM
page*. *J.*S.
It is so unusual to find a
Jacket blurb which truly
measure* the contents of the
novel within that It Is worth
repeating this one which so
correctly slates the special na-
ture of ' Brother Angel ":
"A Catholic novel which Is
neither cute nor Greenish,
neither doytngly piettstic nor
morbidly JantenM ... a book
brimming with insights and
warmth that is first, and es-
sentially. a delight to read "
THE STORY it a simple one
—a Puerto Rican boy named
Aagelito. an orphan living in a
mausoleum with his ancient
(snd illegitimate) grand-
father. move* unerringly
through a life of sordid pover-
ty toward the goal God has
chorees for him. a religious vo-
cation
"Brother Angel" Is a sequel
to "An Angel Grow* Up." in
which the Irisb-Puerto Rican
Miss Rwa triced her hero *
early days as the mascot of
America* enidiars.
But "Brother Angel'' can
stand on ua own martta. which
art considerable It is a book
of greet charm, set against an
island background which more
materialistic novelists so often
ua* for their ses drenched pot-
boilers.
MOST OF THE charm ex-
ude* from the tender end In-
nocent relationship between
Angeilto and his cousin Matey
(Matilda), whom he meets in
the middU* of Ssn Jusn Bay
after escaping from a police-
man (and good frtcod) who
had beaten him far a crime be
never committed.
Matey and her crtppled
brother Roddy are member* of
the large and inbred Gallardo
family of which Angelito is a
backdoor offshoot His close
resemblance to another cousin
gives him entree to their home
which he simply refuses to en-
ter by the front door on his
many, unannounced visits. He
perfers to climb Matey’s bal-
cony until her wrise father sug-
gests a more conventional ap-
proach "over the roof, or the
back wall, if you can't stand
doors and if you respect her."
THERE IS ALSO Father
Christopher. the architect
turned Capuchin priest, who is
building anew friary on a
cliff above La Boca del Diablo
(the DevU’t Mouth). Angelito
come* under his spell, helps
to complete the friary and.
when Father Christopher dies
of cancer at 32. vows to re-
place him in the Order.
Miss Rio* hat also managed
to include several other
sharply-drawn characters:
Angelito's great aunt Dona
Concha, whose silences almost
betray him to the police;
Marta, the widow ba must
serve as a virtual slava after
inadvertently causing her hus-
band's death; the old man Co-
lon. an exile from his family,
living in the tomb where be
waa supposedly burled *0
years before after committing
a crime of passion. Magda-
lens, th* woman of San Se-
bastian St. whom he must
cany to a hospital after abe
haa grown old.
' Brother Angel" is a sort of
Junior picaresque novel. Its
hero live* by his wit snd his
smile, but. on reaching the
status of e man, puts away
the things of a child. As Mstey
puU it:
"You know, you're like a
brother to us, but some sort of
magic brother more like a
pixie, or a banshee, who be-
longs to us in a way, but also
yoo're completely your own.
You come and go aa you
please, snd that's si Dad
wanU it. Why is It that his
love for us makes us go to
school and sleep in beds and
brush our teeth, and his love
for you insists on your right to
roam free, steal your bread
snd sleep under the sky?"
F.d Great
'Lilies inField’
Cited at Berlin
BERLIN (RNS) - An
American-made motion pic-
ture starring Sidney Pot tier
woo top award* at the Berlin
Film Festival here from both
the International Catholic
Cinema Office end the Inter-
national Evangelical Film
Center.
The picture. "Lilies ta the
Field." was cited for (cater-
ing "the Christian message,''
aad tor its "spiritual progrees
and human value*."
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TOljpur
vacation
this year
help make
yon a
better
Catholic?
Iberia Air Linea of Spain now
offers a apodal lt-day Catho-
lic Interest Toar of Portuf at.
Spain. Franca and Italy, it is
designed to enrich your faith,
inspiration and devotion.
Hero is a truly remarkable
tour. Not only does it provide
opportunities for happy re-
laxation, shopping and other
pursuits, it also offers a
unique way in which to enrich
your spiritual life.
YouH visit
LISBON TOLEDO
FATIMA BARCELONA
MADRID LOI'RDES
ROME
You’ll worship where the
Saints have worshipped—-
you’ll learn first-hand the
beauty, grace and inspiring
atmosphere of the gnat sanc-
tuaries of Europe. A full-day
excursion to the Shrine of Our
Lady of Fatima. Boe the Mu-
Mum, the BMi Ring and the
National Palace in Madrid.
Toledo: The magnificent Ca-
thedral, the Alcazar, El Greco
House. Visit Barcelona's beau-
tiful church, Sagrada Familia.
In Lourdes, you’ll have am-
ple time to visit the Basilica,
the Grotto, Bernadette's
house. Witness the evening
Candlelight Procession—its
memory will last a lifetime.
Thence to Rome.
Two full dars in Roma. The
Four Major Bs silicas, Slstine
Chapel, the ancient Cata-
combs. As the outstanding
event of the tour, an audience
with the Holy Father will be
petitioned.
These special Catholic-in-
terest group tours depart on
convenient dates between
April and September, each ac-
companied by a Spiritual
Leader. You will fly aboard
the superbly comfortable, me-
ticulously mainUined jet lin-
ers of Iberia Air Lines.
Sound good? Come with os:
it will enrich yoor life forever.
18-day, 4-Country Tour
.c s9B4*
A C-day extension tonr la
available to Germany, France,
England, Ireland—sl3l addi-
tional.
'lncludes holds,most mods,nudes,
transfirs and round trip defcat oa
Ibern. Price based on economy n-
cursion jet farst. New York depar-
ture. double room occupancy, con-
nections from Boston and Montreal
available at same fare. For details,
see your Trml Agent or call Iberia
Air femes at MU 7-BOSO.
\ t S«sisct Is etf'l aee'ovsJ
Pli»m send m* folders end fur-
ther informition on the spocim
"Citholle InUreit” vicilion
tours.
MAUI
AOOMSI
STAT
Hr Trull A|«it ll
IBERIA
AIR LIKES OF SPAM
<ll Finn AVL
—3!£i2!LJLJL
for Iberia Air lint* of Spain
Retervatleni or Information,
Call Write or See . . .
Alt C0«0'TIO*«0
HIT OATf
QDCKEEC
■•itavao iwn m AT
WE
CHALLENGE
YOU
TO FIND
rxm
FtCD
ANYWHERE!
1
FREE PARKING
Alt CONOItIONID
la HO Ml MAO!
Ravioli - Covaulli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANCUET
ROOMS
935 31 Wort Sido Avo.
ntn ityiiito
Jtrtty City. HI »4«4S
*It*
1 HE ROUNDERS RESTAURANI
ln>nes you to enjoy its superb
Prime Ribs of Beef
hf iMtntlltM M C»H»* UMJ - (•«<• 17 Nww NJ.
Get (Jut of Your Shell at the
Qfartb Urnnk
i delightful change of pace for
DINNER and COCKTAILS
Coloring to Portias A Banquets
Amirican-ComtintMtsl Cuiuue
Your Hoot: •*»<**•« a»*.
"Cbst” Grebowki wtST ORANGE, H. J.
«Uw**4 l-IM
« ctuh and AaMrUw* Km* <rwn Card* Ar<y»i*4
GOLDIN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNOE
DILIOHTPUI IARkV AMIRICAN ATMOSPHMt
U I* W»rt«ll«# lt«r«a<lon. A l.unrhaoM
1900 lent Idgar Rood, (Rovti 1)
UNDIN N l
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
DININO IN INI NNIIT TRADITION
UNIXCIUID lACIUIIU SOI
WIODINOt - SANQUITS - COMMUNION UIAWAITI
11A1 MORRIS AVI., UNION MU 6-2337
Iraali Neva* *» *• offott Wad. Tl*«rs., IN. lot. and («•
As You'llLike
If For
Your Pleasure
JOHN J. MURfHV, Hast
mBRASSHOM
Banquet Room* Avollobla (or
All Occasions • Opon Dally
CiMrfy t W. OryyJ fes. BHrtsQi.N.J
For an enjoyable vacation
and soma thing different ....
FRANCISCAN
PILGRIMAGES
1933 - OUR 30th YIAJt - 19*3
Canada 6 Full Days *llO.OO
Uov* on Monday - Rotum following Saturday
Pri** Indudat I] maall. flrtt (loii hatal a«amm#daliant,
Han. gratviftai. and ad Km Vial* tha Skrlnat at Our lady at Ik*
Can*. St. Ann* da Saauprt. St Jataph't O'ataty. ttia tltiat at Maniraol.
Ovakar. and altiat plaint at Intaiatt.
UAV«: RETURN:
August 2*
Soptombor 2
Soptombor 9
Soptombor 1*
August 31
Soptombor 7
Soptombor 14
Soptombor 21
California 28 Fall Days >785.00
Uavo on Sopt. 23rd Rotum on Oct. 20th
Sa* lII* U.S.A. tnlUwlof tk* Nartharn ravta waitword and Ik* Sautkam
rant* taming Kama 22 dlffartnt Slat*. In all - Na nlghi tta**l.
Sail lima at Ik* yaar la t»*»al dutlrvg tk* toll horaatt, round up tim*,
Idaol wtothor and minimum *f ctngaitlon from taurlttt crowdt.
ViiM tk* old Militant at Colifarnla and of tk* Sautkwatt. Hlghllghti
Inalud* Soyt Town, San tranalN*. lot Angalni, lot Vagot, Grand Con.
yon, Sant* fa, loalout Mountolnt, Notutol Irldga, Iwroy Cavarnt.
Walking tan. O.C.
Prlta Indudat hraokfait and dlnnar nock day, flnt dan Kal*l n»«*m.
medatiani, trompartatian, handling *t luggag*. gratultlai and all tana*
Waakand Pllgrlm.ga. t* WASHINGTON, to NIW INGIAND, and H
SAIT I MOSS In tk* taH.
A frantiaaaa Mart It Ckaplala a* all Nlgrkaogaa
Writ* or talipfcia* far fra* talar Wrachura and aantpltlt datallt.
FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIRCLE
125 Wost list Stroot - Now York 1, N. Y.
212 PSNNSYIVANIA 6-4685
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
71 CUNTON ST., NEWARK 2
PHoira: MArk*» 3-2131
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EXCLUSIVE N.J. ENGAGEMENT
STURTS WED., JULY 17
Mil ORDERS NOW!
MOM «nd CINERAMA
P 1
WEST
WAS
X
SKATS NOW
TUUTS IT MX IfHK NIT MAA
KIViMxIRM. OR. CM
« aJJME. at o»
■l ■>. i ml m a mi to., it «■
CWm oofcr II; JUS it S ton
QffiEQOCC
AIR OONDITIONRO
Clalridgi wusihm
CAN'T 8F SBATIN
FOR A COOL SWIM
Our <OOO,OOO gallon pool*. dew, fresh water bom
our own wells; beaches, driers* life guards....
10a.m. 7 p.nv every day.
see our circus 4 and *3O p. m.
try our rides for all ages
play games for fine prises .
.. Join our Teen Swim Club ..
OLYMPIC PARK
IRVINGTON ■ MA PLYWOOD
Shomm’s
*«* ITIITUT >N
La DEAUVILLE INN
NiMH.TOW *o*o •LINOOkA. N. i.
e-jIIM imam La iMartf}# Mmi.
t»4 CMfeUd
lUwU M ar » ar Girau
ran
4 IUmCU* IVa
lnMatu ncs DUIAL
ham mumi not
GLADIATORS
MUSIC ARENA
AUDI
BEmwn
(imk bmm U>r~)
* BRIGADOON
■»wty IS STAN KINTON MOPJE
We«*i pjs ti His • cm 9-nrt
W^ber
tttd*0*
1
■K
Borrow
for vacations
at
FIDELITY
UNION TRUST BOMMNV
MMk« Dtyotil Inwittct CwwSw
Old Friends Become
New Workers in Morris
MORRISTOWN An army of women ii regrouping to at*
tack a financial problem at Our Lady of Grace Training School
hera. Mother Mary Cenacle, superior at the Sisters of the Good
Shepherd home, asked for help and 400 women, former mem-
bers of the Women’s Auxiliary, have responded.
“We have worked at the home for about 20 years,” said
Mrs. Robert D. Donaldson of Morristown, new president and
a leader In the Paterson Council of Catholic Women and other
organizations. “But over the last few years the group has be-
come rather inactive. When Mother Mary Cenacle explained
the situation and asked for help, we were only too eager to
reorganize.”
THE WOMEN will now be known as the Guild of Our Lady
ol Grace Training School. The chief aim Is to raise funds.
"For many years the Good Shepherd Sisters have de-
pended on collections in churches to support their work,” said
Mra. Donaldson. “With the envelope system, now used in many
churches, extra collections are prohibited and an important
source of revenue is cut down.”
“WE NEED all of the help w* can get,” said Mrs. Donald-
son. “Everyone is Invited to Join us. Dues of $2 a year include
the treat of getting a birthday card as a sign of gratitude.”
The women will sponsor one or two functions a year and
Will meet semi-annually. The first function will be a tea, raf-
fie and social at the school with entertainment by the girls.
St. Joseph Postulants
Receive Habits, Names
ENGLEWOOD Seventeen
young women changed their
names and received the habit
of the Sisters of St. Joseph of
Newark at July 2 ceremonies
here at St. Michael's.
Pictured below are the 17
new novices. In usual order,
they are: top row. Sister M.
Deborah (formerly Elizabeth
Kavanagh), Fort Lee; Sister
M. Sharon (Card Ann Fra-
dose). Wayne; Sister M. Lin-
de (Catherine Fearoo). Ire-
land; Sister Maribeth (Helen
Murphy), Paramus;
SECOND SOW from top;
Si**r M. Emil (Karen Marie
Young. Allendale; Sister M.
Alpbonsa (Elizabeth Moran).
Ireland; Sister M. Rosamund
(Elizabeth Driscoll), Clifton;
Sister M. Genevieve (Mary
Murphy), Ireland; Sister Mar-
iella (Luisa Raven), New
York;
Second row from bottom:
Sister M. Emily (Mary Marx-
en). Kent. Ohio; Sister M. Ro-
selle (Lucy Clarke). Ridge-
wood; Sister M. Jacqueline
(Mary Lou McKeever), Fair
Lawn; Sister M. Geralds (Sus-
an Margaret Whitsell). Ram-
sey: Sister M. Arline (Mary
Patricia Manning), Ridge-
wood; Sister M. Incarnate
(Ann Rutan). Irvington;
Bottom row: Sister M. Be Hil-
da (Norah Clarke). Waldwick;
Auxiliary Bishop Costello, and
Sister M. de la Salle (Mary
Keys), Ireland.
NEW LIFE-Above are 17new novices of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Newark who re-
calved the habits and religious names on July 2. (Story above)
VISITOR-Sister Ambrotina, S.F.P., director of nursing
ot St. Francis Hospital, Jersey City, left, escorted Mother
Innocenta Donnelly, S.F.P., through the hospital on her re-
cent visit there. The mother superior of the Franciscan
Sisters of the Poor is on a six-month visit to the U.S.
from Rome. The visit coincides with the community’s
100th annivarsary in this country.
Quote
Of the Week
“Society expects a great
deal of women today We
are Mating a tremendous
amount of faith in women
and what they can do for
ua. We know that they are
already exerting enormous
influence in the market-
place. in the voting booth,
on education boards and so-
cial welfare councils, in
Church organizations, in
support of music, art, liter-
ature, health and morals.
"We expect women to
add a special dimens ton to
all these activities because
we believe that, whereas
men are chiefly interested
in making better things,
women are interested in
making things better."
Rev. Paul C. Retnert, 8.J.,
St. Leeis University Presi-
dent. at Fontbonne College
<BC Louis) commencement.
I Was Thinking...
Young Mothers Need
Large Doses of 'T.L.C.’
By RUTH W. REILLY
Sometimes a doctor will
prescribe “T.LC.” on a pa-
tient’s chart. It may be just
an extra smile, or word of in-
terest, or fluff of a pillow, but
these evidences of "tender
loving csre” sre important
enough (or the doctor to order
them.
Charted or not. T.L.C. Is
something we all need, and
sometimes it seems there is
no single class of individusls
so shortchanged in this pre-
vious commodity as the
young housewife and mother!
"THE DOCTOR toM me to
take it easy," a young mother
of three told me the ether
day. and added a little bitter-
ly' "That's a laugh! So long
as I get up in Use morning
and start moving around
everybody thinks I'm A O K ”
The "everybody” was her
husband and three small chil-
dren . . . mostly her husband
T.LC was indicated here'
Even a little would help Pro-
vided dally tt would have an
even more tonic effect on the
spirit than the widely acclaim-
ed vltamtn pill on the body
"I know he works hard
every day. and he gives me
everything, and I appreciate
it. but If he’d only notice me.
the person! I get Ured ot be-
ing taken for granted." she
tried to explain
ON HIS radio program back
in the depression days Eddie
Cantor often dedicated s little
song to hi* wde. Ida. It was
called 'Tty a Little Tender
ness
” I don’t remember all
the words Part of it went
"And when she gets weary,
and women do get weary,
wearing the same shabby
dress . ." and tt ended “Tty
* little tenderness
’’
My father
always caught my mother's
eye during this number. I
thought It was sentimental
and tweet. Only later did I
recognize the depth of psy-
chology and wisdom sod love
involved
Even when her drvt* isn’t
shabby at til financial
levels —a young wife and
mother needs a little tender-
ness! Up to now she's htd a
mother, bera s child; or shr
h*t been mistress of brr own
time Now her* is a giving
role, her* is the Job to nur-
ture and understand, oo s 34
hour a day basis. It's hard
and It’s constant. Sometimes
she is in full commaod. like
the ring master in a smooth
running three ring circus; at
other times everything seems
to grind.
"I'm not good at that sort
of thing . . . the sweet noth-
ings. She know* I love her.”
the husband will say. it’s such
* little thing, yet it's such a
big thing too!
YOUNG WIVES and moth-
ers, and older ones too. need
the little build-up that a hus-
band's compliment oo face, or
grace can give. Some small
unsolicited help, a smile of
understanding, a word of con-
cern for her convenience or
enjoyment from the head of
the house mean so much.
They are part of the oil
of gladness, precious and
without price, that s husband
msy bestow on ha wtfe, and
which, in the very bestowal,
enrich him.
Of course T.L.C. in mar-
riage is a two-way street Hu-
man nature being wbat it is.
however, it tt easier and more
natural for the wife to give
of this gift, even as at the
same time her need for it tt
greater Hence it tt usually
the wife who suffers from a
deficiency.
MY YOUNG friend finished
her tale of woe, "Thanks for
iulenmg.” she said with a
sigh. “After all these years
l should know John I'm real
ly very happy with him; it's
Just that every once in s while
I get so weary and frustrated'
You’d think I’d know enough
to Just keep quiet and offer
It up! It always passes. . .”
I loved her dearly when she
grinned over an afterthought:
"There are probably lot*
of things about me that he of-
fers up too!"
Irish Red Cross
Honors Sister
DROGHEDA. Ireland (NO
The International Red Cross
has given Mother Mary Mar-
tin. foundress of the Medical
Missionaries of Mary, iu Flor-
ence Nightingale medal, an
award for distinguished serv-
ice. Mrs. Tom Barry, chair-
man of the Irish Red Cross,
presented the award at a cere-
mony at Our Lady of Lourdes
Hospital here staffed by the
missionary Sisters.
Mother Mary founded the
Medical Missionaries in 1937..
The society, which now has
300 Sisters, runs hospitals and
clinics in seven African coun-
tries.
Rutherford Girl
Will Take Vows
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Sister
M. Shell, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph M. Regan of
St. Mary's, Rutherford, will
pronounce final vows in the
Dominican community at St.
Mary of the Springs here July
9. A graduate of Dominican
Academy. New York, ahe at-
tended Albertus Magnus Col-
lege. New Haven, and grad-
uated from the college of St.
Mary of the Spring.
Outdoor Festival
Set at Caldwell
CALDWELL Tbs Domini-
can Slaters of Cad well will
hold an outdoor festival at the
motherhouae here July 13, 1-8
p.m. Rides will include a
merry-go-round, ferr Is wheel
and live ponies. Besides
prizes for games, articles will
bo oo aale.
St. E’s Alumna
Is Kappa Veep
PHILADELPHIA Mr*
James J Schnabel, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs Frank II
Mulcahy of Maplewood. was
elected vice president of
Kappa Gamma Pi. national
Cathohc college women's
honor society, at the orguuia
two s convention here
The former Joan Mulcahy is
a graduate of the College of St
Elizabeth and immediate past
president of the Washington
• DC) chapter of Kappa
Gamma Pi
22 Dominicans Profess
Final Vows in Caldwell
CALDWELL Twenty-two
Dominican Sisters of Caldwell
professed final vows July 3
at the Mt. St. Dominic Mother-
house chapel here. Msgr Wal-
ter G. Jarvais, pastor of Sac-
red Heart, Bloomfield, rep-
resented Archbishop Boland.
He was assisted by Rev. John
J. Ansbro, Mt. St. Dominic
chaplain, and Rev. John C.
Bouton. St. Aloyslus, Caldwell.
Profession was made by the
following Dominicans; Sister
Jeanne Marie, St. Catherine's,
Elizabeth; Slater M. Agnesine,
St. Aedan's, Jersey City; Sis-
ter Mary Immaculate, Union
Catholic, Scotch Plains; Sister
Thomas Marie, St. Dominic
Academy, Jersey City;
Sister M. Padraic, St.
Aloyslus, Caldwell; Sister M.
Bernice, St. Boniface, Jersey
City; Sister M. Maurice, Na-
tivity, Midland Park; Sister
M. Noreeo, Our Lady of the
Lake, Verona; Sister Mary
Henry, St. Elizabeth’s, Lin-
den; Sister M. Canice, St.
John's, Jersey City;
Sister Mary Dennis, St.
Mary's. Rahway; Sister Dom-
inic Marie, St. Catherine's,
Caldwell; Sister Mary David,
St. Catherine's. Caldwell; Sis-
ter Mary Charles, St. Mary's,
Rahway; Sister M. Xavier. St.
Catherine's, Elizabeth: Sister
M. Elise, St. Ann's, Newark;
Sister Mary Brigid, St.
Mary’s. Wharton; Sister M.
Gabriel, St. Phiiomena's, Liv-
ingston; Sister M. Fidelia,
Sacred Heart, Dover; Sister
M. Jonathan, SS. Peter and
Paul. Hoboken, and Sister M.
Julia, Sacred Heart. Dover.
DOMINICAN LEADERS-The Dominican Sisters of Cald-
well held elections July 8 at which Mother M. Dolorita,
O.P., (third left) became mother general for a second
term. Other council members shown with Bishop Costello
who presided are: Sister Marie, O.P., Sister M. Germaine,
O.P., (Mother Dolorita), Sister Miriam. O.P., Sister M.
Mercedes, O.P., and Sister M. Borromeo, O.P. Elections
are held every six years.
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LOW COST FINANCING FOR...
Purtham of a Homo ■ Rofinoncing of a Homo ■
Consolidation of Mortgagos.
IT S BARTON FOR... 24 Hour Sorvko ■ Compotitrvo Toons A
Ratos ■ Approvod Attomoy's Plan
C OURUOMTOMC OOUNKUON • NO OM.MUTKM
1166RAYMOND 818, NEWARK
560 BROAD STREET,
MARKET 2-3350
BARTON
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
EWARK
, Words to
\ THE IV/SE
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
OLD TO BE WISE
,
BUT IT HELPS
...
SAYS THE WISE OLD OWL
Tehphon• for...
OUR SHOP AT HOME
SERVICE
W* or. 010 In .xp.ri.nc. and IT HELPS u. In procuring the finest In
linoleum and carpeting that manufacturer* produce. We feel we or. WISE by
quality linoleum and carpeting in a wide selection to fill any floor
covering need ... of money saving LOW prices. (Xd or wise, over the*. 47 years
w. have mad. many thousands of custom.r-friends. .
LINOLEUM & CARPET FACTORY OUTLE
FAIR DEALING EXPERT SERVICE LOW PRICES CONTINUOUSLY SINCE 1914 ★
IN NEWARK ■
■ HajLiMtabiii I 'N SPRINGFIELD I IN ASBURY PARK I IN NEWARK I IN OENVILLE J1 wSSwS I WjK&NB I risAlVSkt
Bridal Salon
115 Hahey St,
Newark
jr.
A
1
iQridal
YouV« Invited to too one of Now Jortdy't
lorgctf collection of beoutifef •
new foil bridal fashions
fT’-i'ertr yoor budget there's a dream of a gown for
you af Jangt Shops Set estjuisite bridals from 49.98
to 5203 «X\sn,ing bridesmaid and formal gowns from
»-* C 8 o *9 ?3 AM b-'dal accessories, too. Also mother-
of-.he-bnde gowns
CHARGE OR BUDGET
NEWARK BCIOAL SALON OPEN MON. I WED. NIGHTS
REFRIGERATOR-
FREEZER gives you a
SUPERMARKETin your Kitchenl
*£<■
, •
m
San! With a refrigerator-freezer yon can stock a largo sup-
ply of all your favorite foods, particularly those in season,
and keep them to beserved as needed. Treat yourself tobet-
ter living.
■uy • ralrtflorator-froeHor «t your tsvodts
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
TAxn»viN« mmvmnt or a *»«xr room
Blind Woman Earns Freedom Medal
.WASHINGTON (NC) Genevieve Caulfield,
75, who has conducted an apoatolatr in dark-
ness for half s century, has been selected to
receive the Presidential Medal of Freedom
The blind teacher of the blind was one of
51 persons selected by President Kennedy to re-
ceive the honor.
Born in Suffolk, Vs., she lost her sight in
Infancy through an accident but early in life
adopted a philosophy which joes like this: "Be-
ing blind merely means that you cannot see It
doesn't mean you can't hve a full life if you're
willing to fight for it and rely with utter faith on
the help of the Almighty every step of the way."
MISS CAULFIELD attended the Overbrook
School for the Blind, Philadelphia; Trinity Col-
lege here, and Columbia University's Teachers
College, New York. She spent seven years in
New York teaching English to Japanese busi-
nessmen and others and by 1923 earned suf-
fireat money to launch her vocation teaching
the blind.
She opened her first school for the blind
In Tokyo, then went on to establish other schools
in Thailand. Vietnam, the Philippines and other
places in the Far East.
Mist Caulfield, now in Bangkok. Thailand,
was awarded the 1961 Ramon Magsaytay Award
for international understanding and about the
same time agreed to act as special advisor for
a program of medical treatment of blind chil-
dren sponsored by Catholic Relief Services
National Catholic Welfare Conference a Saigon,
Vietnam.
THE PRESIDENTIAL Medal of Freedom, a
gold medal, is the highest honor a VS. Presi-
dent can confer upon a civilian for -service in
peacetime. Miss Caulfield and the other 50
medalists will receive the honors at a special
White House ceremony in September.
Only 24 other persons have received the
medal since it was inaugurated in 194S by Presi-
dent Harry S. Truman.
SAFETY WINNERS - C. Stew-
art Mead, safety and educa-
tion director of the New
JerseyAutomobile Club, pre-
sented awards to two North
Jersey schools for winning
posters In the national safe-
lycontest. Below he presents
awards to Maureen O'Brien
(right) and Mary Beth Siska
of St. Mary's, Nutley, as Sis-
ter Clare Eileen, art teacher
watches. At right, he pre-
sents an award to Theresa
Chiappa of Our Lady Help
of Christians, East Orange,
as Sister Margaret Daniel
stands by. The competition
drew 16,000 posters con-
taining safety ideas.
MELPING-Airs.Michael Doody, president of the All Souls
Hospital Auxiliary, Morristown, presents a $3,000 check
to Sister Anne Mary, hospital administrator, at the aux-
iliaiy's annual gift.
Have You
Read...?
The !allot,,mg fnsaimu ere
•• wikhi übub sppss,
m thu iuM «/ The AJtoisl,.
T*e smsu trt or, fir.muj si tbs
bottom of tbs lolmmn with
tbs psgs on u bub tbs surusr-
"l ostitis raw bs fotmj.
1 Besides meeting wtth
President Kennedy, Pope
Paul VI also met heads
of state from
(a) China and Ireland
(b) Brazil and Ireland
(O Russia and Brazil
2 Terry Murray Is a good
example of the type of
athlete Don Bosco High
School seek* to hooor
through its
(a) Iron man award
(b) Oscar
(c) Sportsmanship tro-
phy
3. What New Jersey com-
munity of Sisters had elec-
tions this week?
(a) Dominicans
(b) Benedictines
(c) Feliciana
4. To celebrate his Ssth
birthday. Archbishop Ho-
ban of Cleveland
(») cut a cake
(b) posed with a golf
elub
(c) visited frieods
fl atwd *(q)-j -.SHIashV
Reelected in N.Y.
RIVERDALE. N.Y. -
Mother Loretlo Bernard,
mother general of the New
York Sisters of Charity, was
reelected to that office at a
general chapter at the Mt. St
Vincent Motherhouie here
July 6.
She directs the 1.471 Sisters
of Charity In New York. Penn-
tylvania, New Jersey and the
Bahama Islands.
There Are Times When It's Hard
To Strike Keys of Understanding
BY JUNE DWYER
Tha Young Advocate Club,
Addle and I have been going
along for quite awhila now. 1
guess the baste idea of our
relationship la to try and com-
municate with each other, to
try and understand each other,
to share Ideas and thoughts.
Nine times out of 10 Addle
and I learn more from our
young readers than they ever
learn from us. But each week
we alt at the typewriter and
try to pass on a few of the
things we have learned by just
living and growing in this
work).
ONE THING we have found
to be true it Is herd to reach
way down Inside ourselves and
come up with thoughts that
touch our own lives. When we
try to to share our miracles
of experience, our Innermost
joys or weaknesses It is
frightening.
It takes us back to our days
as children when we were
afraid the class would laugh at
our Idee, or our mothers and
fathers would think we were
silly for dreaming such grand
dream*, or someone we care
about would say grow up and
stop acting like a child.
WHEN WE write a column
like that to the Young Advo-
cates, it takes a long time to
get up enough courage to put It
in the editor’s box. Sometimes
we write It and put It at the
bottom of our work and reread
It again later to see If we still
really want to say those things.
And though the editor’* box la
only about 2D feet from the
desk, it teems like a mile when
we finally decide to drop H In.
"After ell", we think "he can
just say to write another.”
The first time it happened
we (Addle and 1) thought it
would get easier when we
wore more experienced. But
at the years have come and
gone end we still sit at this
typewriter, those deep-down-
Inside columns still bring the
same nervousness, the same
sweaty feeling, the' tame
"Maybe I shouldn't have writ-
ten this one."
WE’VE LEARNED some-
thing else over the years too.
Oh. there have been many,
many columns or letters we
have written to our young
readers and tech time mo
really try to say things that
matter. But the columns we
have heard the moat about
were those slUy times when
we worried and cared and dug
deep maide for things we were
afraid you didn't want to bear.
Looking back, thaaa hole
momenta of thought stand out
among tha hundreds of words
we have shared; Christmas
when the snow was falling,
two girls who prayed for good
husbands, playmates who be-
came priests end nuns, why
Catholics can always help
their friends, whet Protestants
have given us, white shoes
and Baptism, Michael feeling
safe with his father, why you
cover little children.
IN THINKING back we re-
alized that here was a mes-
sage tor you sod for ua. It la
only when you give of your-
self dig deep Inside that
you are really giving. And
when you do really do
someone will receive if only
you.
We’ve got to remember that
—and be satisfied with noth-
ing leee. You and Addle and
me Whether we ere athletes,
•cfentiato. politicans. plumb-
ers. students, or writers.
ON THE ROAD-Addie is out In the healthy air
this week digging for gold - or Is it devils. See the
mountains in the bock? Addie soys to color them blue
and purple with white tops. (Put picture on card-
board; color and fold bock this tab on the bottom.)
Hudson Prizes
JERSEY CITY - The Hud
•oo County AncSgsK Order ef
Hibernian* announced prize
winners in the anoual essay
coot eels sponsored lor atu-
dcnl* an Irish lapses
In the grade school division
the winners were Helene
Albertson, St Patrick's, Jer-
sey City: Kathleen Quinn. St.
Paul's. Jersey City, and Ja-
nice Toda. Our Lady of Grace.
Hoboken
In the high school division
the winners were Louise Riz-
zo. St Dominic Academy. Jer-
sey City; Denise Browning.
Sacred Heart Academy, H>
boken. and Jane Scerbo. St
Dominic Academy. Jersey
City
Union Scouts
In Washington
UNION Twenty-six Girl
Scouts, members of Troops
SM snd 656 st Bt. Michael's
School here. spent four
days touring Wsshmglon. The
girls visited Congresswoman
Florence P. Dwyer who ar-
ranged tours of the FBI and
the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing
The girls were accompanied
by Mrs. Kerry Gardner and
Mrs. William Darrow, lead-
ers. and Mrs. John Sabatos
and Mrs Martin Maher.
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Summer Contest
SENIORS: (Bon and girls from the fifth through the eighth
grades, including recent graduates) Write a letter
In ISO words or leu telling us bow you can share
your summer vacation with God.
JUNIORS: (Boys and girls from the kindergarten through
the fourth grades) Draw a picture of your favorite
vacation spot.
(Cut out and attach)
RULES: (1) All entries must be mailed to June V. Dwyer,
Young Advocate Club Headquarters. 31 Clinton St.,
Newark 2, N.J.. by Wednesday, July 31.
(2) Each entry must be accompanied by the above
coupon or by a copy of It.
(3) Prises of $3, S3, and 32 will be awarded in each
division.
(4) Your entry makes you a member of the" Young
Advocate Club.
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fOU MASON AND JUIV lIOItTtATION At! CIOMD IN OUt Gltlt CAMP.
A UMITIO NUMIIR Of VACANCNS AM AVAIIASU tOt AUGUIT.
BOYS and GIRLS—Ages 6to 16 /ft>
OFF TO CAMP
ST. JOSEPH
Season: July 2nd to August 27th j>
ALL SPORTS INCLUDING WATER-SKIING, SAILBOATING
GOLF ON PREMISES
• Separata camp* far boy* and
sirl* on oppMlt* ah or a* of private
100-acre lake.
• 1500 acraa of healthful manic
woodland at 1700 foot altitude.
• Eipertenced. mature couneel"
loci inetruct and carefully *up*r>
vie* all camper.
• Re.ac.oabl. ALL-INCLUSIVE
rate* for S or 4 week*; convenient
payment plan* available.
Pbr (Jiuafrated corah* and rale*, wrile or phanai
Dimeter at Camp*. Saint faaaph*, Sullivan County. N.V.-MenUealle TIB
New Y*r* City-min. ni seats
(Camp* conducted by th* Sitter* of St. Dominic of AmhyvlUe.)
Member of the NaUoaal Cathohc Campm* Aawciattoa
Why more people
are opening
savings accounts
at Emigrant
4X4
total par annum
LATEST QUARTERLY DIVIDEND...this in-
cludes the regular dividend of 3 3 /4% per
annum plus a special V2% per annum on
savings on deposit four consecutive quarters
prior to the dividend period. This is the highest
bank rate inNew York State.
”
NEW HIGHER DEPOSIT LIMITS...*15,000 in
an Individual SavingsAccount...*3o,ooo in a
Joint or Trust Account...and two people may
maintain up to *60,000.
PLUS dividends from day of deposit...extra
dividend days every month...dividends cred-
ited and compounded four times a year.
PLUS the mpst friendly andefficient servioe.,
AND NOW the usual quarterlysavingsbonus
...open an account or make a deposit up to
July 15th,you’ll earn dividends from July Ist.
Mail the coupon or stop inat an Emigrant office today.
,
• r ■■ - .■ ■■ -
** J \
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank
O Without obligetion-
ooiid literature on how I
con atart building 0
good cath receive In an
Emigrant towage Account
I am Interacted In on
□ Individ
□ Joint Account
D Trwot Account
Encioted it 1
□ In my name clone
□ In my nama in truit lor
□ In my nama jointly with
Forward paatbook to
PRINT NAME
adores*
__
CITY
.to open an account
□ Mr. □ Mrt. □ Mita
.ZONE ,aTATf_
(Um Raelaterad Mall whan landing caah)
B 1 Chambers St. a 5 But 42nd a 7th At*. & 31st
uawaia raotaai. oaaoair iMauaaxct coaaoaaTioN
na Mi
In CYO Baseball
St. Rose Surprises Sacred Heart
NEWARK —■ St. Rosa of
Lima (Newark) upset Sacred
Heart Cathedral. 6-3, July T to
throw the Essex County CYO
Intermediate Baseball League
Into a three-way tie for first
piece.
St. Francis Xavier Join-
ed the above pair with a 2-1
record.
Baldasario Abruno's first-
Inning solo homer and two-
run double in the fourth
sparked the St. Rose victory.
Frank Zcevalk was the win-
ning pitcher. Arm and Client o
started for the losers, but had
to leave the game because of
an injury with the score tied.
Nick Nicolati took the loss for
Sacred Heart.
St Catherine of Siena
(Cedar Grove) evened its rec-
ord at 1-1 with a 4-2 win over
St. Joseph's (East Orange) be-
hind the six-hit pitching of Don
Schneider.
ST. BENEDICTS remained
on top in the Junior League
with an 11-5 win over St. Rose
of Lima. Ed Griffing spun a
four hitter for the league lead-
ers. while Art Warner allowed
six for St, Rose.
Dsn Hogan's three hita pro-
vided the offensive power for
the Bees. Ken Marcel's triple
was the big blow for tha los-
ers.
Sacred Heart Cathedral re-
mained tied for secood behind
the 4-0 pitching effort of Ed-
mund Cilento over St. Thom-
as the Apostle (Bloomfield).
Dan Sasso was the loser.
Joe Knll bested Car) D'An-
getio to give St. Antoninus a
3-1 win against St Francis
Xavier (Newark). St. Philo-
mens's (Livingston) continued
to climb with a 4-2 victory
against St. Joseph's (EO).
The standings and schedule
are as follows:
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St. Lucy's Slates Serenade
NEWARK Three OethoUc
drum and bugle corpa. led by
the Bteeaed Sacrament CYO
Golden Knights, axil com-
pete in a field of seven at the
Moonlight Serenade July 13 at
at Newark School* Stadium
Tke event la sponsored by St
Lucy . Cedes* (Newark )
St Rose of Lima (Newark)
and St Brendan s (Chiton) will
>osn Blessed Sacrament tn
search of the champion ship
St Lucy's wiU give an ez-
fubition. but win not partici-
pate tn the contest
BLESSED Sacrament won
two out of the three contest*
which It entered during the
P**t holiday weekend The
Garfield Cadets tupped the
Golden Knight* 16 97 to M 2*.
at Fort Lee tn the Bret of two
meeting* July 4 St Patrick's
(Jersey City> took thud and
St Rose of Lima fifth a that
contest
Later that day. at Roosevelt
Stadium. Union City. Bleeeed
Sacrament defeated Garfield.
6T *8 to 64 22 St Lucy's was
thud. St Patrick's fifth and
St Rose of Lima sixth
In the third contest, at
Audubon High School Field.
Bleaned Sacrament outpointed
Garfield, >7 13 to IS 23.
Group Leaves
For Europe
LODI A group which In-
cluded three Sisters, seven
students and two alumnae
from tin maculate Cooceptson
High School here departed
July S from Idlewild Airport
for Paris and the start of the
third annual Pebcian Sisters
European Seminar They will
return Aug. 1.
The Sitters are Sister Mary
Hortulane. supervisor of ele-
mentary schools for the Lodi
Province, and Suter Mary
Sane tine and Sister Mary Poc-
Uaaa. both of Immaculate Con-
ception The group also In-
cludes Magr. Arthur Rojok of
New York, organiser of the
trip.
A Fancy Turn
For Young Men
At Newark Stadium
By REV. JOSEPH T. McGLOIN, S.J.
If a young man'* fancy real-
ly turns to lova In the spring,
then It turns to love squared
come summer. Summer sug-
gests romance, with the scent
of roses and other flora and
fauna in the air.
Summer is a time when it’s
easy to contemplate beauty be-
cause there’s so much of It
around. Beauty is what the hu-
man being falls for. It la, In
fact, what he or ahe la made
for.
ALL THE accidentals are
fine In themselves. They are
especially wonderful for the
young guy or gal who la ma-
ture enough to fall In love.
Where genuine love between
a mature boy and girl la pres-
ent, the scent of flowers and
the loveliness of nature and of
each other are all good things,
because presumably these two
are mature ettcugh to know
what love really la, the right
and wrong paths it can take,
what ita real purpose la, and
where ita real beauty Ues
But tha peculiar danger of
the summer lies In falling for
the accidentals Instead of the
essentials. In not knowing what
real love la at ell and of
mistaken a stage-wetting for
the reel thing.
THE DANGER B compound-
ed when those too young ere
allowed to start dating In the
summer, or when those who
ere old enough for 'casual
dating start to date too fre-
quently or too exclusively.
Then it's all too easy to mis-
take the magnetism of her per-
fume or the Use (nation of the
little dab of ungreasy kid stuff
in hie hair for love
Anybody, teenager or adult
can fall In loeo with love. This
la a type of sentimental Action
no one la completely tmmumi
to. But with the bombard-
ment of propaganda and the
acceleration of “social matur-
ity" rampant today, the teen-
ager Is especially vulnerable to
this sort of fakery.
IF YOU USE your sharp
te«naged mind and not Just
your sometimes overpowering
teenaged emotions, you will
understand a number of things
which lovo la not:
It's not the Kent of lilacs,
nor the light of a frilly formal.
It's not the moon or the stars,
or a beach. It’s not fascination
with someone's appearance.
It's not sensuousness nor
pleasure nor lust. Nor is it
self seeking, or a sentimental
absorption in another. Above
all. perhaps. It's not falling
in love with love and then im-
agining someone Into becoming
the object of that love.
No, real love goes out to a
person with such force and
genuineness that self-seeking
vanishes. The mature lover
Isn't in the game for the thrill
he or ahe experiences, but
rather he so regards the ob-
ject of hit lovo that he is will-
ing to do anything for her. and
to deny his own pleasure.
And so real love has to begin
with unselfishness, with a
senae of protection of the be-
loved. with restraint and the
sort of tenderness which la
not sentimental weakness but
which is strong enough to bat-
tle even oneself when neces-
sary for the good of one's be-
loved
REAL !X)VE goes far be-
neath the surface, beyond at-
tractiveness of body and face,
to the personality and soul of a
person. It sees goodness, beau-
ty and truth In a person, and
bases Itself on these qualities—-
which are the only genuine
basis of love.
If you’re mature enough to
dig deeply into the subject,
you'll know that God really is
Love, that God is, moreover
Beauty. Truth and Goodness,
and that there ran be no love
which does not begin and end
with the love which ts God
There would, m fact, be no
love at all were there no God
who la Love and who created
all of ua out of love.
0* THE SUMMER, when to#
atmoephere Is Ailed with L‘ «
accidentals of tpc ailed Imre,
have the good seme (which
you do have) to be able to dis-
tinguish the essential* from ac-
cidental*
Spend your summer profit
ably, as a gradually maturing
pro adult. and don't waste It at
aa infant imitating an adult in
the accidental*
Your summer should be a
time of physical, spiritual, and
Intellectual progress Make tt
such
FORMER CHAPLAIN-Bishop Navagh, who was the New York state chaplain for the
Columbian Squires before he came to Paterson from Ogdensburg, N.Y., accepts a
spiritual bouquet from, left to right, Phillip Hoerter, director of public relations for
the New York Squires, Robert Wysocki, past chief squire of New York, and Sigmond
Wysocki. The presentation was mode July 7 In Paterson.
PARTICIPATION HONORS-Jane Hulton of Marylawn of the Oranges accepts from
Archbishop Boland a plaque for her school's participation in the recent Archdiocesan
Holy Hour. Waiting to accept their plaques, which ore being held by Rev. Charles J.McDonnell of St. Catherine of Siena (Cedar Grove), ore Kathleen Dineen of Immaculate
Heart of Mary A codemy and John and Joseph Salmon, both of St. Michael's (JC).
CYO to Honor
Chief of FBI
WASHINGTON (NC) J
Edgar Hoover, director of the
Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion. will be honored at the
Catholic Youth Organisa-
tion convention tn New York
Nov. 14-17.
Hoover will be awarded the
' Pro Deo et Juvactute' 1 (For
God and Youth! Award for
!»6J at the convention banquet
Nor. 16.
THE ANNOUNCEMENT was
made here recently by Msgr.
Frederick J, Strvemoo. direc-
tor of the Youth Department.
National Catholic Welfare Coo
fereoce, which sponsors the
biennial convention.
Hoover la the secood law en-
forcement figure to receive
the award Ally. Gen Robert
F. Kennedy received it in
1961 Magr Stevenson lauded
Hoover's “39 years of cour-
ageous and brilliant service to
the nation ''
“Throughout hia notable
career." Magr. Stevenson said,
“m war and peace, whether
combatting crime and its in-
fluences on our youth or ex-
posing communism and it*
avila, Mr. Hoover has demon-
strated a sincere and deep tn-
crest in the future of our
American youth, and has ex-
emplified the highest Ideals of
faith in God and country.”
At Newark Museum
Astronautics Is Topic of Study
NEWARK - A total of fl
North Jersey Catholic high
school and Junior high school
students are among more than
100 students from throughout
the state who will participate
in a summer astronomy and
space science course at the
Newark Museum, it was an-
nounced by Raymond J Stem,
supervisor of the museum’s
planetarium and observatory.
This i* the fourth year in
which the course is being of-
fered. m co-sponsorship with
the American Astronautics!
Society, to acquaint student*
with the space science* and
related research method* It
Include* lectures by authon
ties in industry and education,
planetarium demonstrating,
group discussion, laboratory
work and outstde research
AN ADVANCED course ex-
periments m the astro
sciences, is being offered thu
month, exclusively foe high
school student*. An intro-
ductory course, astronomy
and astronautics, will be of
fered for both junior high and
high school student* in August
fence the number of appli-
cants almost doubled the num
ber of openings thu year, stu-
dents are selected on the b**;t
of their high school records
A feature of past courses
use of a (pace simulator
will be repeated thu year.
Students will enter a capsule,
one at a Ume. and be tealed
off. The, will have an instru-
ment panel to operate and.
through the use of a renew
port, they will duplicate the
effect of movement • ex-
perienced by astronauts in
space
THE STL DENTS and their
high school! in the advanced
course are as follow*
Mary Reilly. Mary Ann Hitt-
ler and Marguerite Stuhler, all
Ml. St. Dominic Academy;
Deborah Wrich and Mary
Rockett, both Lacordaire:
John Gutowski, Rodger
Sherry, Thaddcus Siynal and
Stephen liauch. ail Marist;
Dean Maskevich and John
Zretwee, both St Patrick’s.
Also. Michael Maslanck. SL
Mary's (P): Urry D'Addario
and Lawrence Monahan, both
Scton Hall Prep; Leo Coffield.
St. Cecilia's < K>;* William
Tenuto. St. Peter's Prep, and
Sylvester Ryan. Holy Trinity.
High school student* in the
second course include: Eileen
McFadden. St. Joseph's <P);
Daniel Seely and Patrick Lip-
ptello, both St. I-uke's, and
Denise Buonopane, Good Coun-
sel Junior high school stu-
dent* are Dennis Johnson of
Sacred Heart (Yailsburg) and
Robert Schaefer of St. Leo's
(New ark;.
St. Jude Magazine
Now 'U.S. Catholic'
CHICAGO (NC) - St Jude
magazine, a national Catholic
monthly published by the
Oaretian Fathers will change
1U name to “U 5 Catholic" tn
September
Rev. Robert J louver.
C M F., executive editor of the
magazine, said the new name
"will reflect the broadened
scope and interests of the
magazine."
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at this convenient,
full-service BANK
~krws’
Beaidee your saving! account, at FIRST NATIONAL
you’ll find ths answer to all your banking needs
checking accounts, personal loans, safe deposit boxes
and otherservices thatonlya Full ServiceBank offers!
Tins n
FIRST I XATIOXAL RAXK
orjamssycrrr
»”**" Mwl p— tmmmtmm Cmptm4m • Mnltanlr^M
Hah Office: 1 Exchange Place, Jersey City
, ... sad to atkar ttfkn Is JtntyCity, Hi Mu a.
Wait MawTart. Hinliaa art Kasray
For Parsons Over 21
9M P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market St., at the Boulevard, Catt Paterson, N.J.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Directions: *
Driving South on Garden Stote Parkway, Exit 138
Driving North on Garden State Parkway, Exit 157
(One Minute from either Exit)
ST. PETER'S COLLEGE
PERSONAL TYPING COURSE
SUMMEt SESSIONS
PORi High School ond Collogo Studtnti
Jung 24-July 19 and July 22-Aug. 14
Clattot Doily 10 A.M. to 12 Noon
Emphatic om Corroctno»t, Spo«d
Formal for Thamo*—Torm Popart
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT
Dr. Patrick J. Caulfiold
Saint Rotor's Collogo
Jorsoy City 6, N.J.
Dl 3-4400
MAKE A PILGRIMAGE TO
ST. ANTHONY'S SHRINE
AT BEAUTIFUL GRAYMOOR
GARRISON, N. Y.
Sundays from Juno2 through Octobtr 27
MASSES 10.45, 11,45, 12,45
DEVOTIONS TO
ST. ANTHONY * SOLEMN BENEDICTION 3 P.M.
GRAYMOOR IS 5 mllot north of Pookikill, N. Y. on Rt. 9
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE.
I Ft. OUARDIAN, SA„ ORAYMOOt FRIARS,
GARRISON 3, N.Y.
. Tolophono OArrison 4-3671
wßrrr for free visitors* directory
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GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited Liberal Art* Collegia
Conducted by the Sitter* of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admiuiont, Lakewood, NJ.
Founded in 1899 by the Sitter* of Chority
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWIU COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY •
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S Degree*
SYMBOL...
"OF THE NEW MAN YOU
CAN STRIVE TO BECOME'*
FRANCISCAN
PRIESTS & BROTHERS
Contlnam ttw work otirtod by SL Fronclo
of Ann (no ono a.or rofuood ontronco
to onr torninary bocauto of lock of funda.)
Writo for information:
DIRECTOR of VOCATIONS
Franciocon Fathom, 800 ITT
•t lomnrdlno'o Monoatory, Hollidayoburg, Ponntyfvanli
PROVE YOUR LOVE FOR CHRIST
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
(A FRANCISCAN COMMUNITY)
ArUvltloa Hoopltalai nu rains pharmacy,
laboratory. Xnjr. offlos. library, and domoaito
work Schools: color bo Ural, olomonlary. and
■ocoadsry achoolsi pro*o«oloo«l and praotlcal
•chomp of nuralns. Homoa lor Iho aird. tho
ronvaloocont. and homoloaa children KoroKn
mlaaiono Asa’ 14 Is 3S.
Writs to Vooolloool Dlroctrou,
M Morris Avsnuo, 00001110 Now Jorooy
(Tolaphono i OA 7-4444)
"Ironman' Murray Epitomizes Don Bosco Award
Sportswriter* sometimes
flv* individual! or teams nick-
name* which ara so suitable
that they stick. Such is the
case at Don Bosco High School
in Ramsey.
In 1944 the school's basket-
ball team won a stata cham-
pionship at Seton Hall in the 1
afternoon then sped by car to
tang Island where it won an-
other title a few hours later.
THIS UNUSUAL accomplish-
ment prompted a local aports-
WTiter, Bob Curley, to dub the
team, which was predominant-
ly Polish, the "Polish Iron-
men."
In the 30 years since, the
•chool has enlarged consider-
ably and many nationalities
are represented, causing the
Polish portion of the nickname
to drop.
However, they are still call-
ed Ironmen and, in 1961, an
Ironman Award was Instituted
by Very Rev. Chester A. Wls-
niewskl, 5.D.8., the school di-
rector at that time and coach
of the 1944 team. The trophy,
which somewhat resembles a
Hollywood Oscar, is given to
any senior who has earned at
least four major varsity let-
ters.
A NUMBER OK fine ath-
letes have already received
the honor in iU brief existence,
but perhaps none epitomises
IU true significance more than
Terry Murray, who became an
Ironman winner laat month.
Thia versatile and Ulented
young man earned 11 major
varsity letters four in each
of hit last two years to lead
all Ironmen to date.
Few young men are able to
earn four lettera in a year and
still fewer are able to star in
each sport. But thst is whit
this Ironman did.
IN FOOTBALL, Terry quar-
terbacked the varsity to its
first undefeated season snd
the Tri-County Catholic Con-
ference crown last fall. In has-
ketball, he was a regular in
his junior and senior years
and scored 392 points while
"quarterbacking" that team
as well.
In baseball, he had a three-
year record of 15-7 on tha
mound In 147 Innlnga during
which he allowed 100 bits snd
69 runs. He had a no-hitter this
year and was the key man in
the team's drive to a section-
al stata championahip.
Track was the last, but far
from least, sport for Terry. He
specialized in the broad jump
and brought home the Bergen
County, T-CCC and New Jer-
aey State Interscholastic Ath-
letic Association champion-
ships in that event. He was
denied a shot at the New Jer-
sey Catholic Track Conference
title only because he arrived
late for the competition.
AN ILLUSTRATION of his
Ironman qualification la th«
fact that h« pitched Don Bosco
to a vital semi-final victory In
the state baseball tournament
on a Friday and went to the
■tote track meet the following
day to win the broad Jump
prize.
WhiJ# ha haa gained notice
through his athletic abilities,
Terry has not limited his tal-
ent to the playing field. He
was one of the top students in
the school and a member of
the Honor Society.
His soda! skills hava also
matchsd his athletic and scho-
lastic achievements as attest-
ed by the fact that he was
president of his class through
freshman, sophomore and jun-
ior year and was president of
the Student Coundl ass sen-
ior,
THIS LEADERSHIP ability,
as well as the athletic prow-
ess, interested many colleges
and universities, but Terry's
choice was Annapolis. He will
spend a year at Bullis Prep in
Silver Spring. Md.. and enter
the Navel Academy the fol-
lowing year.
Terry U not the first Murray
to be a four letterman in one
year, and he may not be the
last.
Steve Murray, wbo is now e
standout punter at Bo*too Col-
lege. woo hi* numeral in four
sport* at Don Bosco and
younger brother Chris is going
into his sophomore year at tha
Ramsey school this fall.
An older brother, Ray Mur-
ray Jr., was also a Don Bosco
•tor several years ago. The
four boys are just following
the footsteps of their father,
the late Ray Murray Sr, who
died tn 1960
Ray Sr. was a former Don
Boaro coach who gamed ha
highest recogmUon as an
Olympic Speed skater. He woo
the 1 JOOmeter champtoothip
in 2:234 —a record time
which still stands at Lake
Placid, N.Y.. in 1932
TERRY MURRAY
St. Benedict's
Expands Grid
Schedule
NEWARK Tor the first
time since 1957. St. Benedict's
Prep will take on nine op-
ponents in football and the
schedule is about as attractive
and as tough as the Cray
Bees have had in quite a-
'while also.
After a one-year absence be-
cause of schedule conflict, St.
Peter’s Prep is returning to
the Bees' slste snd on opening
day, giving neither side a
breather for iu debut St.
Benedict's will tlso tske on
East Ortnge and Peddle this
year.
Two other high spots will
come at the end of the season
as St. Benedict's closes with
games against Essex Catholic
and Seton Hall on successive
Sundays
Th« complete schedule is as
follows:
SMS t Pr*pOct. s. Hn_v«ra sum*™ ac*■»«:
|Mh« OrM*»i IS. Cmtnlj JJ.
•I PMtfte IS .m l.
N«v. S. M tut SOai ». M South
fjll I*, toil CalhoUe 01 Nowafk
School* auatam; K Sotoo BoS at
N«a«rt School* Stadium.
Hoyas Join
Pirate List
SOUTH ORANGE - George-
town University and Long Is-
land University are first-time
opponents listed on a 14-game
soccer schedule released by
Seton Hall University for the
coming season.
Both teams will be met on
the road, Georgetown Oct. 28
snd LIU Nov. 9. In addition,
Coach Nick Menu's Pirates
will again face perennial
NCAA-playoff contenders such
as West Chester Sute, Fair-
leigh Dickinson, Rutgers and
NYU, aD.-at borne. Menu will
be enter! sixth year as
coach.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
„°rt. S. Ilohtcuir State; S. *1 Waiaari
* “ C-Ste».l
sports spot
Kennedy Dynasty Dented
by ed woodward
The growth of a Kennedy
dynasty at St. Peter's College
which threatened to nval one
in another field was stunted
somewhat last week.
The Peacocks' freshman
basketball coach. Don Ken
nedy Jr., who is the ion
of the head coach, brother of
varsity star George and cousin
of team manager Bill Tuohy.
resigned his position after two
years.
DON JR.*S departure wasn't
in response to a "break-up-the-
Kennedys" movement, but, as
an opportunity for the former
St. Peter s cage captain to be-
come a bead coach on his own,
He was named to that post
at St. Joseph’s High School
(WNY), succeeding Joe Mc-
Grath, who left the job earlier
this year.
In recent years, St. Joseph's
has hit the peak in both foot-
ball and baseball, but it hasn't
been able to threaten anyone
in basketball. Hopes are high
at the Hudson County school
that Kennedy, who enjoyed
good success with the Peacock
yearlings, can turn the tide.
WORKLN'G IN his favor U
the fact that St. Joseph s won
the Hudson County Interacho-
lastic Athletic Association's
Jayvee "Basketball champion-
ship last season with a
predominantly freshman club.
St. Joseph's authorities were
try ing to find someone to serv e
as full-time physical education
instructor as well as a coach.
The teaching post will be filled
by Frank Garguilo, a former
Blue Jay football sUr who
will also assist the new foot-
ball coach, Marty Segllo. Ken-
nedy will continue teaching in
Hoboken.
Aa for St. Peter’s, it has
been reported that Lea Good-
win. a former Panser coach,
is the leading candidate for
Don Jr.'a job
• • •
IE 808 WAUiH of Teaneek
continue* to progress as be
has been doing in high school.
Notre Dame will have s
rracterjsrk rurniTt on Os
side starting in September
As an underclassman at Mt
Si Michael Academy in New
York, he ran the half mile in
1 59, the mile tn 4 22 Sand
two miles in 9.29.1 the
fourth fastest schoolboy clock-
ing in the U.S.
At the school's recent Block
M dinner, he received the
Brother Paul Wilfred Memo-
rial Trophy for excellence in
varsity track snd the Brother
Leo Sylvius Trophy for out-
standing contribution to the
student council. He has won a
scholarship to Notre Dame.
WHILE HE attended St.
AnasUsta's School m Teaneck
and played football and Babe
Ruth baseball locally, his first
contact with track was in an
intramural freshman meet at
Mt. St Michatl's. He also
played halfback on the fresh-
man snd junior varsity foot-
ball teams, but decided in his
junior year te concentrate on
track.
A consistent scorer through-
out high school, he woa the
Cardinal Spellman Mile, the
Marist Mile and the New York
Catholic high school cham-
pionships. dunng the indoor
season. Walsh also finished
fourth in the national two-
mile in which Jim McDermott
erf ArchhitJxp Moiloy set a
record et 935 Waving
Walsh let* than ttx seconds
off the record.
Outdoors. Bob captured the
private school. Braax-MaNut-
taa Westchester and CJCiIAA
championship*. He also woo
the Msgr Breslm Memorial
Mile st Yonkers and set a two-
miW record in the Mt. St.
Michael meet.
Eagles Retain
1962 Opponents
PASSAIC _ With St
Cecilia's returning to com-
petition. Pope Piu» High
School will have the same
football schedule in 1963 as It
had luted for 1962 before the
Saints were placed oa suspen-
sion.
The two TriCounty Cath-
olic Conference rivals will
meet in their season opener
Sept 3 at Englewood The re-
miming Eagle opposition will
be unchanged with a highlight
coming in a night game with
Marist at Passaic Schools
Stadium
The com pet* schedule is as
follows:
*•*« I*. X It CatUM V
Urt «. m St cUCVi u.
XT’?*&*.“'• “• “ r - •-
*—TWCwtr CadMite Cmtmm
St. Thomas Annexes Essex Crown
EAST ORANGE - St.
Thomas the Apostle (Bloom
field) defeated All Souls
(East Orange), 9-2, to win the
Etsex County CYO Grammar
Sehool Championship last week
at Martens Stadium.
Winning pitcher Ted
Jasimieckl, who finned 15
batters, registered his seventh
straight win'of the year with
out a loss with • nest three-
hitter.
The losing pitcher, Han*
Hanf. allowed six hits in going
down to his third defeat
against tuna victories.
ST. THOMAS Iced the ver-
dict in the first inning with
a five-run outburst. Two
walks, an error, and Richie
Melt's triple accounted for
three runs. Two more free
passes and Dennis Drexler's
•ingle sent two more runners
home.
Robert Valvano’s single and
Jay Roland's double helped
the winner to two more runs
in the fouth. Metz’s single had
produced the sixth run in the
second frame.
Four wslks gave Ail Soul*
a run in the second. Tom
Ghirlands’s triple sent the sec-
ond run home in the seventh.
Individual trophies were pre-
sented to the members of both
teams by East Orange Mayor
James W. Kelly Jr. Gbirlanda
collected all three hit* for the
losers.
GRAMMAR CHAMPIONS-East Orange Mayor James W. Kelly Jr. presents a trophy
towinning pitcher Ted Jasimlecki after St. Thomas the Apostle (Bloomfield) defeated
All Souls (East Orange), 9-2, for the Essex County CYO Grammar School champion-
ship last week at Martens Stadium, East Orange. At left is Bob Lynch, St. Thomas'
coach, and at right Is assistant coaeh Dave Carew.
NJSIAA Elects
TRENTON—The New Jersey
Sute Interschotsstic Athletic
Association has elected K. Kiki
KoruUntinos. superintendent
of school* at Len*pe Regional
High School, Medford, presi-
dent for the coming year.
I-co J. Zatta, director of
health, safety and physical ed-
ucation in the Hoboken
school*, wa* named vice presi-
dent
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Th* OBSERVING ORNITHOLOGIST
Not • roan's man or actor’s actor, but a bird’s bird. The Bird watcher spends half hla Ufa tramping
miles through undergrowth—waiting,observing. In the sylvan silence of deep-shaded glen: at the golden
break of day: In the hushed glow of evening: by the lunar light of midnight, this bird keeps his vigil ...
binoculars glued to ayes, breathless, quiat, Intent.
He’ll track down any clue to sea a rare species. Answers the call of tha wild or visits aviaries where hla
feathered friends live under the aegis of the government.
When not observing the almost extinct Bald Eagle, he's getting a bird’s eye view of the local scene from
New jersey’s favorite newspaper, the NEWARK NEWS. He’s one bird among more than 400,000 farm
lllas following sports, business, hobbles, editorials; currant events—local, national, International—all In
tha NEWARK NEWS.
Evening end Sunday
Newark News
Vlfaqi How,'
Pope Must Be Aided
'First and Principally'
Spins * missionary does not
necessarily mean going to
some foreign mission. It can
mean sending money to the
Holy Father’s Society for the
Propagation of the Faith. Of
the two. the first is the highest
expression in the way of per-
sonal dedication, but the sec-
ond is the highest in the way
of almsgiving.
The Holy Father is responsi-
ble for sending missionaries
to aU parts of the earth, and
for aiding them. Though each
society cares only for iU own,
the Holy Father has to care
for all. That is why he has
his own Society for the Prop-
agation of the Faith. As the
Father of all. therefore he has
the right to ask that he be
"first and principally aided.”
He can equalise aid, and he
knows mission needs better
than any of us.
Being pontifical and world-
wide. the society puts you in
cooUct with ail humanity and
the Church throughout the
world.
Room With a View
-And ThenSome
From an island in the South
Seas Rev. Ward Schnur. a
Capuchin, write* that the mis-
sionariee usually get their
meals at the home of the
family cloeeet to the chapel.
"On# bouse we visited re-
cently.” be says, "consists of
one big room with a dirt floor,
leaf roof, one-inch cracks be-
tween the sideboards and a
big clay oven at one end of
the house.
"If the wind is coming from
the right direction it blow* the
smoke out of the house Other-
wise 11 The farmyard sur-
rounds the dwelling so there
is a constant procession of
pigs, cats, dog* and chickens
through the house. Only the
horses, cows and oxen have to
stay outside. . .”
Witch Doctors Still
Active in Jungle
"Time spares no one. not
even witch doctors." writes
Rev. Paul Heon from Tabor a.
Tanganyika. An old witch doc-
tor named Kikoko fell seri-
ously ill not long ago and
tried some of his own concoc-
tions on himself to no avtil.
Father Heon said.
"Whoever was praying for
this poor soul. God only
knows. But, all at once Kikoko
called for a catechist asking
for Baptism, saying ‘l’m go-
ing to die.'
“Kikoko made K known to
a catechist that he understood
ind said T believe. I believe.'
He expressed his sorrow for
all he had done that was
wrong and said he wanted to
go to heaven. Finally he was
baptized and given the name
of Jacobo. Two days later be
died
"The catechist brought all of
Kikoko's amulets to me. Some
I have already burnt. Others
I have kept to remind me to
pray for the many witch doc-
tors still operating In the Afri-
can Jungle. May the grace of
God reach them before tune
runs out on them!”
Modern Trends
In Ancient Japan
Results of a social surrey
In Japan may Indicate "new
attitudes" that will benefit the
Church. Japan is putting in-
creased emphasis on the in-
dividual. gradually diminish-
ing traditions of family and
nation. Some 41% now choose
conscience over custom as
their guide; 35% claim a per-
sonal rather than a familial re-
ligion. A majority prefer the
ideal of "shunning evil and
living an honest life" to the
idea of "working hard to get
rich."
Many Japanese identify
themselves with Christians al-
though they belpng to no par-
ticular church. Thus, while
Church statistics show only
six Christians Protestant
and Catholic In every 1,000
3% of those questioned call
themselves Christians.
Bishop to Visit
St. Valentine's
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal on behalf of (he
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on July 14 at
St. Valentine's, Bloomfield,
Msgr. Bronislaua A. Sochi,
pastor.
Bishop Stanton thanks
Msgr. Sochi and other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton. S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St.. Nawark X, N. J. Phone 423*308.
Honrs: Daily, I a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, f a.m. to U.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rl Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
*4 DeUratae St.. Puerto* |. N. J. Phone ARmery 444N
Honrs: Dally, • a.m. to S p.m.: Saturday. • a.m. to IS.
Dom*lio*i to Ik* Vofitly tor lb* Prop*g*tiom of lb*
Ftilb or* imcom* Lx JtJumbl*.
PATERSON VISIT-Bishop S. David Marianayagam of Vellore, Indio, it greeted by Mrs.
Christopher Naumann at her home In Paterson June 29. The Bishop it currently on a
visit to this country to raise funds for his impoverished diocese. With him, above, are
Emily Naumonn, Rev. James Chiosso, s.D.B.. and Very Rev. Chester A. Wisniewski,
S.D.B., both Don Basco Tech. Occasion wot benefit for the Bishop.
Verona Fathers'
Strides in Uganda
Verona Fathers were
amused at a confrere. Rev
Joseph Beduschl. who for lack
of a yardstick was measuring
the ground with his long steps
"Wo do not have a Christian
yet. and you are planning to
buikl a school for 100 chil-
dren here in Gulu?” the
Fathers said to him in fun
Still pacing the grounds.
Father Beduschl gave a
casual but prophetic answer:
"It will not take long and
Gulu will wake up Catho-
lic." That was 50 years ago
Last year. 10,000 people led by
their chiefs attended the or-
dination of Fabian Titia in his
own parish of Logiri
In between these two dates
foe Verona Fathers in North
era I'ganda have built more
tJian 500 schools, and have pre-
pared for the priesthood many
mors native young men prior
fo FatJier Fabian’s ordination.
Today there are 174 Verona
Fathers in I’ganda Their flock
numbers half a million con-
verts. In several parte c 4 the
mission Catholics outnumber
the rest of the population. The
two dioceses of Gulu and Arua
have many parishes with more
thsn 20.000 parishioners each.
The country entrusted to the
Verona Fathers has many
seminaries, teachers’ colleges,
technical schools and school's
of all kinds. This year the
field has been expanded and
these priests are directing the
work of the Catholic laity of
the entire nation
The moot recent and most
impressive action was token
by Bishop Angelo Tarantino of
Arua in the past year when
he founded an order of naUve
cloistered nuns which already
has eight novice* The Ristap
asks that you pray for the
success of this new order and
that you help the nuns fi-
nancially,
Justice Conrerts
A Moslem Chief
In seeking to supprets
Christianity within tu border*
tha Moslem-dominated gov-
eminent of Sudan hat caused
a Moslem village chief to be-
come a Christian Reports
reaching Uganda say that a
group of Catholic school boys
had been beaten by their Mos-
lem teacher for attending
Mass. The youngsters went on
•trike protesting the treat-
ment and were brought before
the village chief for trial.
The Moslem chief lia-
lened to both aide* and then
ruled that the teacher was to
blame. Thia brought out the
police who arrested the chief
and tried to get him to re-
verse his decision. After re-
fusing categorically, he waa
asked to state he would back
the Moslem side In future
cases. By means of an am-
biguous reply, he waa alfowad
to return to his home.
A few days later, gov-
ernment officials and leading
merchants received a letter
from the chief in which he
told hit story and announced
hia intention of rejecting Is-
lam to become a Christian.
Our support of the mis-
sions makes it possible for un
believers to learn of the one
true God.
Primitive Quarters
For Alaskan Winter
Wrung from Nelson Island.
Alaska, Rev. James Jacobson
expresses need and hop* of
help.
"I am now tn th# fishing
village of Ukumlut." b*
write* "The church her* la a
sorry thing U by » feet
The living quarter* cut off
five of the to feet to you can
imagine how crowded w* are.
"The flooring It old 2x«'s
with open space* abounding
until I picked up a bundle of
old rope off the beach to caulk
them. I put a window in th#
beck wall to have Ught in my
quarters Now I must get
some heavy Umbers to re-
place the rotten foundation
and then put a floor over the
present ooe
”
Not a very inviting picture,
is it? Especially with th*
fierce Alaskan winter to fare.
Can you help make this com
tag an* the last winter Father
Jacobson has to spend un-
der such circumstance*? He
would be moet grateful for
whatever help you can possi-
bly give him
Prelate Seeks Unity
Prayers Ordered
For Protestant Meet
ATLANTA, Ga (NO -
Archbishop Paul llallinan
of Atlanta called upon Catho-
lics to pray for th* success
of th* World Council of
Churches Conference to be
held in Montreal July 12 M
In a pastoral letter dealing
*i!h Christian unity, he di-
rected that a prayer com-
posed by him be said at all
Masse* "in alt of our church-
es. from the pulpit." for three
Sundays. July 7, 14. and 21
for the success of the Protes-
tant conference
Prayers for the success of
th# conference were earlier
called for by Paul-Emile Car-
dinal Leger of Montreal, who
is participating in th# confer-
ence, and Archbishop John
Mark Gannon, the Buhop at
Ene
WE ARE ALL growing
more conscious that the Holy
Spin! of God, brooding over
our troubled work! and our
divided Christendom, is »ur
ring now th* souls of men In
many places, providing the
light and strength without
which reunion would remain
an empty dream." Archhtsb
op HaUtnan said
The first need. he. said, it
prayer "fresh prayer, anting
from the urtent need of unity
today, daily prayer, because
we can only take one step at
a time; community prayer,
because wc have prayed too
long aa individuals, instead of
praying at children of our
common Father,"
He directed that all parish
organisations in the archdio-
cese work with the arehdlo
cetan Commission on Chris-
tian Unity to become more
"unity conscious'' by meet-
ings and programs planned
around that theme lie also
directed all parishes to par-
t cipate in an "Operation Un-
dcrstsnding" project to be
launched by the Arcbdiocevan
Council of Catbotic Men
See feature Story
fog# 9
Father Has
U-Drive Carabao
DAVAO, P ! (NO - A U S
missioner here has started a
trnt-a-carabao service for
farmers.
Rev. Walter J. Maxcy,
MM . from New Rochelle.
NY. thought of buying a par-
ish tractor. But farmers told
him that the carabao (a water
buffalo ) is the only self pro-
pelled power source able to
negotiate the rainy season’s
mud here.
Previously, i: cost fa-men
here a quarter of their har-
vest to not a carabao for
plowing
ather Msxrv bought 14
carabao tlirough the parish
credit union to rent out to the
region's farmers.
TIIK NATIONAL Council of
t atbohe Men includes some 9
million members
Combatting Disease
Priest, Governments Obtain
Safe Water for Andes Town
LA PAZ. Bolivia (NC) —A
small Indian village high In
the Andes will aoon have safe
drinking water for the first
time, thankj to the combined
efforts of an American priest,
the Bolivian government and
the Alliance for Progress.
Rev. Jacob J. Essolborn.
M M., of Bellroae. N.Y., told
Alliance official* about the ur-
gent need for sanitary drink-
ing water for hia people in the
mission of Achacachi.
Officials decided to under-
take the project as part of a
rommunity development pro-
gram.
A formal agreement waa
then drawn up between the Al-
liance, the Bolivian Ministries
of Health and Defense and the
townspeople of Achacachi.
represented by Father Essel-
bora.
The program and the two
ministries agreed to supply
the plans and supervision of
the water project including
piping, water pumps, soldiers
and technical skill. The towns-
people agreed to supply the
manual labor, stones, sand
and other local matenal.
A large Aymara Indian
community on the Bolivian
aide of Lake Titicaca. Achac-
achi presently ha* water run-
ning from an open gully. The
result is widespread disease
and an infant mortality of
43%.
Married Deacon
Plan Suggested
PILAR, Argentina (NC)
Eight Argentine Bishops ap-
proved a aeries of recommen-
dations to present to the next
council session, including a
proposal to restore married
deacons.
The Bishops, in addition to
suggesting changes in local
practices, proposed simplify-
ing vestments of Bishops; sup-
pression of titles of honor not
in keeping with the simplicity
of tlie Gospels, and distribution
of Church lands not used for
places of worship or for semi-
naries.
THE ORDER of St. Gregory
the Great was established in
1831 by Pope Gregory XVI.
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A PRIEST IN THK FAMILY?
ST. ANNE'S MELCIIITE SEMINARY m Jaruaalam b on tk*
alt* «f th* traditional birth ptac* of th* Blr*a*d Mother Four
hundred f**t ttrajr U th* POOL Of PRURATICA wber* Chrtat
cured th* man who couldn't get down to th* watrrs ’ Nearby
I* th* DOME OP THE ROCK, a Moslem mosque, one* th* lo-
cation of th* Tempi*, destroyed a* Christ foretold. Our asso-
ciation aids seminarians of this and many other seminar let in
th* Near and Mlddl* East . . .Would you Ilk* to help JACOB
MARTIN KAPIARCMALA and PAUL SAVIO PUDUSSERY.
two young Indiana studrtng for th* priesthood? 1100 a year U
needed for six years for each student . . Help ts alto required
for SISTER STEPKINY and SISTER CYPRIAN atudvtr- to hm
Csrmelitei In I"'*'* T**-‘r rv -p sp * r la )ttr ,
years each . .. Th* aid may b* tent to installments. A priest or
Bitter "In th* family" would b* a consoling Idea.
\
“MOTORIZED DONKEY"
Th* Biak*p *f Asmara. ERITREA, needs a motorcycle far
Us parish priest at WOSTBENSIRIK. t'p to **w vUlti to ‘A*
parishioners had to b* mad* ap Ik* rocky mawatala trails *a
f**t ar by dmikey ... A ear wouldn't b* feasible there a
“motorised donkey "—a motorcycle—b aouakt. Tk* c«st: MM.
Ik* Rbb*p aad kb p**pla will b* gratofal far kelp aad tick
•alb will b* saads wttk tha aaaaa—ry ap*ed.
CONCERNING YOI R WILL
Today many p*opls »*ry wisely are making their wills, assur-
ing that what they leave will b* treated In orderly fashion. How
satisfying It will be to know that your gift to tbs missions will
go on helping alter your death ... The material needs of priests,
Sisters and their missionary activities wll be met and you wtli
•hare la their graces sad sacrifices. A gift to our association
will bo spent wisely to advance the work of th* Church In th*
Holy Land and th* Nssr and Mlddl* East countries . . . 15,00 b
missionaries will renumber you In their Mass—. Membership
In our sssoelatl— la only «1 • year for a single person; |3 for a
family. Perpetual membership Is *lO for a single parson- 9100
for a family. OUR LEGAL TITLE: THE CATHOLIC NEAR
EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION.
RTRINGLEM GIFTS OIVE ENCOURAGEMENT TO OCI
■OLT FATHER POPE PAUL VI. EMERGENCIES IN THI
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Time of Seed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
M bo\§ caieful and undemanding service is in accotd with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
j BfRGfN COUNTY
VOIK FUNERAL HOMiS
TEANECK, TE 6 0202
BOGOTA. HU 9-2302
JOHN J. FEENEY 4 SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gilbert 4 7650
GORMIFY FUNERAL HOMK
333 UNION STREFT
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbord 7 1010
CLIFfORD H PEINECKI
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Monog*r
TE 7-2332
McOUADE FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W. McQuade
270 BROADWAY
Hilltdole, N. J.
NOrth 4 3699
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbtter 9 0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
Allot 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD . BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbord 7-3050
ISSiX COUNTY
FRAfcx McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
FI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
OORNY 4 OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 2-2414
l. V. MUHIN 4 SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director v
320 BELLEVILLE AVcNUF
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY 4 OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood. Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eott Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CODEY-S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUIISENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
COOEY S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEOROE AHR 4 SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0514 *
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
EStex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
HUDSON COUNTY
ftOURT J. SMITH
(Svccmwi H (ppU 4 tppl#)
250 CENTRAL AVE.
JERSEY CITY. NJ.
659-3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. 4 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD j. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLIMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNIon 7-1000
JAMES A. McIAUG u ltN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. MC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderton 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WlllOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J. -
Oldfield 9 1455
Oldfield 9 1456
BUNNEU FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jertey City. N. J.
Charles A Stevent,
Manoger
DEloware 3-6446
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(ot Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SW 8-8114
NIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plaint. N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PReteott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReteott 7-0141
OORNY 4 GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReteott 9-3183
UNION COUNTY
OORNY 4 OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
Fo^bHntHt^M^eetle^alMh^Advocate^MArket^^TOO
Pray for Them
Sr. Marie Veronique
CONVENT - Slater Marie
Veronique Eagen, a member
oi the Slaters o t Charity of St.
Elizabeth lor 57 years, died
July 1 at St Anne Villa after
a long illness. A Requiem
Mass was ottered July 3.
A native ol Trenton, Sister
Maria Veronique Joined the
Sisters of Charity in IMS. She
taught at St. Patrick’s, Eliza-
beth; St. Vincent’s Academy,
Newark, and Marylawn of the
Oranges and served as prin-
ciple of Bayley High School,
from 1927 to 1930.
In 1958, she was transferred
to the villa due to illness.
Survivors Include a sister,
Teresa Eagen. and a brother,
John Eagen, both of Trenton.
Other Deaths
. . .
Mrs. Robert Greene,' '57,
sister of Very Rev. Michael J.
Collins, 0.5.8., prior of St.
Mary’s Abbey. Morristown,
died June 30 at Cherry Hill
Hospital.
Mrs. Jehs O’Donnell, so. of
Bayonne, mother of Sister
MaryFlavian. S.S.J., of Queen
of Peace, North Arlington, and
Sister Mary Helena. S S.J., of
Our Lady of the Valley. Or-
ange, died July 1 in Para-
mus.
Mrs. Joseph Rngglero, 77. of
Clifton, mother of Sister Mary
Geraldine, O.Cap., of Brooklyn
died July 1 at home.
Very Rev. Joseph McSorlev,
uS.P., 88. former svipenor
general of the Pauhst Fathers,
died July 3 in New York.
! Helen Fitzpatrick of Newark,
of Sister Mary Bcrnar-
dine of St. Patrick’s, Eliza-
beth. died July 7.
Alma Hoehn of Newark, sis-
ter of the late Rev. Matthew
Hoehn, 0.5.8., and aunt of Sis-
ter Peter Josephine, S.S.J.,
died July >.
Rev. Joseph A. Skelly, C.M.,
89, director of the central as-
sociation of the Miraculous
Medal, died July 8 in Phila-
delphia.
Mrs. Andrew Kiln of Ba-
yonne, mother of Rev. August
Kits. 5.D.8., died July 6 at
borne.
. John J. Morouey, 43, of Jer-
sey City, brother of Sister
Immaculate Mary, 0.P., of
St. Joseph's, Unkm City, died
July 7 at St. Francis Hospital.
Russell V. O’Connor, 57, of
Clark, brother of Sister Mar-
tina of St. Peter's, Belleville,
died July 6 at East Orange
Veterans Hospital.
In your firtym also rtmrm-
btr ibtst, your dacttstd
Prints :
Newark...
Rt. Rov. Msgr. Edward A.
Kelly, July 13, 1941
Rev. Joseph A. Maj, July 13,
1944
Rev. Constant Ferdyn, July
16. 1914
Rev. John A. Dillon, July 17,
1926
Rev. Joseph E. Osiino. July
18. 1936
Rev. Joseph Ascheri, July 21,
1910
Rev. James P Ferguson, July
19, 1934
Paterson
...
Very Rev. Felix Penns,
5.D.8., July 16. 1962
WARM WELCOME - Bishop James A. McNulty of Buffalo welcomes North Jersey dele-
gates to the recent convention of the International Catholic Deaf Association held
there, left to right, the delegates are Gladys Winter, archdiocesan chairman of the
Mt, Carmel Guild Apostolate for the Deaf; Andrew Pecoraro of the Hudson County Cen-
ter; William Judge of the Paterson Deaf Center; Rev. Walter Gorski, moderator of the
Bergen County Center; Mrs. Susie Baker of the Essex County Center and Catherine
Prendergost of the Bergen County Center.
In Honduras
Establish Parish
Aided by Newark
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras
Archbishop Hector Enrique
Santos of Tegucigalpa has of-
ficially erected the parish of
the Holy Fsmlly In the Belen
(Bethlehem) section of
Comayaguela, which trill be
serviced by three pnests
sent from the Archdiocese of
Newark
The pastor of the new par-
ish is Rev. Vincent J.
Prestera. a former assistant
at Mt Virgin, Garfield His
assistants will be Rev. Fred-
erick M Eld. formerly of St.
Michael's. Union, and Rev.
John P. Egan, whose trans-
fer from St. Francis of
Sales. L«li, was announced
last month
FATHER PRESTERA ami
Father Ekl have been here for
several months hut Father
Egan is still in the l'. S.
awaiting details of hu trip to
Honduras
He may first spend
some time in a lan"sage sc!x»-l
at Cuernavaca. Mexico, be
fore coming here
Archbishop Boland first an-
nounced the mission to Hon-
duras a year ago. A solemn
departure ceremony was held
Sept. 23. 1962. at Sacred Heart
Cathedral Archbishop Boland
presented the traditional mis-
sion crosses to the volunteers
Father Prestera had earlier
visited Comayatuela to scout
the territory where the new
parish is located He spent
much of last summer there,
getting acquainted with the
people and saying Mass in Ihe
church which had never be-
fore had a resident priest.
Holy Famtly parish calends
over 300 square miles and haa
a population of about 30.000
There are seven chapelt in
the area sad another nine
colonics and villages where
they' are needed
Family Life
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AID Institute
Lists Speakers
SOUTH ORANGE-Dr. Wil-
liam Blddlt of the United
Presbyterian Board of Nation-
al Missions will be gueat
speaker at the July 12 "open
end" aession of the Institute
for International Service be-
ing conducted at Seton Hall
Univeraity.
17ie (ix-week institute,
which began July 1, has even-
ing seeaiona at 6 p.m. on Mon-
day. Wednesday and Fridays
which are open to the public.
The July 12 lecture will be in
the amphitheater of McNulty
Hall.
Speaker* for next week In-
clude James Finn, education
director of the Council on Re-
ligion and International Af-
fair* and editor of Worldview,
on July IS; Dr. Paul Sigmund
on July 17 and James O'Gara,
managing editor of Common-
weal, on July 19.
Notre Dame Forma
Pariah Societies
NORTH CALDWELL - The
newly-organized Holy Name
and Rosary Altar Societies of
Notre Dame parish her* re-
cently held their first electloo
of officers.
Frank Rubino was elected
president of the Holy Name
and Mrs. William Vosper pres-
ident of the Rosary. Notre
Dame parish was created In
1962 Its pastor is Rev. John
Murphy.
Baltimore Plans
Social Program
BALTIMORE (RNS) The
Baltimore Archdiocese an-
nounced anew program here
aimed at the soda] and reli-
gious needs of the "infler city”
and enlisting the support of
other denominational groups.
Msgr. Austin L. Healy haa
been named director of the
program which will coordinate
efforts of about 30 parishes.
"WE SEEK cooperation
from other churches," Msgr.
Healy said in stressing the ec-
umenical aspect of the project.
The program has three
• A more vigorous pariah
life in depressed areas with
>mpltasis on "the deeper in-
volvement of the laity" and
"the use of the restored litur-
gy"
• A real mission to the un-
churched.
• Cooperation with but In-
dependence from the urban re-
newal program in the City.
Msgr. Healy said his com-
mittee is interested in "inte-
gration in the broadest sense,"
not only better relations be-
tween whites and Negroes, but
between whites and whites as
w*U.
"We want to present the
Church in its true' Christian
form," he said.
Colaiauni Named
To Parish Post
BAN FRANCISCO _ James
Colaianni, a former resident
of East Paterson, has been
appointed Inquiry Forum Di-
rector for Mt. Carmel Church,
Redwood City. Calif . following
his graduation from the In-
stitute of Lay Theology at the
University of San Franclaco.
The father of six children,
Colaianni was an attorney in
East Paterson before be-
ginning hit studies her*. The
institute trains Catholic lay-
men to become full-time sal-
aried Inquiry directors.
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Education Group Eases
Policy on Parochial Aid
DETROIT (NC) - The Na-
tional Education Association
has relaxed its policy of total
opposition to any proposal for
federal school aid which in-
cludes help for education in
non-public schools.
The association at its 101st
convention voted down an
amendment presented from
the floor which would have
recommitted the powerful or-
ganization to its past position.
SPOKESMEN FOR the
NEA's legislative commission
its influential lobbyists in
Washington - told the 6.800
delegates that they needed
more elbow room in negotia-
tions than the old policy af-
forded.
The new policy is not a
blank check. Delegates were
told that the NEA still would
oppose federal education aid
which it rates as in violation
of Church-State relations.
The resolution itself said the
NEA would be guided by the
principle that "legislation be
consistent with the constitu-
tional provision respecting an
establishment of religion and
with the tradition of separa-
tion of Church and State."
It also called for a Judicial
review clause to determine
the constitutionality of legisla-
tion which would involve
church-related schools. Such a
clause presumably would give
legal standing to a taxpayer
to sue in federal courts.
THE AMENDMENT from
the floor, presented by an
Illinois educator, John L.
Buford, would have added to
the text of the prepared resolu-
tion a clause that "in keeping
with the letter and spirit of
federal and state constitutions,
federal grants for institutional
use (should) be made ex-
clusively to public primary
and secondary schools and to
higher education."
Buford. NEA president in
1955-36, and three other past
NEA presidents spoke In favor
of the amendment. The
Massachusetts delegation, led
by Loretta Quinlan, president
of the 32.000 member Massa-
chusetts Teachers Association,
spearheaded the opposition.
WILLIAM HERBERT, secre-
tary of the Maasachusets dele-
gation said the proposed
amendment srould put the
NEA In a position of opposing
federally sponsored lunch pro-
grams. the National Defense
Education Act and other legis-
lation which the NEA has sup-
ported in the past
Lawrence P Crecdon. a
delegate from Brockton.
Mass., cautioned the conven-
tion against assuming the
function of the US Supreme
Court by judgments within the
ares of Church State separa
tton and federal aid to non pub-
lic colleges and universities
Creed on reminded that m
the past the NEA had been
accused of killing good legisla-
tion He said it was now time
for the NEA to correct its im-
age in this regard.
AT NEW PARISH - Rev. John J. McGwire, left, and Rev. Fergus Heffernan, O.F.M. Conv.,
distribute Communion at one of the Masses celebrated at Moose Hall, Jersey CityJuly 7. for the new parish of Our lady of Mercy. Both priests are former members
of the St. Vincent’s Drum and Bugle Corps, of which Rev. Edward F. Wojtycha,
pastor of Our tody of Mercy, was moderator for many years. Over 2,700 people attend-
ed the nine Masses held of Moose Hall annd the Boulevard Skating Arena. Father Woj-
tycha announced that the proceeds of the Aug. 18 Notional Dream Drum Corps Contest
at Roosevelt Stadium will go far the benefit of the proposed parish school
Bus Rides
Seen Legal
HARRISBURG, Pa. (RNS)
Atty. Gen. Walter E.
Alessondroni has advised Gov.
William Scranton of Penn-
sylvania that legislation of-
fered to provide bus transpor-
tation for private and
parochial school pupils is con-
stitutional.
The informal opinion also
waa given to Rep. Edwin D.
Eshlcman, tR.-Lancaster
County), chairman of the
House Education Committee
now studying a bill to provide
bus transportation for non-
public school students.
Alessondroni based his opin-
ion on an interpretation that
bus transportation does not in-
volve direct aid to church-re-
lated schools but provides aid
that can be given to all school
children for reasons of health
and safety.
Among those opposed to the
bill are the Greater Philadel-
phia Council of Churches, the
Philadelphia Board of Rabbis,
the Eastern Pennsylvania Sy-
nod of the Lutheran Church in
America, the Jewish Com-
munity Relations Council, the
PhOadelphia Baptist Associa-
tion and the American Civil
Liberties Union which also par-
ticipated.
Private School
Aid Opposed
ATLANTIC CITY (RNS) -
Federal subsidies or Joans to
parochial and other private
schools at all levels were
strongly opposed by the Na-
tional Community Relations
Advisory Council, a coordinat-
ing Jewish group at its 20th
annual meeting here.
In a resolution the council
declared: "We are persuaded
that governmental aid to re-
ligiously-controlled schools
Protestant. Catholic or Jewish
whether in the form of long-
term. low-interest loans or
outright subsidies, and
whether at the elementary,
secondary or higher educa-
tional level, would do a grave
disservice to both religion and
public education "
The resolution opposed
granting, under the National
Defense Education Act, any
aid to church-related schools
for construction of classroom*
ami other equipment to teach
such subjects as science,
mathematics and foreign
languages.
Six national Jewish religious
and civic groups and 69 Jew-
ish community relations coun-
cils make up the NCRAC.
which also opposed state as-
sistance for parochial school
transportation, textbooks and
other supplies However, it ap-
proved subsidization of free
lunches, medical and dental
services and other welfare aid. DePaul Seeks Funds
For School Addition
WAYNE A fund drive to
help provide the MOO OCO need
ed for the expansion of De-
Paul Diocesan High School
was launched thia week
Rev John P McHugh,
school director, said the ap-
peal will be aimed at busi-
ness and professional people
and at corporabona and or-
ganizations in the area. U wilt
supplement funds provided by
the Diorrwan Development
Fund and the Parents' Asso-
ciation of the school.
"THIS DRIVE is an InnU-
ts<>« to ctvic-miaded individ-
uals and 1 organizations to
share in our work." be com-
mented "Except for the par-
ents of DePaul students, we
will not approach private in-
dividuals as such, since we
do not wish to interfere with
their diocesan and parochial
obligations However. we
would be grateful for any help
anyone wants to give.”
The maihng of brochures
began this week Member* of
the fund raising committee
will then initiate a two-month
follow up campaign. Freder-
ick Robinson is committee
chairman, assisted by lamia
J Baumbarb. William Kirk.
Mr* John Gleason and John
laxiaky,
The new construction, which
alVKiid be ready in September,
wvll rata* DePaul’a capacity
to I.ISO. It will include 12
clasarooms. guidance offices,
faculty conference room, all-
purpose room which can be
subdivided into two addition
at classroom*, a clinic and ex-
panded athletic facibUe*
DePaul has CM students and
has had to turn away SOS of
its applicants each year.
Language Institutes
Open at Seton Hall
SOUTH ORANGE - Teach-
era of Japanese and Chinese
are taking part la two eight-
week institutes .at Seton Hall
University, which will be fi-
nanced by grants from the
Carnegie Corporation and the
National Defense Educa-
tion Act.
The course* started July 1
and will continue through
Aug. 23. The program is un-
der the direction of Dr. John
Tsu. director of the Institute
of Far Eastern Studies.
There are 12 high school
teachers of Japanese enrolled
in the Japanese Language
Summer Institute, the only
one of Its kind in the coun-
try.
A total of 22 elementary
and high school teachers of
Chinese are enrolled in the
Chinese Language Summer
Inatitutc, one of two in the
country.
The teachers take part
in a 13-hour daily program
from 7 a.m. to 8 pm, during
which they speak the Oriental
languages at all times. They
also live in houses at the uni-
versity with native speakers.
The courses include Japanese
and Chinese culture, linguis-
tics, teaching methods and
language laboratory.
Special demonstration class-
es of high school students
from schools near the univer-
sity are provided to demoo-
strate teaching methods.
There are several extra-cur-
ricular activities, including
public lectures in the evening.
Japanese and Chinese movies
and stage shows.
Dr. Toyoaki Uchara is con-
ducting the Japanese institute
and Dr Paul Tsai Is in charge
of the Chinese institute.
No Total Ban on Prayer,
Justice Clark Explains
KNOXVILLE. Tcnzi - U S.
Supreme Court Justice Tom
C Clark told newsmen here
that the court’s Bible decision
does not absolutely prohibit
such religious practices in
public schools
He said that recitation of the
lord’s Prayer and Bible read-
ing are not totally banned pro-
vided they are not included in
the public school curriculum.
For example, he said, "if
groups of students meet in
separate rooms or during off-
school hours, that if, before or
after school, resiling of the
Bible and recitation of the
laird’s Prayer would seem to
be permissible "
EASTERN STATE officials
have reacted in varied ways
to the decision.
In New York silent medita-
tion periods will continue New
Jersey and Maine have banned
the practice* Connecticut said
they can continue on a vol-
untary basis, awl Maryland
might substitute silent prayer
or meditation
New York State Education
Commissioner James E Alien
Jr. said the ruling had not af-
fected a state policy per
mining periods of silent medi-
tation m public school class-
rooms.
Allen said he was drafting a
policy statement which would
establish guidelines in the
light of the decision But he
said he saw no conflict be-
tween the court's ruling and
his decision last year that a
moment of silent prayer was
permissible at the opening of
the school day.
Connecticut's top education
officer took a different view.
In Hartford, Dr. William San-
ders. state education commit-
aiooer, said Bible reading and
prayers "might continue" in
Connecticut schools so tong a*
local boards of education do
not make them a requirement
Schools Expand
Minority Rolls
ST PAUL. Minn IRNS) -
A "Dollars for Scholars" pro-
gram wall make it possible tor
t* Indian. Mexican. Oriental
and Negro children to attend
t'athotir high schools of the
Twin Cities area next fall
The program was started
by the Twin Cities Catholic
Interracial Council m ira
when ii discovered "peactic-
*Uy no tradition of minority
races going to Catholic high
schools'* here and in Minne-
apolis
Catholic schools in the Twin
Ouie* will donate tuition for
one or two students each
year, and the council will
pros sie for the students'
other expenses Irak*, uni
forms where used and Irani
portatkm it required
$265,000 Raised
By College Fund
NEWARK - A total of
*2*3.955 9* was roaliied in the
l**2*3 campaign of the New
Jecaey College Fund Associa-
tion
. to which all five of the
state's Catholic colleges be-
long.
Garrett 3. Connolly, execu-
Uv* director of the associa-
tion, said that this represented
an advance of $26.90* *5 over
last year, even though there
was a drop in the number
ot participating corporations
from 227 to 210.
All moocy collected is dis-
tributed In the i2 independent,
non tax-supported colleges
which are members of the
fund.
At a June 25 meeting of the
board of trustees. Dr Theo-
dore A. Rath, president, of
Bloomfield College, was elect-
ed president
Vary Rev Edward F. Clark.
S J., president of SL Peter s
College, was named wee
president and Sister M Mar-
gueritc. president of Caldwell
College, was chosen as secre-
tary. Sister Hildegarde Marie,
('resident of St Elizabeth s
College, was named to the
executive committee.
Prayer Amendment
Pressure Mounting
WASHINGTON, DC. (RNS)
—Pressure is steadily mount-
ing in Congress for considera-
tion of a proposed amend-
ment -to the Constitution to
overrule the Supreme Court’s
decision barring prayer and
Bible reading as religious ex-
ercises in the public schools.
Initisl reaction was more
restrained than it waa in
June, 1962, when the court
struck down the non-sectarian
Regents’ Prayer in the pub- •
lie schools of New York.
HOWEVER, IT 18 proving-
more sustained and it U in-
creasingly evident tiiat, if ‘
agreement can be reached on
the wording of an amendment,
it probably could command
the necessary two-thirds ma-
jority in House and Senate.
Ratification by 38 of the 30
stales would be required to;
make it a part of the Con-
stitution. No action by the
President U required in the!
case of amendments.
It ratified, the amendment
would become the 25th
Amendment to the Constitu-
tion. The 24th, proposing abo-
lition of poll taxes as a re-
quirement for voting in fed-
eral elections, has already
been ratified by 34 states and
will probably become part of
the Constitution early in 1964.
Prayer Foe
In New Move
BALTIMORE (RNS) - Mrs.
Madalyn J. Murray, an
avowed atheist who started
legal proceedings resulting in
the Supreme Court banning
devotional prayers and Bible
reading in public schools, an-
nounced here she would es-
tablish an atheistic colony
near Stockton, Kan.
She said an organization
called Other Americans. Inc
,
has been created under Mary-
land state laws to operate the
colony It will include, she
said, a university, radio sta-
tion. printing press, home for
the aged and information cen-
ter.
Purpose of the colony. Mrs.
Murray stated, would be "to
promote and advance the phil-
osophy of materialism by
whatever means the Board of
Director* may determine.”
N.Y. Diocese Halts
All School Building
ROCHESTER. N.Y. (RNS)
Auxiliary Bishop Lawrence
B Casey of Rochester said
that no Catholic schools will
be constructed or expanded in
the diocese in the immediate
future.
A critical shortage of teach-
ers and cost of the schools to
parents were the reasons for
the decision, he said.
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LOWEST PRICES
AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSIONS
1-ys guarantii
n sms AssiMita
VICTOR
TRANSMISSION
H«d<o« Cam”y > Oldctt
AiiTfcafitcd Rtbi»«ldrr%
ISIt UVD Jc.
HI 1-4 SSS
Place your confidence
in Carteret
The SAFE Place
To Save!
*
Carteret's 23 yon of dependablefinancial service has
woo the confidence of thousands upon thousands of
over*. They know their savings are secure because
Carteret gives them these important safeguards:
Non-Specnlmtlre Investments 1 Carteret invests
savers’ funds in carefullyselectedresidential mortgage
loans and U. S. Government securities,
banred Savings! Every saver's account is insured to
310,000 by the bedend Savings Ob Loan Insurance
Corporation.
P11 *? Efrotaetfcmt All savingsare further protected
by Carteret s own substantial reserves 0f314,800,000.
IidSKM"EARNINGS TOO! More
Currentdividenda liberal 4V per annum com pounded
and credited quarterly.
15 EXTRA DIVIDEND DAYS AT CARTERET
Savings deposited on or before July 15th
earn dividendsfrom July Ist.
Loin Httifiititfl
•Wall fpvWvvnlvrell
0
AUAIIOIST IN NCW JCRSKY
Carteret savings
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
ami tkao additional EIGHT oKca:
NEWARK: 500 HtemlltU Arms 744 treed Street
SjpNodO‘Bu|ia:3sf SpriegfleldAft. letiviUe: 417 OrageStreet
OmOm Fern KeHreod Station Qty Um:712 SpriagfieU Areas
UST OUNCE: Mi Ceotrol Are. SOUTHOUNCE: ISO Sooth Oreigi
•on account* ot 1(0 or
Have you seen?
LOCUST LAKE
& V,LLAGE
X "Exclusive But Not Expensive*
• Choose Any Of Many Vacation Horn# Sitaa *ll5O
Acres •High In Tha Poconoa •10X Down Starts You
• Cottages For Leisure Now, Retirement Later.
ton N. J. M. V. Cl IrMf* m Tmmli to N. J. It. 44 (w F*4*r*l It
»«yW. r «* «M Pa. 411 la Ml. tom, Ivin Uft n ligki mi
TpU. •!«.. 10. J mu. M u. »40 u
m
°* 31 U CltelM, hn light m Ink 4* M Rwto 44 «4 |mkh4 m atom
4 SEASON FAMILY ENJOYMENT
WilTI POH colon BROCHURI RT 940 . POCONO LAM. PA
MtGlNflltD
Ist Apts. Featuring
SWIMMING POOL
In Bergenfield
BRAND NEW
BREWSTER ARMS
CHURCH AMD MAIN stl
S HOC* WfJT Of
WASHINCTON AVt
Ready for July-Aug. Occup
VISIT OUR BEAUTIFUL
MODERN APT.
AG!NT ON
SAT AND VUN II TO a TjM
ivwduti occup
3't rms r* SUS
4'l ROT FR 1175
FREE SWIM POOL!
> MIN to iurs
- 1 MIN TO jTOm«
ItltA tAtO* TOONS
AIT COMOfTtONSO
OTIAM tITCNJN
- ciosm caioi!
(T*»l (.*«« C<*«M toe*
- HAT At! A—
A*m » At* IS'.
NO RENTAL FEE
(XCIUSIVt IlNlAl AC'NT
MARTIN GOLDSTEIN
ttoxti
IN N Y t H «?3J wi 7-7000
ni main st. roti in
UN 8 0900
AJtJ *<-*•' »♦ a.*. No !■-]>.
YOUR OWN
r SUMMER HOME 1
HIGH IN THE POCONOS...
•——
only *2995V lt*tP e*
EASY TERMS
$ NOT a "»h*lt" ere
'prefab" but a
complin custom built
beauty. 4 room* A
bath on the plot ot
your choice at
Birchwood Lake*.
WE CHALLENGE ANY
BUILDER. ANYWHERE.
TO MATCH THIS
TREMENDOUS VALUE!
Two cry*to!-cleor takes... 4 miles of shorefront...perfect
swimming, booling, fishing. Guarded, private white, sandy
bathing beaches. Ail sport* fooiitie*. Golf 10 minute* away.
SPACIOUS HOMESITES
near one of the lake*
-*295 -
$5O DOWN * $5 A MONTH
(Miaiaiwai of 3 per pwrchoier)
Buy your land NOW!
Build any time!
America * Mott Delightful Vacation Community
ADJOINING CHILDS STATE PARK
Near Dingman* Ferry, on the Delaware
4# mu Pbm** te
Hv*» |*C4 J*% |
IM OeiMH* Baser »> 4
m wu«e'»te«e 4evte BO Be«ie If ntMy lgiti)
»'mh Btete fernt.
et
* irl!
I* * Perry *~d
Off want poff mfoauAitON. ?honi off visit
AU AMERICAN REALTY CO.. INC. OWNERS.
Suite 107, 31 S Union Street, Heckentecfc, N. J.
Phene 4RR-A3A3 - N.Y.C. LOCAL PHONE: LO 3-40R3
WE CORDIALLY EXTINO YOU AN OPEN INVITATION
EXCLUSIVE
HOMES BY
H
Peiigned for gracious living at the Jersey Shore, in lovely
wooded surroundings of the scenic Metedeconk River Section
fMtvrffl, tha I.aculit* Ranch.r, tha Juniar Ir.
aanrthr* it-1.v.1, and th. R.Hr. nt.nl Ham* . . .
all built I*l parmananc* and abaalutaly minimum
future maintenance! Th* Rancher tkawn kara ka«
... la additian la lla charm and nakla prepar.
Ham ... 1 kadraami. batha. living Ream,
Oinlaf Raam. a 11.-carl1.-car far*,. and anarmaut
lw» baum.nl It kat hat-watar ba.aba.rd kaal,
lilanl twitch*., full thick Fibrapla. in.ulatian,
daial lifkla, fira-p,..f ,idm t . .tana fireplace,
ponalad wall.. Fully londtcopad, that* hem*,
ar* an a minimum *1 't-acr* plate Pric* laclwd*
Harm windawi and daart.
Wl INCOURAOI ORIOINAIITY
Inch ham* it d.upnad FOR VOUI In addilian,
Ih* anviranmanl baa Ml iwimmln,. baatin,.
baach club . . . with ihappinp, tchaalt and
church*, aaarby, a, wall at urban trantparta*
Han.
OIRICTIONS Oardan Slat* Parkway lait *1 at
takawaad. Than wuth an lana't Mill, Rd. (Rauta
= S4f) part tha HIOH tCHOOI to Rauta =7O at
Ik* SHOPPINO CINTIR (Mala, lana't Mill, Rd.
bacamat Chomk.tt Iridga Rd. at Rauta *M).
Turn left an Raul* =7O. pact tha FAMIIY CIRCII
STORIS la tiallic circla Than an It an Prinaatan
At*, la Oraanhill Driva and CUSTOM HOMIS IV
PARISH
CUSTOM RUIIT HOMIS
$17,900
LOW RATE BANK FINANCING - REASONABLE TAXES
DON PARISE, INC.
Opan 7 day, weakly. Phona 01 P 04I? (aval. Phan* T.« f 3517 (day)
Garden Apartments
In Quiet Setting
A Ktylon Rrltuse
PATERSON (PFS) Loci-
tton on a cul-de-sac which
dead-«nda, assuring privacy
and no through traffic, Is
proving to hi a rental asset
at the recently opened 100-unit
Valley View garden-apart-
ment community on Kata Ave.
Juet south of Rroadway here.
Oxbow Realty, Inc. of
Wavne Is in charge of rentals
and notes that most of the
more than hsif-dosen renters
were attracted by the privacy
and quiet assured by the cul-
de-sac.
The developer, Public Con-
struction Cos,, Inc. of Fair
Lawn, is offering three-, four-
amt five room apartments
from 1120 monthly. Including
cooking gas, heat and water.
Initial occupancies are sched-
uled for September
Construction is under way on
all eight buildlnge which com-
prise the community where
apartments feature individual
heat control anfl include air-
condition!-- 'n r-e living
room ml rath bedroom.
Valley \>w overlooks the
Peterson va'tey area. snd all
factlit r«. In ''idint transporta-
tion. par-
■ at tchools. and
•hopping, are all In the Imme-
diate am.
The two-story buildings have
a brick exterior and feature
private entrances to each
apartment. There is also 100%
on-site psrking snd children's
playgrounds on the property.
N. Haledou
Tract Opens
A Ksylon Rrlmt
NORTH HALEDON (PKS)
The 33-house Twin Brook at
North Haiedon community in-
itiates sales this weekend with
the showing of furnished model
homes in bi-level ranch design
priced at *21,000 and 023,990.
The tract, on Dorothy Dr.
and Belmont Ave. north of
Haiedon Ave., ia to be
developed by builders Robert
Htemstra and Joseph Napoli-
tano of Wayne The pair also
created Twin Brook at Wyck-
otf and Twin Brook at Butler.
At North Haiedon. Htemstra
and Napoiitano are offering
the Hamilton bi level priced at
*21.980 and the Jefferson bi-
level at *23.900 The homes
can be purchased with liberal
financing terms for early de-
livery dates.
The only tract In North
Haiedon with its own sanitary
sewers. Twin Brook will also
have city water, aidewalks snd
curbs Homes will be placed
on landscaped plots 100 by 130
feet aod larger
EASTWOOD MODEL-This It tho model opening this
week at Eastwood, the colony of 80 homes being con-
structed on Laauwe Ave. off Preakness Ave. In Wayne
Twp., by Sylvan Builders. The homes are being offered
from $27,500 through Pasford, Ltd. of fair lawn. The new
model is priced from $29,200.
A New Service
At Sucress
-t C her mi on -tsrroi Rtletit
STILLWATER iprS) - To
assist customers desiring
homes on their vacation home-
sites at Lake Success anew
building ctmauKatKm depart
meat has been Opened here,
reports Frank Aceto Aeeto is
executive vice president of
Vus i,Sou-acre vacation com-
munity located along the Ap-
palachian Trail off Rt 2us, in
Sussex County.
Coder terms of this new
plan purchase ra are given
tlmr choice of a multitude of
vacation and year-round
homes from which to choose
in all price#, renting from
S3.MS
A typical tour-room com-
pleted home with wiring,
piumbtni end bathroom fix-
turwa. and porch is available
te Site owners at Lake Sue
aea for down payments as
sew || up.
Currently offered at Uko
Sueceea are M ono sq ft va-
r stano sites in the new "Over-
look Section,'* l aoO ft above
see level, with special ftnanc
mg terms of *99 30 down
CAMSII S COLLEGE. a
Jesuit institution m Buffsio.
was founded m ItTo '
A Home for This Summer?
Beach Haven Can Deliver
A Cbrrtnttm-Cm-rol Rtltsit
BEACH HAVEN iPFS) -
Families Interested in owning
a second home for summer
and winter vacations still have
time to enjoy this summer
at Beech Haven West, ac-
cording to co-developers Her-
bert and Jerome Shapiro.
Construction crews are
working around the clock to
keep pace with sales and to
bring the homes to purchasers
to tune for this year's vaca-
tions at this 2.000-acre lagoon
and waterfront community
situated just nine minutes
from Eait 43 of the Carden
State Parkway on Rt. 72
Beach Haven West displays
homes of contemporary and
traditional atyUng in Cape
Cod, ranch and Colonial de-
sign. priced from *6.390 with
15 year mortagea and down
pay menu from (390
All homes at Beach Haven
West are offered on improved
lagoon sites with city water.
sewers and gas. The homes
are complete for year-round
living.
7-Room Ranch
At Brookwood
.1 K«/o« Rilttit
JACKSON TOWNSHIP
(PKS) The new Concord
ranch with seven rooms and
two baths. 10th mode! to be of
freed at the J 200 bouse Brook-
word community here, is be
mg unvnied this weekend by
budder Robert J, SchmerU of
Robllt. Inc of Lakewood it is
priced at *19.100
Scfemerts n offering another
ranch mode] at the setf-sus-
latnsag rorntnunst; because an
earlier surrey proved the
popvdsrit, of thsa t,p* of fam t
*lth young manned and re
tired couples
A Colonial-Ranch
A KeytbMtrtin Rtleast
LODI (PFS) Renewed In-
terest In Colonial-styled homes
coupled with a demand for
roomy living and easy upkeep
found in the modem ranch
home has resulted in a marked
preference in “hl-level" ranch
homes in New Jersey, accord-
ing to Earl Martin, vice pres-
ident of Bel Aire Homes, one
of the state's largest custom
builders for lot owners.
This desire to combine the
beat features of the past and
present in one extremely liv-
able home U the driving
force behind Bel Aire’s first
quarter sales which were up
0% over laet year, while Co-
lonial-ranch home sale* ware
up 53% over the same period.
The idea of this type home,
said Martin, ia that the mod-
em ranch design is maintain-
ed for the interior, while the
Colonial feeling is injected by
the use of brick and hand-split
shakes as exterior design ele-
ments.
According to MarUn, the re-
turn to Colonial styling Is more
pronounced in other homes
purchased from Bel Aire.
“More and more lot owners
have been asking for front
columns on their home," he
said.
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ASCOT FARMS
BRIDGEWATER, NJ.
BUILT BY AN AWARD WINNING BUILDER
HP
tfweWEfiS
Th« Wallinflton: 2-Story Contomporary Colonial
A ru.td.ncn at tln.tltnl dwntllng . , . tnnt.r hall antry . . . three
rnn..er..„d wpttelr b.dm.m .wit.. . . . .14 bath. . . , miH>
budreem ‘"•"'her Intlwd.i walk In rlet.t end lull bath . . , mp 4.
•>n OCA C annul.teur .pulpped klt.h.n with .nark bar adjelnlng lar«a
pan*Ha4 rairaallaa inn prevldlng .tiding (lan deert la euttlda
4a*ia .. . Mparat. fennel dining mam with par, aat tlaar, apatleuily
opan lull width Hying raam . , , built-in
•ida entry garog. *20,750
, * OM NIWAIK-levta It wan taward temervitl.. ta
Foothill Id.. Many'll, everpu.. (Jrd tv.rpai. at 1/10 aiila pail
Ik* right tarn ante avarpatt ta lindurne Ay.,
than tail .hart turn anta llndtma A«a. end .hart right turn anta
Feethn Id ; pracaad 1 lang bbdi ta at ad alt.
3 4u
NOW
...
a distinctive new lake
community in thePocono Mountains
[Hemlock farms
VMf. *out« 401 lotos vautt, sa. «^aSSi/
Visit HemlockFarms nov... thisbeautiful
nev development uas previously a private
4,200 acre estate... nova privet*, profes-
sionally developed community for your
vacation home.
Several lovely lakefront lots are available
for your inspection.
(Purchasers muit inspect property prior to sale.)
__
LAKIVIIW BUILOINO SITIS/ OVIR 1/a ACRI, FROM $lBO DOWN
HAS# SUKFACID lOAOS • YIAI SOUND WATH tYSTWIS • DOCK AND IIACM fttVIIMU
u— m tom, wbio tumxmm m m saawm
wior tAiuMs, mmm, aoArw* ams tmmum u HEMLOCK ViKXI
A 4>il » II i *r wtsrsaM muias* Ntwnu uatrw
lm+ VrfSr, Hm+T, N.M| hmtm MpAi.li Tit • MSMIH
BIRCH
HILL
n
Marshall Hill Rood
West Milford, N. J.
Lor0 # Living Room Full Dining Rnom, 1,040 sq ft Bosemont
Color Co-ordinated Kitchen Built-Ins Gos or Electric
Large Tree Shaded Londtcoped Homesitet Paved Driveway*
3 BEDROOMS
15,990
Ranch or Cape
Pritti /reel J/f.yiW
EARLY OCCUPANCY GUARANTEED
MOVE IN THIS SUMMER!
• City Sewer* (No Septic* 1
• City water & gas (no bottle gu |)
• P*ved streets, storm sewers,
\ fire hydrants
W# wit) guarantee that you con move Into
your home within two montht. You do not hove
to wo It tec the Installation of utilities or any-
thing else. These beautiful home site* ore read?
now. We ore equipped to render super-fast
moctpoge financing Along wltf oil this, your
home will be customised to your Individual
to»te In every detail.
CVi1 -rV'
# .-4.
• M
•I. JL i/)I f y
3 MODELS OPEN DAILY
NOW OPEN
DELUXE MODEL $17,900
• 4 Bedrooms up to 17' s 20*
• 2 Ceramic Tiled full Bathe
• Completely finished Including
wall to wall carpeting
TOTAL PRICE. No Extras:
$17,900
ALL TYfU OP FINANCING AVAtLASLI
10% DOWN and NO CLOSIHO PUS
TO QUALINID lUYIRJ.
PA 8-9172 or OX 4-2444
JMRICTIONSi Rt. 11 north post Sutler, right ot
fche Lake Rd. er North on Rt. Si I ißmgwoodAmi to MenhoN HiM Rd. Follow «*«nete
modri I newt to Monhell HIM llementory School 1.
LAKE LENAPE
PfawnvM. Inni Cuti
*** a«»a UM Mr Mmm 4
COM MH.
| * **s •*«*•. is m .<ll,l hi
1. 1 n ar <« aw M
t»a* Il«l p H-I
HIGHLAND LAKES
MMWH LMI CmwoS m H. J.
»**. Iml oMu
*'“< »* « nan nta, tart*
•naaaaa rank. kaW M u» .«>
zsntzxzr-A? «*.*
AM* aw MavaMa Mauaa aHH
««_ Mat iraai HaaaallM ui lUua
Ctek Cw«iH Taraaa ar«lMii
la/aru-a. IK. » M m-rUrnm.
HOW H(*J
SiCKlift & SHIPPMD INC.
BRIELLE
Beautiful Cap* Cod 4 Bed
roorai llvtnf room with fire-
place, dining room, finuhed
baiement with bar Diihwaih-
er, fully alrconditioned, breete-
way, two car garage, situated
on 100' x 100' lot.
PRICED TO SELL
$26,500.
SCHROEDIR
AGENCY
109 Broodway 199-9199
Pt. Pleasant Booth, N.J.
HOMESITES
‘295 PHLOT
Wfflpw
• s***''“•?' Jo mil* «.«»
• t"*!! bnch
• *.*«!* Inch H*yt»
• Ull MUNCIIM (Nltf
• Low taxo*
• Jumm.ni, b«IML <MI«
400 ICrtl butini 4 c jmpmj
»'•••'»« Itt lot Khn
■UY YOU* LAND NOWI
BUILD ANYTIMI
UMI#*
WIIOMIUIII
$2,995
VAndyko* 74522
Tr »** • •*«*
LAKE PANORAMA
sSHSBEfcf*
MORTGAGES
HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
tr LOAN ASSOCIATION
UNION VAllir ROAD . WIJT MILFORD
patirson PA 8-3159 HAWTHORNC
TIMBERLANE at COLONIA
in Woodbridge Township
presents the "LIGHT FOR LIVING HOME’
"THE COLONIAL*
The "Light for living* Colonial model now open feature* controlled lighting
«tot*ned by Public Service Flectric 4 Gat Company. Creative Ughting
th* beauty of furoitiungi, adit a dramatic (lair and Incraatca a borne'* value.
PUBUC SERVICE EIECTtIC AND CAS COMPANY
llV»)«|S>nrt iIICiWtHU
I 1
4 BEDROOM SHOWPLACE $26,750
The cUauc earl) American architectural tradition it etemplified tn thu stately
rv».dence Attractne foyer. Royal tued living room Formal dining room Com-
pletely equipped kitchen with oven, gat range and breattaat dining area All mm
purpoie family room with tlidihg data doort leading to terrace. Dreating room ||j
in matter bedroom. 2 l» batht Full ba*ement. 2-car garage.
Select from odditional linking dea<gnt from
$22,990
P4JUMI H*mt HIM F> mry {l|;
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OPfN HOUSE
THIS WEEKEND I
ONLY AT SUBURBAN PARK
an exclunive SWIM CLLB
Two swimming pools shuffleboard, volley ball and
other games plus plenty of room for soaking up
the sun The kiddies have their own supervised
play area with sandboxes, swings, etc. All for Subur*
ban Park residents only.
MODELS PRICED FROM
$16,250
5% DOWN 30 year Conventional Mortgages
Catholic Elementary & High School on slasla session doseby.
8 APPLIANCES
included at NO EXTRA COST!
•It cu ft. Refrigerator s Eye level Oven
• Counter top Range • Coppertone Range Hood
• IT* High Velocity Exhaust Fan • Dishwasher
• Clothes Washer • Clothes Dryer
Other Suburban Park features Include Combination Aluminum
Storm A Screen Windows and Doora thruout at no additional
coat spacious fully landscsped lota city water paved
atreeU, curbs, sidewalks, paved drivewey* all in. Tha homes
art big the valua U big tha saving! art big. See Subur-
ban Park today.
right on the property
1
THE CONCORD 9 Rooms 4 Bedrooms ttk Baths
2 Living Rooms Full Dining Room Dream Kitchen
and Garage. , . tlg.soe
m
THE DOVER 9 ROOMS 4 Bedrooms m Bathi
Living Room Full Dining Room Sun Porch Largi
Kitchen Specious Mahogany Panelled Den and 2 car gar
•* e 118,251
DIRECTIONS TO SUBURBAN PARK: From north Jerse;
take Garden State ParkWay south to Exit 82, turn left oi
Route 37 and go west approx, one mile to suburban Pari
entrance on your left. Models open 10 AM to Dark Daily
Phone 341-0608.
$7.5 Million
For Studying
Population
NEW YORK (NC) - The
Ford Foundation has an*
nounced grants of $7,558,500
for population control pro*
JecU, raising to $22.1 million
the amount it has spent in this
area since 1959.
The foundation said its pop*
ulstion studies program is
now so big that a separate de-
partment to control it has
been established within the
philanthropic agency.
It argued that “time is of
the esser.ee” in dealing with
the challenge of population
growth and said that other
agencies, public and private,
must help provide "far great-
er support”
THE NEW GRANTS' are de-
signated for private and gov-
ernment agencies, universities
and laboratories in the UJS.
Britain, India and Tunisia.
The foundation supports all
types of studies on population
problems, ranging from better
food production to improve-
ment of both natural and
articleal birth control meth-
ods.
A $3 million program of
assistance to India for an In-
tensive family-planning pro-
gram in selected districts la
the largest single grant in the
new list Others include:
• $475,000 to the
Reference Bureau, Washing-
ton. D.C., for distribution of
information on population
problems.
• $700,000 to Chicago Uni-
versity for research and train-
ing on demography and the
administration of family-plan-
ning programs.
• $338,500 to Columbia Uni-
versity medical school for re-
search on the functions of the
human ovary.
• $BO,OOO to Brown Univer-
sity for work on the statistical
problems in analysing the ef-
fectiveness of fertility-regula-
tion programs.
THE APPROPRIATION for
an intensive family-planning
and health program in India
will assist work in India's
four largest cities Bombay,
Calcutta, Delhi, and Madras.
The government win set up a
National Family Planning In-
stitute and an Institute of
Public Health and Administra-
tion and Education in New
Delhi, the foundation said.
The new effort was said to
complement a foundation-as-
sisted program to stimulate
food production in India by
demonstration projects of
mbdern farming in selected
states.
The grant to the Population
Reference Bureau, providing
about one-third of iu total
budget for the next five years,
will enable it to expand the
distribution of its educational
materials on population
studies in schools and col-
leges, and promote wider cir-
culation of materials abroad
in trimUtiao, tht
said.
In addition to the founda-
tion's new grants on popula-
tion problems, it allocated
funds for several other pur-
peeei. iiwhi/tiwg . $280,000
grant for partial assistance la
the reorganization of the Pius
XII College In Roma, Basuto-
land.
The college, operated by the
Canadian province of the Ob-
la tee of llary Immaculate,
was opened in IMS and is be-
ing reorganised as a college
within the gov arum ant-spon-
sored University of Basuto-
land, B echos naland and
Swaziland.
Calls Population
Fear Groundless
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) -
Fears of overpopulation in the
ÜB. have no basis in fact ac-
cording to Karl Brandt, direc-
tor of the Stanford University
Food Research Institute.
A former member of Presi-
dent Eisenhower's Council of
Economic Advisers, Brandt In-
sists that even with 180 million
people in the U.S. today it is
seriously underpopulated.
Even with double the popu-
lation it would not be over-
populated and would, in fact,
bava a much higher level of
living, be said.
Excommunicate
Pupils’ Parents
CUENCA, Ecuador (NC) -
Archbishop M amici Serrano
Abad of Cuenca has excom-
municated more than 200 par-
ents for sending their children
to a Lutheran bilingual school
here.
The Archbishop said in a
pastoral that the Lutheran
school, "under the pretext of
teaching languages and foster-
ing cultural exchange, la real-
ly pouring out the poison of
hareay.”
The pastoral letter said that
the parent! must withdraw
their children from the achool
and that they are excommuni-
cated until they do so because
"there is no worse scourge for
Catholic society than the infil-
tration of hareay.
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SHOP
RICKEL
and
SAVE AT
I OMH -
DAILY
4 SATURDAY
10
EVERYBODY
24" PARKWAY
LAWN
SWEEPER
• Ctean* (V Your lawn In Minuted
dnbroßrM
I Iron Whook
• 24" Rovordblo Rungrd An Rrntio Dnahoo
Miiaotl• RuUor Tirol wttM
• Uft-out Kodiot •
34.95 VAIUI
M)U
PLUMBING DEPARIMENT SPECIALS!
V 4" AMERICAN MADE
COPPER
TIIBIHG
• TYH M HARO
o MM. 10-FT. LENGTHS
%" SOFT AMERICAN AAADE
COPPER
TUBING
TYPE L
I<MtROU...2.SO
15-ft. AOU... 3.73
20-H.R0U...4.50
30-ft.ROU... 4.90
60-ft. ROLL 12.00
COMPLETE UNE OF
PUMP and WELL
SUPPLIES
• W*i Pump* • Drivo Coupling!
md Fittings
Wm&SSBm m
SUPPUB
• Drivo Copi
• WoU Sr oil
• Foot Vatvo*
• Pipo an I
* WeilLa Bami*W rOwUl
• Protiuro Switch**
NEW LOW PRICE!
Hollywood
5-FT. SLIDING
GLASS DOOE
39.95 VALUE
• Bright AnoAnd Alumia
Ilf mil PCEhMOnfIQ ROM
ond SSoncon
‘S-Z** Cloan Track, SoV*
j EOTAT OF A SaiOWi
MULTI-PURPOSE • POLYETHYLENE
PLASTIC
PIPE
factory
AMBMd
mahogany
paneling
99
SHEET
• WELLS • Slf.'AP PUMPS
• DRAM IMIS • IRRIGATION
• UNMKROUNO SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
100FT. COILS • 75 LB. PRESSURE
" 04* !*/«"«'/*
3/a" 06
I" 08
r/a"14:
CUT PUCES SLIGHTLY HIGHER
tea EKXM ter law Mw*m Ftwte Kumi ond
lAtefnad V*N» tteodr wd t »o*ri- .
|I f: gOS*l **™-
Woi.l
*f/24N,K
JiteA
MteK
Heavy Qas*
2 Satety Towel Ban
WITH DESIGN UIR
SPECIALSJULY TANKTOILET
OVERHAUL KIT
LINEDGLASS WHAT YOU GfT
automatic TryUSMI UmiMlfw
WATERGAS QwOrw*w Vw«*r Tvte
88HEATERS v Ut
PERSONALFREI
30-GAL SIZE emtucnotttDO-IT TOUKWJ13-YEAR
GUARANTEE
SHUT-OfF SOLID FIBRE3100%
CONTROL
DRAIN PIPEROOANODE
58 8840-Gallon
50-Gallon
<3 Size 69Coupling Foot
Included83 88Size
1 94
AW in Steel
i ).■- CAJib
ocmmalkZo’~
?Tr isSslksk"
l\y JTOA2* »HO s_
„ uma.1 uma
from
14“
24**34* SOI
Complete Stock ol Heater* ot Rfcfceilow Prtw*
Lengths
NEW
DauxF
DEHUMIDIFIER
with AUTOMATIC HUMIDtSTAT
• Automatic Float Control
• Amhar Indicator Light
Lift
129.9S
STOPS
RUSTI
>.*j - _ -m a,.* .. j _
AO*awta rgngnjY*o
"THE ORIGINAL" ANTHBAFUT POOL
FILTER KIT
• 10-GaßonTank with
Bolt-on Cover
• Ipan Phonaßc Lining
• 30 It*. AnthraAt FBt*r
Medte
• 3 SuperFlax Hoee*
• Aluminum Pump STYRENE
SUP-ON
FITTINGS
Hints 1000 GPM
■ S*7l
RCA HOME
service
* U*. Your Own 172S RPM
1/3or 1/4Motor*
• AttembWi in Minute*with
Instruction* and Fitting*
"PARKWAY"
ANTHRAFILT
COMPLETE WITH 'A H P.
172S R.P.M. MOTOR
• 2400 GPH 1 ump Capacity
• Motor w Grounded Cord
and Plug
• 10 Gal. Tank w . Bolt-on
COTIf
*a . ■ L—?epofi rnffMHK kJHing
* Bra** Pump and Strainer
* 30 R>*. AnthrofiH Filter Medio
* 2 Super Fie* Ho**«
* 2 Hot* Holder*
BA lOt
I*ool FILTER
14958
UST *4.95
f?TARY
**»*• MOWHt
m
adaptukcai
"owonr
RICKEL POOL ACCESSORIES AT UNBEATABLE LOW PRICES!
WA9O
HOSK
HOLDERS
*
AnMteXnHdT*
» Muff Own fed Wire
• CwßivdvatWiNtad
Deluxe
HAND
• Net I
n» ■ »» 1
r oneway
POOL
Vacuum
eUhmili tell
r
• MhHm
• *»lAli Nth
HnA
• le*iilHiiilWiilli
RSAIO4
5 © I
PotgerjeefH^
BLACKTOP
I DRIVEWAY
COATING
'95 IS
FAMOUS
EVEREADY
BATTERIES
Ss 10*•1244
LEAKPROOF • "D" SIZE
nacra
RT. 10, SUCCASUm
1•* Mile E.tit ol Ledpewood Circle
Open Daily & Saturday 9-10
JUhtice .10181
SHOP
RICKEL
and
SAVE
RT. 22, UNION
I Mile West of Flagship
Open Daily inri Saturday 9-10
c c p
RT. 17, PARAMU
4 Miles North of Route 4
Open oa tiy 910 Friday e, Saturday 9 10
